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UNPAID CLAIMS OF U.S. CITIZENS AGAINST
THE GOVERNMENT OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 1980

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:30 a.m., in room
2221, Dirksen Seriate Office Building, Hon. Abraham Ribicoff
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Ribicoff, Moynihan, and Dole.
[The press releases announcing this hearing, the bill S. 2721 and

Senator Dole's statement follow:]
(Press release of Tuesday, Aug. 19, 19801

FINANCE SUBCOMMII'rxE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE SETs HEARINo ON UNPAID
CLAIMS OF U.S. CITIZENS AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Senator Abraham Ribicoff (D., Ct.), Chairman of the Subcommittee on Interna-
tional Trade of the Senate Committee on Finance announced today that the Sub-
committee will hold a hearing on Wednesday, September 3, 1980, on issues raised by
S. 2721. S. 2721 is a bill to amend title IV of the Trade Act of 1974 so as to permit
the granting# of most-favored-nation treatment under title IV only to products of a
country which, if it expropriated United States citizens' property, has paid just
compensation therefor. In his statement introducing S. 2721, Senator Daniel PatrickMoynihan (D., N.Y.), announced that he would amend the bill to provide for action
regarding claims of United States citizens against the Government of Czechoslova-
kia in the event a- settlement of these claims was not reached by diplomacy.
Specifically, the amendment would provide that if within 60 days after enactment,
there was no diplomatic settlement of claims arising out of the post-World War II
nationalization of property in Czechoslovakia, then gold allocated by the Tripartite
Commission for the Restitution of Monetary Gold to Czechoslovakia and located in
the United States would be seized, sold, and invested, and the interest and income
therefrom would be used to pay the U.S. claimants whose claims were certified by
the U.S. Foreign Claims Settlement Commission. After all the claimants were paid,
the balance of the proceeds would be returned to Czechoslovakia. The text of the
proposed amendment appears on pages 9627-28 of the Congressional Record for
June 13, 1980.

The hearing will begin at 10 a.m. in Room 2221 of the Dirksen Senate Office
building.

Requests to testify.-Chairman Ribicoff stated that persons desiring to testify
during this hearing must make their requests to testify in writing to Michael Stern,
Staff Director, Conmmttee on Finance, Room 2227, Dirksen Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C., not later than noon on Wednesday, August 27, 1980. Persons so
requesting will be notified as soon as possible after this date whether they will be
scheduled to appear. If for some reason a witness is unable to appear at the time
scheduled, he may file a written statement for the record in lieu of the personalapperace.

Conslidated testimony.--Chairman Ribicoff also stated that the Subcommittee

urges all witnesses who have a common position or with the same general interest
to consolidate their testimony and designate a single spokesman to present their
common viewpoint orally to the subcommittee. This procedure will enable the
Subcommittee to receive a wider expression of views than it might otherwise obtain.

(1)
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Chairman Ribicoff urpes very strongly that all witnesses exert a maximum effort to
consolidate and coordinate their statements.

Legislative Reorganization Act.-Chairman Ribicoff observed that the Legislative\
Reorganization Act of 1946, as amended, and the rules of the Committee require
witnesses appearing before the Committee of Conpes to file in advance written
statements of their proposed testimony and to limit oral presentations to brief
summaries of their arguments.

Chairman Ribicoff stated that in light of this statute and the rules, and in view of
the large number of persons who desire to appear before the Subcommittee in the
limited time available for the hearing, all witnesses who are scheduled to testify
must comply with the following rules:

(1) All witnesses must include with their written statements a one-page summary
of the principal points included in the statement.

(2) The written statements must be typed on lettersize (not legal size) paper and at
least 100 copies must be delivered to Room 2227, Dirksen Senate Office Buildig, not
later than noon of the last business day before the witness is scheduled to appear.

(3) Witnesses are not to read their writteft statements to the Subcommittee, but
are to confine their oral presentations to a summary of the points included in the
statement.

(4) Not more than five minutes will be allowed for the oral summary.
Witnesses who fail to comply with these rules will forfeit their privilege to testify.
Written 8tatements.-Persons requesting to testify who are not scheduled to make

an oral presentation, and others who desire to present their views to the Subcom-
mittee, are urged to prepare a written statement for submission and inclusion in the
printed record of the hearing. Statements submitted for inclusion in the record
should be typewritten, not more than 25 double-paced pages in length and mailed
with five (5) copies to Michael Stern, Staff Director, Committee on Finance, Room
2227, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510, not later than
Friday, September 12, 1980.

(Prm re le of 'uesday, Aug. 26, 1980]

FINANCE SUBCOMMITrm ON INTERNATIONAL T mm Rz cDuIz HEING ON
CLAIMS AGAINsr CCHOSLOVAKIA AND ANNOUNCaS HEARING ON MISCELANEOUS
TAmr? BLw
The Honorable Abraham Ribicoff (D., Ct.), Chairman of the Subcommittee on

International Trade of the Committee on Finance, today announced that the Sub-
committee's public hearing on unpaid claims of U.S. citizens against Czechoslovakia,
previously scheduled for September 3, 1980 (Press Release No. H-46), has been
rescheduled for September 9, 1980. Requests to testify and other matters regarding
this hearing wil continue to be governed by the terms of Press Release No. H-46.

In addition, Senator Ribicoff announced that the Subcommittee would on the
same date hold a hearing on the miscellaneous tariff bills listed below.

The hearing on the miscellaneous tariff bills will b.g n at 9 a.m., on September 9,
1980, in Room 2221 of the Dirkeen Senate Office Buildg.

The hearing on the Czechoslovakia claims matter will begin at 10:30 a.m. on the
same date in the same room.
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II

96TH CONGRESS
2D SESSION So 2721

To require that most-favored-nation treatment be granted only to the products )f
countries which have not expropriated United States citizens' property with-
out compensation therefor.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
MAY 15 (legislative day, JmAVaY 8), 1980

Mr. Movmnw (for himself and Mr. Scmiwi) introduced the following bill;
which was read twice and referred to the Committee on Finance

A BILL
To require that most-favored-nation treatment be granted only

to the products of countries which have not expropriated
United States citizens' property without compensation
therefor.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of &presnta-

2 ties of the United States of America in Conges assembled,

3 That title IV of the Trade Act of 1974 is amended' as

4 follows:

5 SwmION 1. Section 405(a) is amended by adding a

6 colon at the end thereof, and the following. "Provided, how-

7 ever, That no such bilateral commercial agreement providing
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2

1 nondiscriminatory treatment (most-favored-nation treatment)

2 shall be authorized in the case of any country which has ex-

8 propriated properties of citizens of the United States and has

4 not made just compensation therefor.".

5 Szo. 2. Section 408(a) is amended by adding a comma

6 at the end, after the word "Czechoslovakia", and the follow-

7 ing: "and prior to any proclamation extending nondiscrimina-

8 tory treatment (most-favored-nation treatment) to Czechoslo-

9 vakia under section 404 of this Act.".

10 Sio. 8. Section 408(a) is further amended by adding a

11 new sentence at the end, as follows: "The term 'agreement'

12 means a bilateral commercial agreement a. described in

18 section 405(b) of this Acq."

0
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR BOB DoLz

Mr. Chairman, I would first like to commend Senator Moynihan and Senator
Schmitt, who cosponsored S. 2721, for introducing this bill and bringing this most
unfortunate matter to the Senate's attention once again.

Over 30 years a~o the Communist government of Czechoslovakia expropriated the
property of U.S. citizens and corporations. In many cases these citizens lost a good'
part, if not all, of their life savings and investments as a result of these seizures. In
1958, the Congress enacted a law establishing a process through which the claims of
these citizens could be heard and determined. Claims were made totaling over $300
million in value. In part as the result of the difficulty of proving these claims
because of the lack of cooperation of the Czech government, the Foreign Claims
Settlement Commission allowed claims totaling $64 million, which together with
interest through 1958 resulted in an award of $115 million. Only $9 million worth of
these claims have ever been repaid.

In 1974 the State Department negotiated a settlement with the Czechs which
would have repaid the remaining claimants at the rate of 20 cents on the dollar.
The claimants objected to this settlement and so did the Congress. In section 408 of
the Trade Act of 1974, the Congress specifically directed that this settlement be
renegotiated.

To my knowledge no such negotiations were undertaken until Congressional
efforts were made to utilize the earning potential of Czech gold stored in the United
States to repay the claimants for their expropriated property.

I realize that the State Department as well as others in the administration have
very real concerns about using the gold for this purpose. I also realize that contro-
versy exists with respect to the clash in international legal principles between the
right to compensation for expropriated property and U.S. obligations under the
Paris Reparations Agreements.

I am certain, however, that everyone concerned also realizes that further delay in
the receipt of adequate compensation cannot be tolerated. I am hopeful that the
representatives of the State Department who will testify this morning, bring with
them some encouraging news for an immediate and just settlement. If they do not,
it is apparent to me that other avenues besides the three decade long negotiations
must be considered.

Senator RIeICOFF. The committee will come to order.
This matter has been around for lots of years, and has been of

much interest. I think there are thiee basic questions that should
be addressed in this hearing, and let me indicate what I consider
the basic questions to be.

First, what are the prospects for success of the present negotia-
tions for settlement with Czechoslovakia; how would such a settle-
ment compare with the compensation which will be provided to
claimants as a result of S. 2721; and what is the time period within
which such negotiations could reasonably be concluded.

Second, will the actions required by S. 2721, as amended, be
inconsistent with the U.S. international obligation under the Paris
Reparation Agreement of the Tripartite Commission for the Resti-
tution of Monetary Gold.

Third, how does, the compensation that would be provided under
S. 2721 compare with other claim settlement agreements achieved
with other countries which expropriated U.S. property, and what
are some of the reasons for the differences.

We are leased to start the hearing with the distinguished Sena-
tor from New Mexico, Senator Harrison Schmitt.

You may proceed, sir.

STATEMENT OF HARRISON SCHMITT, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF NEW MEXICO

Senator SCHMITT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Senator Moyni-
han.
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I want to thank you for this opportunity and also congratulate
the junior Senator from New York for his initiative in this area. I
am happy to be a cosponsor with him on this bill, S. 272L

I appear today not only as a cosponsor of the bill, but also on
behalf of Mr. Paul Bencoe of Albuquerque, N. Mex.

Paul Bencoe is an 82-year-old man who has for the past 32 years
patiently sought just comnstion for property and assets which
were, in my opinion, and I think also in the court's opinion, illegal-
ly seized by the Government of Czechoslovakia.

He has worked with the Department of State, with the Foreign
Claims Settlement Commission of the United States, through pri-
vate attorneys and through his elected representatives, and after
32 years he still waits for fair compensation.

Paul Bencoe is not an isolated case. He is but one of over 2,500
Americans, mostly elderly, who have outstanding claims, awarded
by the Foreign Claims Settlement Commission, against the Govern-
ment of Czechoslovakia. For 32 years the Government of Czechoslo-
vakia has refused to negotiate in good faith to settle these claims.

For 32 years our own Department of State has been less than
aggressive in pursuing negotiations and a settlement of these
claims, and appears to be in much the same posture today.

I urge the committee to carefully consider these facts and to
amend S. 2721 with the language of H.R. 7338, currently pending
before the House Committee on Foreign Relations. The language of
H.R. 7338 provides a solution to this problem and for the full
compensation of our citizens.

Mr. Chairman, I shall not present the details of what has tran-
spired since 1948. The committee is well aware of the facts in this
case and witnesses far more familiar with the case are available to
discuss the details. My concern is with the more basic issue in-
volved, that is, the proper responsibility of the Federal Government
in the handling of this case.

The real question facing the committee and the Congress is one
of the fundamental duties of the Federal Government in protecting
its citizens. All too often we in the Congress are so busy dealing
with daily problems, new legislation and regulations, appropri-
ations and so many other issues that we fail to fimd time to think
about the reason for the existence of a national government, par-
ticularly a democracy. That reason for its existence is the protec-
tion of its citizens, their lives, their freedoms, their well-being and
their property.

We maintain an army sufficiently strong to militarily defend the
lives and property of our citizens. Often we forget that we also
maintain an army of diplomats.charged with peacefully protecting
the lives and property of Amencan citizens. Clearly, that army of
diplomats has failedinthis case.

Mr. Chairman, generally I am reluctant to support efforts by the
Congress to initiate actions in the area of foreign policy. Guidance,
yes specific actions, generally, no. The proper role of the Congress,

particularly the Senate, is to advise and consent on the miitia-
tives of the executive branch in the conduct of our relations with
other nations.

There are, however, some exceptions. When the executive branch
fails to properly carry out its obligations under the Constitution, it
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is necessary for the Congress to exert the missing leadership. In
this case, the executive branch has clearly failed, not just this
executive branch but those that have existed throughout the last
32years.

For those 32 years, and under seven different Presidents, both
Republican and Democrat, for whatever reason, there has not been
a settlement in the protection of the property and assets of U.S.
citizens. That situation prompts this Senator to support legislation
to resolve this problem and guarantee fairness to our citizens.

The provisions of H.R. 7338 provide the solution to the dilemma
facing us. That solution is fair and equitable to both the claimants
and to the Government of Czechoslovakia. It allows a negotiated
settlement, which is what all parties would prefer, if such a settle-
ment is at all possible. However, should no settlement be possible
or if the Government of Czechoslovakia refuses to negotiate, there
would be a mechanism to resolve the situation.

The Secretary of Treasury would be authorized to sell the gold
which is in the possession of the United States, to invest the
proceeds from that sale, and to pay to the claimants the full
compensation which they were awarded by the Foreign Claims
Settlement Commission. After all the claims have been settled, the
proceeds which were invested will be returned to Czchoslovakia.

I fail to see. what could be unfair in this type of an arrangement,
except for the time frame involved in which the claimants will
have to wait to receive full and just compensation.

I am aware that the Department of State opposes this legislation.
It would seem that the Department of State should welcome this
approach in that it strengthens their negotiating position. The
Department of State could easily go to the Government of Czecho-
slovakia and say: "You had better start negotiating in good faith or
you will have a settlement agreement forced upon you.

That would seem the sensible approach for the Department of
State instead of spending the time and effort, and resources they
have, in fighting these congressional initiatives.

I have reviewed the arguments presented to the House Commit-
tee on H.R. 7338. The fact is that while negotiation is preferable, it
is clear that the Government of Czechoslovakia, over these 32
years, has been unwilling and still is unwilling to negotiate a fair
settlement, and the Congress is unwilling to accept anything less
than a fair settlement, as should be its position.

Let me quickly comment on some of the major objections out-
lined by the Department of State. -

The Department argues that the agreement establishing the Tri-
partite Commission would be undermined by unilateral action. The
Department fails, however, to point out that such unilateral action
was used by the United Kingdom, a member of the Commission, in
its settlement of claims against the Government of Albania. Gold
awarded to Albania was taken by the United Kingdom in compen-
sation for outstanding claims against Albania.

The Department also points out that it is unreasonable to expect
Czechoslovakia to pay full compensation when other nations, most
recently the People's Republic of China, have coropensated U.S.
claimants for less than full compensation. I hardly think that this
should be used as a precedent. However, the Department fails to
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point out that other nations, for example Romania and Yugoslavia,
ave paid full compensation in settlement of claims.
It is clear that the Department of State is unwilling to be aggres-

sive in pursuit of a settlement. While other nations like the United
Kingdom are aggressive in the protection of the property of its
citizens, the United States is not. This, I maintain, serves as a bad
example and encourages other nations to expropriate U.S. property
and assets in their countries.

The U.S. Government has a legal and moral responsibility to
protect the lives and property of its citizens. Judge Friendly, of the
U.S. Court of Appeals, Second Circuit, put it this way:

The unquestioned right of a state to protect its nationals in their person and
property while in a foreign country must permit initial seizure and ultimate expro-
priation of assets of nationals of that country in its own territory, if other methods
of securing compensation for its nationals should fail.

So, if the U.S. Government has the right to expropriate the
assets of property of Czech citizens in settlement of claims, then
surely it has the right to sell gold owned by the Czech Government.

The United States did precisely that in the sale of Czech steel
mills in partial settlement of these very claims and is in the
process of that action in the settlement of claims against the Gov-
ernment of Iran. Why is the administration so reluctant to take
that very same type of action in this case?

Mr. Chairman, I urge the committee to expedite this matter and
to report the bill amended to the full Senate for its consideration.

It is reasonable to ask our citizens to be patient in the settlement
of such a complex matter. However, after 32 years even the most
patient of men become impatient. Paul Bencoe is 82 years old. He
has waited for over one-third of his life for compensation for the
illegal seizure of his property.

Paul Bencoe is still alive, but some of the other 2,500 claimants
are not so fortunate. Many have already passed on. It is time that
the Congress act where the executive branch has failed. It is time
that the U.S. Government fulfill its primary responsibility of pro-
tecting our citizens. I cannot think of a more appropriate action
that any government can take than the fulfillment of this responsi-
bility.

I urge the committee to support this legislation.
Senator Ricom. Thank you very much.
Senator Moynihan.
Senator MOYmHAN. I would like to thank our colleague and

cosponsor of this legislation.
May I ask if the Senator would wish to say something briefly

about the elements in H.R. 7338 that he thinks are to be preferred
to our bill?

Senator ScHMrrr. I think the main asset is that it is a much
more direct approach. I think it is clear that the jurisdictional
aspects in the Congress required a different drafting. I think that
now is the time to take a more direct approach as in the House
bill, and to press on.

Senator MoYNmAN. I think that we can obviously do that if we
have general agreement.

I thank you very much.
Senator RlBicon. Thank you very much.
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Senator SCHMITF. I particularly want to emphasize Senator
Moynihan's responsibility for this effort. A man of his experience
and knowledge both in the diplomatic force as well as in academia
clearly understands the technical, legal and philosophical issues
involved. I am sure the committee will respond to his initiative, as
well they should.

Senator RIBICOFF. Robert Barry, Deputy Assistant Secretary of
State for European Affairs, and Mr. Russell Munk, Assistant Gen-
eral Counsel for International Affairs of the Department of the
Treasury.

Your testimony will appear in the record as if read. I would like
you to comment on the three questions that I raised at the begin-
ning of the hearing.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT L. BARRY, DEPUTY ASSISTANT
SECRETARY FOR EUROPEAN AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF
STATE, AND RUSSELL L. MUNK, ASSISTANT GENERAL COUN.
SEL FOR INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF THE
TREASURY
Mr. BARRY. Let me first say at the outset that I fully agree with

Senator Schmitt that it is the paramount responsibility of the
Government of the United States in this case, and in other cases
like it, to look out for the interests of American citizens.

The U.S. claimants have been central to our concerns about this
problem in the many years that we have been working on this,
regrettably so far without a solution which has been satisfactory to
the Congress.

Senator RIBIconF. I am just curious. How far are you with the
Czech Government?

Mr. BARRY. At this point, I think the question you asked about
the prospects for the negotiations is a very central question. I think
we can say at the moment that we have a reasonable prospect for a
successful negotiation. We have been working for some time.

,We started consulting with the Congress about a new approach
with the Government of Czechoslovakia at the beginning of spring
1979, and for various reasons this approach was delayed, because of
the arrest of the charter 77. dissidents, there was the recall of our
Ambassador, subsequently the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan,
which caused us to have a policy review.

We did table the proposal in May. I would prefer not to go into
the exact details of the proposal because I am afraid that this
might interfere with the negotiating situation itself, but suffice it
to say that I believe the proposal we have made would be fully
satisfactory to the sponsors of this bill.

Senator RIrBcoF. It might be satisfactory to you, but what re-
sponse did you get from the Czechs on your proposal?
. Mr. BARRY. At the moment, we have had a number of prelimi-
nary discussions with the Czechs about the proposal. We are ex-
pecting a counterproposal from them. We have been told that such
a counterproposal will be forthcoming very shortly, possibly within
a few days.

They have obviously indicated that the kind of proposal that we
put on the table initially is not one that they can support, but they
have, on the other hand, indicated that they would be prepared to
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improve on their 1974 settlement. What degree of improvement
this amounts to and whether It will be satisfactory to the Congress,
I simply cannot say now in the absence of a concrete Czechoslovak
counteroffer.

Out as soon as we have such a counterproposal in hand, we
would check with the members of this committee, with the spon-
sors of the two resolutions, and other interested parties, to see if
enough of a common ground exists to proceed with detailed negoti-
ations about the various elements of the settlement.

You ask how long this might take, and I find that difficult to
answer because it depends on the nature of the Czechoslovak coun-
teroffer. But we have certainly made it clear that urgent action on
this is necessary.

I would expect that we would have within a reasonably short
time a fair idea of whether or not the negotiations once started are
going to lead to a conclusion which will be satisfactory both to the
claimants and to the Congress.

Could I go on, then, to deal with the question of whether or not
this resolution is contrary to U.S. international obligations. We
have produced a memorandum of law, which says that in our view
it would be inconsistent with the U.S. obligations under-the Paris
agreement.

That is certainly the view of our British and French partners. I
would like to submit for the record the statements that they have
made concerning this, but let me briefly summarize them for you.

The French have only recently provided us with a statement that
we can use for public purposes. It begins by saying that they are
ready to examine all modalities of delivery to Czechoslovakia of the
gold that would facilitate the payment of Czechoslovakia acknowl-
edged debts:

We are, on the other hand, firmly opposed to all proposals which would not
conform to the letter and spirit of the Paris agreement of January 14, 1946, which
clearly puts forward the principle of immunity concerning the gold placed under the
jurisdiction of the three governments responsible for marshaling and dividing it.

The United States has no claim on the gold stocked at the Federal Reserve bank,
which is a part of the gold which was put under the custody of the United States,
British and French Governments responsible for the implementation of article 3 of
the Paris agreement.

The mere fact that the U.S. Congress could claim its own competence to legislate
on that issue would constitute a serious breach of the universally recognized norms
of international law. it is out of the question for France to admit that the domestic
law overrules international commitments.

The British statement which was delivered to us on June 4, 1980,
concludes that the proposal of the United States to sell part of the
gold held by the Federal Reserve bank in order to compensate
American nationals having unsettled claims against Czechoslova-
kia, if carried out, would be illegal under the terms of the Paris
agreement as explicitly recognized in 1974 by all three govern-
ments represented on the Tripartite Commission.

Then it goes on to say that the British Government very much
hopes that the United States will not try to proceed with this form
of action, and that it will be possible, instead, to undertake a
renewed effort to negotiate these claims, thus enabling the British
Government to proceed also with a settlement of its own claims.
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Senator RiBucon. Without objection, the entire response from
both the French and the British Governments will go into the
record.

[Documents to be furnished follow:]
IN RzSPONSE TO QUESTIONS RAISED AT THE AuGusT 19, 1980, HEARING ON H.R. 7338,

THE EMBASSY oF FRANCE PROVIDED TO THE DzPARTMENT oF STATE ON AuoUST 28,
1980, Tnt FOLLOWING STATEMENT OF THE P3ITION OF THE FRENCH GOVERNMENT
CONCERNING THE PROPOSAL CONTAINED IN H.R. 7888:
Our position regarding the establishment of a link between the (United States-

Czechoslovak) dispute and the implementation of the Paris Agreement of January 14,
1946, is unchanged, but we are not opposed to an overall settlement of the two
problems by both parties concerned.

We would, in particular, be prepared to examine such modalities of delivery to
Czechoslovakia of the gold earmarked to this country by the Tripartite Commission
that would facilitate payment of its acknowledged debts.

We are, on the other hand, frmly opposed to all proposals which would not
conform to the letter and the spirit of the Paris rement of January 14, 1946
which clearly puts forward the principle of "immunity" concerning the gold placed
under the jurisdiction of the three Governments responsible for marshalling and
dividing it.

The United States has no claim on the gold stocked at the Federal Reserve Bank
which is a part of the gold put under custody of the United States, British and
French Governments, responsible for the implementation of the Art. II of the Paris
Agreement.

e mere fact that the United States Congress could claim its own competence to
legislate on that issue would constitute a serious breach of the universally recog-
nized norms of International Law. It is out of the question for France to admit that
domestic law overrules international commitments.

Number 162.
BRITISH EMBASSY,

Washington, D.C., September 8, 1980.
Her Britannic Majesty's Embassy present their compliments to the Department of

State and have the honour to refer to the question of the gold allocated for restitu-
tion to Czechoslovakia held by the Tripartite Commission on Monetary Gold.

Her Majesty's Government have already made clear to the United States Govern-
ment, and now wish to place on record their view that proposals for the sale of that
part of the gold held by the Federal Reserve Bank, if carried out, would be illegal
under the terms of the Paris Agreement, as was explicitly recognised in 1974 by all
three governments represented on the Tripartite Commission. Since the gold is held
in the name of the three governments on the Tripartite Commission Her Majesty's
Government would regard any attempt by one party to the Paris Agreement to
dispose of the gold without the consent cf the other two parties as in disregard of its
trustee obligations to the other signatories of the Paris Agreement.

The Embassy avail themselves of this opportunity to renew to the Department of
State the assurances of their highest consideration.

Senator RIBICOFF. I am assuming the panel of distinguished law-
yers representing the claimants will disagree with your conclusion
and that of the French and the British.

Does the Department of State feel that the British and the
French position is correct internationally?

Mr. BARRY. We have stated our own position in the memoran-
dum of law that we have submitted. Essentially, it is the same
general argument. That is, under present circumstances, we regard
that action of this kind would be inconsistent with our internation-
al obligations.

Obviously, the British and French positions are not identical to
the U.S. position. But I may say that I think in dealing with the
Trade Act of 1974, the Congress in a way recognized that the
decision of the Tripartite Commission had to be unanimous on
questions of allocation of the gold because section 408 of the Trade
Act specifies that the United States should not allow any of the
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gold, directly or indirectly controlled by the United States, to be
returned to Czechoslovakia pending a satisfactory settlement of
U.S. claims.

What this meant was that we could not "permit the British or
French shares of the gold to be returned unless our claim settle-
ments were recognized. We, of course, have not done this. We have
stood in the way of having the French, for example, return their
share of the gold based on a settlement reached in 1949, and the
British preliminary settlement reached in 1964.

We have said to the British and the French that we do not want
them to have any part of this gold returned, and that we would not
go into a unanimous decision to return the gold because this would
reduce our bargaining leverage in getting a successful negotiated
settlement ourselves.

Senator RIBICOFF. Suppose that the Congress passed the Moyni-
han bill, what do you see as the prognosis or the consequences of
that?

Mr. BARRY. I think that if the bill were passed now it would
make the possibility of a negotiated settlement far more difficult, if
not impossible at this stage. It is my understanding from what we
have heard from the Government of Czechoslovakia that they
would not be willing to negotiate under a 60-day proviso that says
that if no satisfactory settlement is reached, then the gold is
vested.

Therefore, I think that the problem here would be that it would
lessen our potential ability to get a satisfactory negotiated settle-
ment. I think that that would be the result. ,

Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Moynihan, do you want to take it from
here?

Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am aware, of course, of the position of the Department of State.

I appreciate their bringing forward the views of the other members
of the Tripartite Commission.

What we face here is a conflict of our own responsibilities. Ihe
responsibility under the Paris agreement confronts a clear expecta-
tion, Mr. Chairman, which is that these relatively simple claims
would be resolved. Thirty-four years later, we are still at it.

Thirty-four years of negotiation, 32 years of which with a totali-
tarian Communist regime, ought to give us the impression that
they do not want to make a settlement, and they have no intention
of making a settlement. They are prepared to go another 32 years
without one.

It seems to me, fully acknowledging the good faith and skill of
the Department, that there are agreements that you cannot reach
with a totalitarian government of the kind we have in Prague.
After 34 years you have responsibility to your own citizens, and
persons residing in this country not to let the totalitarians thwart
the purposes of good faith agreements by their bad faith.

We can have a regime of law in Britain, France, and America;
but it is not hard for persons who do not accept the premises or the
precepts of this regime to thwart it, and the Prague Government is
doing so. So I say, give them 60 days, and if they don't want it,
fine. Let's settle this problem once and for all.
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Mr. BARRY. Senator, if I may. I would be the last person to
defend the record of the Czech Government on this point.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I am quite sure of that.
Mr. BARRY. But we have reached two previous agreements with

them-one in 1964 and one in 1974. The 1974 agreement, of course,
as you know, provided for a 40 percent settlement, and to the
Department of State at that time it seemed to be a satisfactory
settlement compared to the other international claims settlements
that we had reached with other governments. It did not appear so
to the Congress.

The reason between 1974 and the present time that there has
been no fruitful negotiations going on is that it proved very diffi-
cult to bridge the gap between the idea of a 40 percent settlement
then, and a 100 percent settlement or, as my understanding of the
House version of this bill, what amounts to about a 300 percent
settlement. That is, full principal and interest through 1980, which
would be, of course, unprecedented in the history of our negotia-
tions with any country.Senator MOYNIHAN. I do agree with you. But, you would not
disagree with me, I hope, that international claim settlements have
been a most discouraging element in international law. We have
hope for them. We put high expectations that regimes could be
established, tribunals for the resolution of outstanding claims.

They have never worked very well. One of the things that has
always defeated them was the capacity of the country against
which the claims were made to stretch something out over two
generations. So whatever the settlement was, it had been much
diminished in value by inflation.

I don't want to speak in any disdainful terms of the regime of
law. There is a violation of principle about justice delayed, justice
delayed two generations, here. If we are going to have a regime of
law in which investments and loans, and such things, are to be
made and exchanged with confidence, there has to be compensation
within the expectations of the normal legal system. .

We lose something when we say, "no," since the Department of
State is going to be around for the next two generations, let the
claims be around for the next three generations.

Mr. BARRY. Senator, I certainly agree with you.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I know that you agree with that, and I don't

envy your position.
Mr. BARRY. The central core of my argument is simply this, that

I think now we do have a reasonable chance for a negotiated
settlement, this would be preferable on a number of grounds.

First of all, it would provide, I certainly hope, prompter compen-
sation to the claimants. If our calculations are correct that the
amount of time needed to generate the amount of interest neces-
sary to pay off the claimants under the House version of the bill, it
would be between 11 and 21 years, and the claimants would finally
be paid off in 1991, or 2001.We really hope that the negotiated settlement, would provide
much of an up-front payment. I think to the small claimant who
has been waiting for many years, this is far more desirable.

On another point, I think that all of us would prefer, if we can,
to arrange a settlement here without doing any violence to the

.- 69-091 0- 81 - 2
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principles of law. We don't underestimate the validity of the
claims. They are certainly valid.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I -would simply make the point that we are
probably going to have to disagree here. This bill does provide for a
60-day negotiating period. We revert to Dr. Johnson's precept about
the prospect of hanging, and see whether 60 days can concentrate
the Czech mind.

Senator RIBIC-OFF. Senator Dole.
Senator DoLE. I would like to enter a statement at the beginning

of the record in support of the effort of Senators Moynihan and
Schmitt. I understand the problems that the Department of State
has, but it seems that there-has been a considerable length of time
involved.

In response to Senator Ribicoff, you indicated that you probably
could not give us any details of your negotiations. Can you give us
any idea of what kind of a settlement you are looking at now?

Mr. BARRY. I would be glad, sir, to provide them in private or in
executive session. I simply feel that to lay it out on the public
record at this point might interfere with the actual negotiating
process itself.

Senator DoLz. Can you characterize it?
Mr. BARRY. I'dan characterize it as certainly consistent with the

aims of the sponsors of the bill, and I am sure that it would be
satisfactory. We have consulted with various members who have
been concerned with this before we presented the position, and are
continuing to be in consultation, and will carry these consultations
through as we proceed with the negotiations.

Senator DoLE. Is there any time table? Do you have any idea
when that might be finally negotiated?

Mr. BARRY. We have been told to expect a formal proposal very
shortly. The term "within a few days" has been used.

Senator DoLE. A few days?
Mr. BARRY. But that is not the end of the road by any means,

because I imagine that this just means the beginning of some tough
negotiations. It depends on the quality, I think, of the counteroffer-
how long these negotiations might take. It may be that the coun-
teroffer is so poor that there is no point in engaging in negotiations
on that basis.

Senator DoLE. How do these negotiations take place, by mail,
personally, or how?

Mr. BARRY. There have been contacts between our Ambassador
in Prague and the Deputy Foreign Minister of Czechoslovakia, and
here informal discussions between ourselves and the Czechoslovak
Embassy.

Senator DoLE. Have you assigned a negotiator, for example, or is
there one person who is responsible, two, or a dozen?

Mr. BARRY. Within the Department of State, the person primar-
ily responsible for the overall policy direction is Counselor of the
Department of State, Ambassador Ridgeway. If there is to be an
actual formal negotiation, it has not yet been decided who would
head the team.

Senator DoLu. You would have to pick a younger man, I assume.
[General laughter.]
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Not younger than you, but at the rate it is going, you would
want somebody in their twenties, I would think. [General laughter.]

Mr. BARRY. Actually, I don't think that there is to be a long
career in negotiating Czechoslovak claims because I think that it is
clear that the patience of the Congress and the claimants is run-
ning thin.

Senator RmxcoFn. Is there anything else that you gentlemen
would like to add?

Mr. BARRY. May I simply add for the record, sir, the answer to
the question that you asked about the size of previous claims
agreements that we have come to you with--

Senator RieiconF. May we have that?
Mr. BARRY. Would you like me to read it for the record now?
Senator RincoF. I think that it ought to be in the record.
Are there any other outstanding claims against other countries,

with the exception of Czechoslovakia and Albania, I believe. Are
there others?

Mr. BARRY. I think there is legislation moving through for claims
against Vietnam to be adjudicated by the Foreign Claims Settle-
ment Commission but they have not yet determined the amount of
the claims. There is also Cuba, Iran, the German Democratic Re-public.-Let me go over roughly what the settlements have been. Let me

stress here that we are talking about the principal amount because
none of these claims have provided for any payment of interest.
Thus when we compare a 91-percent settlement in the case of
Yugoslavia in 1948, the current legislation by those terms would
provide something like a 300-percent settlement.

With Yugoslavia in 1948, we settled on a 91-percent agreement.
Of interest here is the difference that we held any more Yugoslav
assets in the United States than the amount of the claims.

In 1964 we reached a second claim agreement with Yugoslavia
of 36 percent.

With Poland in 1960, we reached a 40-percent settlement.
Rumania in 1960, 40 percent.
Bulgaria in 1963, 73 percent.
Hungary in 1973, 36 percent.
Czechoslovakia in 1974, 40 percent.,
China in 1979, 41 percent.
Senator RIBICOFF. I am just curious why the differential between

Yugoslavia in 1949 of 91 percent, Bulgaria in 1963 of 73 percent,
and then it drops down to the 36- to 40-percent range after that.
Was there any reason for that differential?'

Mr. BARRY. I think that in 1948 there were two factors at work
in Yugoslavia. First of all, that was just after Yugoslavia's break
with the Comintern, and there was great willingness on both sides
to improve relations rapidly.

Second, and more to the substance of it, the United States held
$47 million in Yugoslav assets. The amount claimed against Yugo-
slavia was $18.8 million.

In Bulgaria in 1963, again the amount of claims was relatively
small, $4.8 million, and the amount of assets held by the United
States was about three-quarters of that, or $3.1 million. So that was
kind of a total wash.
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Could I make one comment on Albania because the issue of
Albania has been brought up in the House hearings by Senator
Schmitt. It is an immensely complicated problem, but basically our
position is that the Albanian situation is totally different from the
situation with Czechoslovakia based upon a number of factors.

First of all, there is -no agreement as to whom this gold, which is
supposed to be belonging to Albania, really belongs because the
Italians have a counterclaim which has never been finally settled.

Second, there are two judgments of the International Court of
Justice at issue here. First of all, the Corfu Channel case where the
ICJ returned a judgment against Albania for destruction of a Brit-
ish destroyer that went down.

Third, an ICJ decision later on saying that the adjudication of
these claims must wait upon whether the Albanians would appear
in their own defense, which they did not. Next, there was unanim-
ity among the members -of the Tripartite Commission concerning
the turning over of this gold to Britain in pursuance of the ICJ
judgment if there was no satisfactory adjudication.

Finally, and most important, there has been no disbursal of this
gold. This gold is still held by the Tripartite Commission. Albania
still has rthe right to make a claim to it. Throughout this interna-
tional legal process there has been, I think, every effort to give the
Albanians a chance to present their case legally and try to get
around -the judgments that have been passed against them.

Senator MOYNiHAN. Could I make a point here. I don't want to
press Mr. Barry unfairly because I have the greatest respect for
him and for his office, and for the difficulties.

It is no accident that the Yugoslav settled for 91 percent in 1948.
Stalin was looking down their throat, and they were looking to us
for vastly greater support in the form of military aid, and they got
it.

The British moved on Albania because they had the Corfu Chan-
nel case, and the ICJ had ruled for them.

In normal circumstances 'we don't protect our people very well at
all. Am I wrong in thinking that the 1974 settlement with Czecho-
slvvakia was 20 cents on the dollar?

Mr. BARRY. No, sir, it was 40 cents.
Senator MOYNuAN. Forty cents, that is not much without inter-

est, and you are subverting a whole idea in international law that
there will be equivalent to civil proceedings as between govern-
ments. By letting the totalitarian do this to us, it turns that they
exact a price from us for political purposes.

They admit the claims, and then pay 40 cents on the dollar. This
is the charge they put on us for the purpose of saying: "We don't
pay capitalist countries what they assert we owe because the
nature of the property is illegitimate in itself." We are conceding
something political to them, and I don't like it. It is not your fault.

They only pay 90 percent when they want tanks and in a hurry.
Then, they find that there are different principles.

Mr. BARRY. I think that it is a powerful and compelling factor in
a situation like this.

But I would only say that the history of our allies is not as good
as ours in getting settlements of this kind.

Senator MOYNIHAN. They don't have as many tanks.
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[General laughter.]
-I just want to say, I highly sympathize with your view. We -may

be divergent in this particular case. This is not designed to make
life harder for you, but perhaps to encourage. What did they say
when they shot Admiral Bing? "Pour encourager lee autres.
Maybe it will help others.

Senator Rmincon. Do you gentlemen want to comment any fur-
ther on the Moynihan bill?

Mr. BARRY. No, sir.
Senator MoYmHAN. Thank you, gentlemen.
[Statements follow:]

PRmED STATE T oF RosET L. BARRY, D PUTy ASSwANT SECRETARY FOR
EUROP AN AFFAms, DEPARTMENT oF STATE

Mr. Chairman, I am ha tobe here today to inform you of the views of the
Department of State on S. 2721and to report 'more generally on the steps which the
Department has taken and which are now in progress to obtain compensation for
the property of American citizens which was natIonalized by Czechoslovakia. We
understand that it is the intention to amend this bill later to correspond with a'bill
introduced in the House of Representatives on this subject by Congressman Wolff
(H.R. 738). My comments are based on this understanding.

The Department shares the concern and the frustration of Congress over the
failure of the Czechoslovak Government to provide compensation for property taken
from American citizens more than thiy yearstao. Our prime concern is to obtain
prompt and adequate compensation for U.S. citizens who have waited for such a
Io time for this.

In my testimony I would like to cover our diplomatic efforts to resolve the claims/
gold issue and to address some of the international legal issues which the bill raises-
the Department of the Treasury representative will address the legislative and
administrative history of the question.

Our efforts to obtain a negotiated settlement of our citizens' claims against
Cechoslovakia have a long history. Negotiations with Czechoslovakia on the amount
of the compensation have takeI place intermittently since 1949. We have twice
reached provisional agreements with Czechoslovakia, m 1963 and again in 1974, on
claims settlements, but upon examination, both were determined to be insufficient.
The more recent agreement, initialled by both sides in 1974, was disapproved by
Congress in section 408 of the Trade Act of 1974 which mandated the Executive
Branch to renegotiate the claims settlement.

We have taken this mandate seriously. Several efforts short of formal negotia-
tions were made in 1976, 1976, and 1977 to determine if a basis existed for an
agreement which would be acceptable to Congress and to the Czechoslovak Govern-
ment. However, the Czechoslovak Government regarded revision of the 1974 agree-
ment as a question of principle and gave few indications that it was willing to raise
significantly the compensation offered in 1974. The Czechoslovak Government also

feared unwilling-to enter into formal negotiations without some prior assurances
that Con" would accept the results of the negotiations.

Since-1977, we have developed several now proposals for resuming- negotiations.
We believed that the increased value of the gold, particularly in the last year, could
serve as the basis for new proposals. We did not present these proposals,, however,
either because we determined that they were unlikely to, succeed at that time or
because of repressive measures taken by the Czechoslovak Government against the
supporters of Charter 77 and other human rights activists. We were on the verge of
tabling a proposal l fall but pulled back when we recalled our Ambsador to
protest the public trial of six prominent dissidents. The Soviet invasion of Afghani-
stan in December caused another delay.

In late May, after several months of preparations, consultations with Congress,
and a careful review of current Czechoslovak Government policies and practices, the
United States presented a now proposal to the Czechoslovak Government for the
settlement of the claims. This proposal takes into account the recent rise in the
price of goid and represents a sq .flcant improvement over the 1974 agreement. We
have engaged in preliminary discussions on the proposal with the Czechoslovak&
We have been told that we can soon expect a formal counter-proposal from them.
The next step would be to enter into formal negotiations. While we cannot guaran-
tee a satisfactory settlement and know that some hard bargaining s ahead we
believe there are reasonable" prospects for success; the significant increase in the
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world market price of gold should make possible a settlement acceptable to all
parties.

To turn to the issue immediately at hand, we fully share the concerns expressed
by Senators Moynihan and Schmitt and other Members of Congress regarding these
longstanding, uncompensated claims of United States citizens. particularly rec-
ognize the needs and interests of individual claimants, many of whom are elderly
and of limited means. We believe that the diplomatic negotiations now being pur-
suedare the best means to provide adequate compensation for these claimants. The
passage of legislation such as an amended S. 2721 at this time would damage
prospects for a negotiated settlement.

Moreover, enactment of legislation such as S. 2721 would require the United
States Government, acting unilaterally, to seize and dispose of gold which was
placed by the 1946 Paris Reparation Agreement under the joint custody and control
of the United States, France, and the United Kingdom. The U.K. and France have
told us they strongly oppose such action by the U.S. Both believe that action by the
United States to seize and sell the gold in the Tripartite Commission's custody
would be contrary to the obligations of the United States to them and to Czechoslo-
vakia under the 1946 Paris Reparation Agreement. The U.K. and France have
reached claims agreements with-Czechoslovakia without taking unilateral action on
the disposition of the gold. The French settlement was concluded in 1950 and the
Government of Czechoslovakia has fulfilled its obligations under this settlement. An
initial settlement of British claims was made in 1949 and a supplemental settle-
ment, contained in a 1964 agreement, was made contingent on the delivery of the
gold to Czechoslovakia and has therefore not been completed.

We have given r.4wed and careful consideration to the international legal issues
raised by legislation sehld as an amended S. 2721. The Office of the Legal Adviser of
the Department of State has concluded that implementation of such legislation
would be contrary to international law under present conditions. A copy of a legal
memorandum setting forth the basis for this conclusion is included as an attach-
ment to this testimony. In summary, that memorandum points out that unilateral
legislative action by the U.S. would be contrary to the legal regime for the restitu-
tion of monetary gold established by the 1946 Paris Re paration Agreement and
would violate our legal obligations to Britain, France and Czechoslovakia under the
Paris Reparation Agreement and as a member of the Tripartite Commission for the
Restitution of Monetary Gold. Such action would violate Czechoslovakia's legal right
to receive a proportionate share of the monetary gold recovered in Germany after
the war. Finally, under present circumstances, no legal defense for such breaches of
our obligations would be available.

An acceptable negotiated settlement would include a very substantial cash pay-
ment by Czechoslovakia which would provide the more rapid compensation which
most of the claimants prefer. On the other hand, the proposal being considered
would require some years to produce income sufficient to provide substantial com-
pensation for the claimants. According to Treasury calculations, it could take from
1 to 21 years to pay the amounts provided in S. 2721 as it is to be amended,

depending on the method used to calculate the interest. This assumes that only the
gold located in the United States would be used and the proceeds from the sale of
the gold would be invested in twenty-year Treasury securities which would yield an
11 percent rate of return.

Furthermore, enactment of legislation such as an amended S. 2721 could raise
problems with agreement on U.S. claims other than our nationalization claims. We
are currently seeking to settle other U.S. claims on the basis of the favorable
provisions of the 1974 ad referendum agreement. In that agreement, Czechoslovakia
agreed to pay a $7 million debt owed to the U.S. Government under a 1946 surplus
property agreement, to release two blocked U.S. Government bank accounts in
Prague worth about $800,000, and to negotiate a settlement of approximately $2.7
mlon in defaulted dollar bonds guaranteed byv the Czechoslovak Government prior
to 1938 and currently held by American citizens. We have proposed that these
provisions be retained in any new agreement. Disposal of the gold in the manner
proposed would make favorable settlement of these other financial issues highly
unlikely."l

Finally, our relations with Czechoslovakia at the present time are poor and they
show no real prospect for significant improvement in the near future. Nevertheless,
seizing and selling the gol would serve to embitter those relations for years to
come. The recovery of the gold is not entirely a financial matter to the Czechoslo.
yaks; good measures of emotion and history are also involved. To many Czechoslo-
vaks the gold represents a national patrimony. The Czechoslovak Government will
undoubtedly use any seizure of the gold to try to score a propaganda victory with its
own people by attacking the U.S. action. It will also attack us vigorously at this
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fall's meeting of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe and in other
international fora for failing to abide by Principle 10 of-the Helisnki Final Act
which provides specifically that 'The partici.a ting states will fulfill in pood faith
their obligations under international law (Tanc) in exercising their sovereign rights,
including the right to determine their laws and regulations, they will conform with
their legal obligations under international law..:

In light of all these considerations, and in particular our current effort to negoti-
ate a settlement of this issue on a basis reflecting the value of such a settlement to
the Government of Czechoslovakia, we believe that legislation such as S. 2721
should not be enacted at this time.

STATEMENT OF RussEuL L. MUNK, AssisrANT GmmAwL COUNSEL FOR

INTE NATIONAL AFFAnS, DEPARTMENT OF THE TiEASURY
Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to present the views of the Treasury

Department on S. 2721, as amended, a bill which proposes to settle outstanding
expropriation claims of American citizens against Czechoslovakia. I would like to
prTvide some background information on these expropriation claims and to explain
generally the reasons we oppose the enactment of S. 2721, as amended.

Ametican claims against Czechoslovakia are a result of the widespread national-
ization and confiscation program instituted by the Czechoslovak Government in
1945. Czechoslovakia's nationalization program continued for three years until 1948,
when virtually the entire economy passed into public ownership. The American
property which was the subject of these measures was varied and included real
property, business enterprises, insurance policies, bank accounts, bonds, personal
property, pension and other benefits. Although the Czechoslovak Government has
agreed in principle to compensate US nationals for the loss of their property,
repeated attempts by the United States to obtain adequate compensation have
proved unsuccessful.

In 1948, lack of progress on the compensation issue prompted the Treasury
Department to freeze the official assets of Czechoslovakia located in the United
States. In 1952, the Secretary of the Treasury issued a blocking order, under the
Trading with the Enemy Act, which prohibited unauthorized disposition of steel
mill equipment which was owned by the Czechoslovak Government. Two years later,
when it became clear that continued warehousing might prejudice the value of the
property, the Treasury Secretary ordered the sale of the steel mill equipment. The
net proceeds from the sale (approximately $9 million) were placed m blocked ac-
counts pending settlement of American property claims against Czechoslovakia.

In 1958, at the request of the Administration, Congress aded Title IV to the
International Claims Settlement Act. Title IV established a procedure for American
citizens to file claims with the Foreign Claims Settlement Commission for the losses
theV sustained from the nationalization of their property. By the end of the adjudi-
cation period in 1962, the Commission had validated 2,630 claims against Czechoslo-
vakia in the amount of $72.6 million principal and $41 million interest.

The proceeds obtained earlier from the sale of the steel mill equipment were used
to satisfy approximately $8.5 million of these claims. Under the Act, each award-
holder received an amount of $1,000 or the amount of the award, whichever was
less. The result was the complete satisfaction of 1161 individual claims worth a total
of $495,000, and payment of $1,000 on each of the remaining claims. Beyond this,
pro-rata payments of approximately 5.8 percent were also made on the unpaidbalance of the remaining" certified claims.

Twie before, the Executive has initialed ad referendum agreements with the
Government of Czechoslovakia for the settlement of outstanding property claims.
Those agreements, in 196 and in 1974, never entered into force, primarily because
they were viewed by Congress as providing insufficient compensation to the claim-
ants. The 1974 agrement resulted in the enactment of section 408 of the Trade Act
of 1974 which directs the Administration to renegotiate a claims settlement with
Czechoslovakia satisfactory to Congress. Section 408 also prohibits the United States
from consenting to the release of the gold held by the Tripartite Gold Commission
for Czechoslovakia.

The gold at issue was a portion of the gold coins and bullion which had been
looted by the Germans from various European countries and recovered by the Allied
Forces occu ying Germany at the close of World War I. In 1946, eighteen nations,
including Czehoslovakia, signed the Paris Reparation Agreement which provides
for the disposition of the gold. Under Part I of the Paris Agreement, the gold was
to be divided among the countries from which it had been wrongfully taken accord-
ing to each country s proven losses. The Paris Agreement also directed the Govern-
ments of the United States, France and the United Kingdom to determine each
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country's rightful share and to take steps to im.,lement the distribution of the gold.
They did so by establishing, in a separate agreement, a Tripartite Commission for
the Restitution of Monetary Gold.

A portion of Czechoslovakia's share of the gold was transferred to it in 1948.
Further transfers have not, however, taken place because of the refusal of the
United States to sign the decree approving the release of the gold to Czechoslovakia.
US consent to the return of the gold to Czechoslovakia. US consent to the return of
the gold is now expressly linked by statute to attainment of a claims agreement
satisfactory to Congress.

The proposal be ore us today would eliminate the need for a claims settlement
agreement achieved through negotiation. Instead, S. 2721, as amended, proposes
that the gold held by the Tripartite Gold Commission for eventual distribution to
Czechoslovakia be used to satisfy the claims. Specifically, the bill would direct the
Secretary of the Treasury to sell the gold located in the United States, and if
possible the gold located outside the United States, invest the proceeds derived from
the sale of the gold and use the investment income to pay the claimants over time.

The Treasury Department opposes the enactment of S. 2721. We share, however,
what we believe to be the basic objective behind the legislation-the rapid resolu-
tion of claims by US citizens against Czechoslovakia.

American claimants against Czechoslovakia could be more rapidly compensated
by, means of a claims settlement agreement achieved through diplomatic negotia-
tion. As my colleague, Mr. Barry, has indicated, we tabled a comprehensive proposal
for the settlement of both official and private claims with the Government of
Czechoslovakia earlier this year. We believe there are reasonable prospects for the
conclusion of an agreement which is acceptable to both Governments.

In contrast to the negotiated settlement we are trying to achieve, S. 2721 would
result in relatively small payments to private claimants in the near term and
require a longer period of time to complete payment.

if S. 2721 were enacted, and Treasury were to sell and invest the amount of gold
held by the Tripartite Commission for Czechoslovakia in the United States (now
worth approximately $162.5 million), it would take either 10.6 or 21.1 years to y
back the claimants from the interest income derived from investing the gold. Re
difference-in the repayment periods is a result of the use of simple interest under
one analysis and compound interest under the other. Both figures represent pay-
ment of principal and interest (on outstanding principal, and interest accrued up to
August 8, 1958) through August 1980. This assumes that the proceeds from the sale
of the gold were invested in 11- or 20-year Treasury securities, respectively, which
would yield and 11% rate of return.

In the unlikely event that Treasury had access to all gold held for Czechoslovakia
by the Tripartite Commission (worth roughly $364.5 million) it would take either 5
years or 9.4 years to pay back the claimants from the interest income. This assumes
that the proceeds from the sale of the gold were invested, respectively, in 5-year
Treasury securities at 10.5 percent or in 10-year Treasury securities at 11%.

Domestic legislation requiring the Treasury Department to seize gold located in
the United States could also affect the willingness of foreign central banks to hold
assets in this country. Unilateral action by the United States could adversely affect
the perceptions our major trading partners and other governments with financial
holdings in the US have about the safety of their holdings.

Further, unilateral U.S. action with respect to the gold as envisioned in S. 2721,
would violate United States legal obligations under the Paris Reparation Agreement
of 1946 and the Agreement establishing the Tripartite Commission for the Restitu-
tion of Monetary Gold. -I.

Part III of the Paris Agreement established a regime for the marshalling and
restitution of monetary gold rooted by the Nazis. The United States was one of the
principal authors of that legal regime and remains legally bound to honor it today.
Specifically, Part III obliged the United States to join with France and the United
Kingdom in pooling all monetary gold found in Germany or otherwise recovered
after the war; in receiving adjudicating claims from countries that lost such gold;
and in ultimately distributing proportionate shares to each eligible claimant. The
Agreement also guaranteed such party a legal right to receive a share of the
monetary gold e )rding to its proven losses. Unilateral vesting of the gold located
in the United States, under present circumstances, would put the United States in
violation of these clear international obligations. Moreover, it would place us in
violation of the related legal arrangement intended to give effect to Part I of the
Paris Agreement.

The Tripartite Gold Commission Agreement, which established the machinery to
distribute the gold, contains a provision which requires "...decisions of the Com-
mission to be by unanimous agreement of its members." Unilateral seizure of the
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gold held for Czechoslovakia by the Commission (without French and UK consent)
would put the United States in violation of this principle of unanimity which has
been carefully observed in all actions of the Commission and which is the basis for
out present restrictions on disposition of gold in the Commission's control.

From our perspective, it is in the interest of the United States to uphold the
commitments contained in these two international Agreements. Itis also important
that other nations have a clear and uniform basis upon which to premise their
economic relations with the United States. A negotiated settlement of U.S. claimsagainst Czechoslovakia would further this goal while at the same time permit the

nited States to carry out the obligations it undertook in the Paris Agreement and
the Gold Commission Agreement. A,-legal memorandum on this issue has been
prepared and, I understand, distributed to the Subcommittee members.

Also, as you know, Mr. Chairman, both the United Kingdom and France have
informed us that they consider any unilateral action, as proposed in S. 2721, to be
illegal under international law, in disregard of the trustee obligations of the United
States, and unauthorized under the terms of the Paris Reparations Agreement.
These Governments have negotiated claims settlements with Czechoslovakia with-
out resorting to seizing the gold to satisfy the claims of their citizens. The United
States has, from the outset, been the lone dissenting member of the Tripartite
Commission, to the detriment of another member, the United Kingdom. France and
the UK have, over the years, respected the unanimity obligation in the Golid
Commission Agreement. For the United States, at this late date, to inform these
countries that this principle no longer applies would indeed be anomalous.

Lastly, disposal of the gold in the manner suggested in S. 2721 would make it
difficult to settle, outstanding claims the United States Government has against
Czechoslovakia. Such claims comprise surplus property debts worth approximately
$8.1 million and 2 blocked bank accounts in Prague worth approximately $756,000.
These claims are intended to be included in any negotiated claims settlement
agreement, between the United States and Czechoslovakia.

Mr. Chairman, for these reasons, especially the current efforts to negotiate a
comprehensive claims agreement, we are opposed to the enactment of S. 2721 at this
time.

You might want to remain when we have the next panel on some
of the statements that may involve legal interpretations.

Mr. Merrigan, Mr. McPherson, Mr. Schifter, Mr. Symington, and
Mr. Realberg.

Gentlemen, you have lived with this for many years. You know
the problem and the issue. You are interested in getting compensa-
tion for your clients. Would you want to comment on the three
questions that I propounded here at the beginning of this hearing,
and get your reaction.

You have also heard the comments of the Department of State
and the Treasury. We await your comments.

Whatever prepared remarks you may have will go in the record
as if read.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD L. MERRIGAN, ESQ%
Mr. MERRIGAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I hope that the legal memorandum which has been prepared,

and a copy of the Paris Reparation Agreement, as well as the
Tripartite Commission arrangement, and so forth, will be accepted
for- the record because those are the documents upon which we

Knator RmIcorr. They will all go into the permanent record.
Mr. MERRIGAN. Thank you so much, Mr. Chairman.
Question No. 1, what are the prospects for a negotiated settle-

ment?
I find it amazing for a Department of State representative to sit

here in 1980, after 32 years of fruitless attempts to negotiate-
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Senator RlIco1. They say that they think that the action of
Senator Moynihan might have some immediate impact that would
hasten that. Do you think that that has any impact?

Mr. MERRIGAN. We would hope so, Mr. Chairman, but everything
we hear, and we hear quite a lot about this, is that the Czechoslo-
vakian Government has not budged from the position it took in
1974, and the gold at that time, that is, the 18 tons of gold being
held by the United States as security for the payment of these
awards, was worth only $100 million.

At that time, the State Department proposed a $20.5 million
settlement to be paid over 12 years, in 12 installments, and it
would release the gold to Czechoslovakia immediately. That does
not come to 40 percent by any arithmetic because the balance due
on these awards is $105 million. It comes to about 20 percent. In
1974, the Department of State was also proposing to settle, in
addition to the outstanding awards, all claims not yet adjudicated
by the United States. So that would mean, really, a far smaller
percentage settlement.

The Polish settlement that was so proudly mentioned a few
minutes ago, was only 40 percent on the principal amount owed,
paid over 20 years. I was a young lawyer when I first came to
Washington in the late 1950's when they settled with Poland, and -
the last payment was made this year. Forty percent on the princi-
pal only and absolutely no interest was paid over a fifth of a
century.

I don't think the Department can settle with Czechoslovakia. I
don't think Czechoslovakia is calling the shots here. I think the
Russians are calling the shots for Czechoslovakia. I don't think
they want the Czechs to have most favored nation treatment,
which is what the Czechs would like to have. Therefore, I don't
think the Russians are going to allow the Czechoslovakian Govern-
ment to make a settlement.

After all, 32 years is a long time, and if they have not done it in
32 years, it is very unlikely they are going to do it tomorrow or
next week, or within the next 60 days.

Second, you asked how would a settlement compare with the
legislative approach of the Moynihan proposal. First, there is no
300 percent settlement involved in either the Moynihan bill or the
House bill. The awards would simply be paid over a period of years,
with interest. First of all, we would take the gold that is located in
the United States and liquidate it. That gold would be invested by
the Secretary of the Treasury to produce a return of hopefully 10
percent. That would return about $20 million a year for payment
of the $105 million awards.

Senator RImCOFF. Legally, could we take that gold?
Mr. MERRIGAN. Yes, it is a very clear-cut thing. If you read the

Paris Reparation Agreement, part II, you will come to the abso-
lute conclusion that the Department of State's position on this has
been baseless and erroneous over all the years; ergo, the stalemate.

What happened at the end of World War II, in 1946, is this:
There was a pool of gold taken by the Allied forces from the Nazis.
It had been looted by Germany from several governments in
Europe. The gold was pooled, and the Tripartite Commission was
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organized to arbitrate the claims of the several different claimant
governments to this pool of gold, Czechoslovakia being one.

From 1946 to 1948, the Commission adjudicated the claims of the
various governments. Its final decisions were rendered by 1949.
Czechoslovakia was awarded 24 tons of gold. Six tons of the gold
were delivered by the Commission to Czechoslovakia by the time
the Communists took over the Government.

At that time-1948-the gold belonged to Czechoslovakia, so the
Truman administration blocked the gold and said that it could not
be returned. So out of 24 tons, we still hold 18 tons, 9 of which are
in the Bank of England, 9 of which are in the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York.

The only obligation of our Government, under both the Paris
Reparation Agreement and the Tripartite Commission arrange-
ment was to adjudicate, by unanimous decision, claims of the var-
ious Eurpoean governments against the pool of gold; to allocate
and distribute to each of the claimant governments their share
thus adjudicated. We fulfilled all of our international commitments
when we did that in the 1940's. The 18 tons of gold therefore
became the property of Czechoslovakia in 1948, and since then the
United States has blocked it as security for the payment of the
U.S. awards.

In a recent case, Goldwater v. Carter involving the termination of
our Nation's treaty arrangements with Taiwan, our courts, includ-
ing the Supreme Court, reviewed the applicable rules of law gov-
erning how even formal treaties may be modified or terminated.
The courts announced that, under international law, any true,
fundamental change in circumstances which occurs after a treaty
or international agreement is signed, may justify a nation to either
terminate or modify such treaty or agreement.

Here, in 19460 when the United States entered into the Paris
agreement and the tripartite agreement, Czechoslovakia was our
friend. It had not become a Communist government. It had not
violated international law by taking almost a half-billion dollars of
our properties, without providing compensation over a period of 30
years.

So what I am saying to you, sir, is point 1, under the Paris
Reparation Agreement itself there is no longer any obligation, on
the part of the United States to return this gold to Czechoslovakia.
Point 2, because of the fundamental change in circumstances since
1946 just described, Congress has the unfettered right, as .a matter
of international law and the law of this Nation, repeatedly pre-
scribed by the Supreme Court of the United States, presently to
take this gold to compensate our citizens in order to remedy Czeos-
lovakia's plain violation of international law since 1946.

Bear in mind, Mr. Chairman, that under the Moynihan-Wolff
bills, we are not talking about takin this gold. This gold would
simply be used for a period of time. Half the gold is in England,
and assuming that the British will not go along, that portion of the
gold could even be returned to Czechoslovakia if the British want
to do that and the United States hereafter agrees.

What we are really talking about here, then, is simply using the
nine tons of gold within the jurisdiction of the U.S. Government in
the Federal Reserve Bank of New York to create a fund which can
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produce interest to pay the U.S. citizen awards, and after that has
been accomplished, the fund can be returned intact to the Czecho-
slovak Government.

Senator RiBxcOFF. What could France and England do if we can
take this unilateral action?

Mr. MERRIGAN. To quote Mr. Barry of the State Department in
his testimony in the House, "nothing." In fact, Mr. Chairman
Hamilton in the House said, "What would happen with England
and France if we did this? Would NATO fall?" Mr. Barry said,
"Absolutely not, Mr. Chairman. That is ridiculous. No, nothing like
that would happen." "Why are we so upset then," asked Chairman
Hamilton. "Well, we real just want a little more time to negoti-
ate," responded Mr. Barry.

I can assure you that this is Mr. Barry's testimony of August the
19th in the House of Representatives. So all this business about the
English and the French is a mere smokescreen for our own State
Department's failures is this case.

There is further proof. Mr. Barry felt that he must somehow
cover this before he left the stand today, but he did so in a low
whisper: "What about Albania."

In the Albanian case, Albania, like Czechoslovakia, had a claim
against the same pool of gold under the Paris Reparation Agree-
ment. But, the British had a counterclaim against the Albanians
growing out of the Straights of Corfu incident. So, what happened
to the Albanian gold, it was allocated to Albania by the Commis-
sion, but actually awarded to the British. Now, under almost iden-
tical circumstances, the British come along and protest the United
States cannot do the same thing to Czechoslovakia.

Senator RiBicon. Did Britain take the gold?
Mr. MERRIGAN. The gold was awarded to the British by the

Tripartite Commission.
Senator RiBcomO. The Tripartite Commission acted unanimously.
Mr. MEwmGAN. Because the British claim against the Albanians

was in effect in 1946 and 1948 at the time that they were still-
adjudicating claims against Albania, yes, the award was unani-
mous. The U.S. claims, of course, arose 2 or 3 years later when
Czechoslovakia fell to the Communist coup. By then, the Tripartite
Commission had already exercised its authority, made a unanimous
decision, and given the 24 tons of gold to the Czechs. In fact, 6 tons
had already been delivered before the U.S. counterclaim against
Czechoslovakia actually arose.

Mr. Chairman, we certainly would not come before this commit-
tee and tell you, and I am sure that Senator Moynihan would not
introduce a bill to do something that is illegal or in violation of a
clear settlement with Britain and France, two of our Nation's
closest allies.

The plain and simple fact is this. The British and French have
absolutely no valid interest in this matter at this time. In 1974,
when the State Department was last before this committee explain-
ing this whole affair, U.S. negotiators went to Prague and negotiat-
ed that settlement I described to you, and unilaterally agreed to
return the whole 18 tons of gold without any participation of the
British and French in the negotiations. It was a unilateral neogtia-
tion between the United States and Czechoslovakia in Prague. If
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the British and French had any valid interest in the gold to pro-
tect, would not they have insisted on participating in the 1974
negotiations for the release of that gold?

When this committee rejected that agreement as being totally
inadequate and one-sided, Congress itself passed a law which pro-
claimed that the gold belonged to Czechoslovakia and that it could
not be returned to its owner, Czechoslovakia, until these claims are
satisfactorily settled.

This happened 6 years ago, but since then nothing has occurred,
and no step has been taken to settle the U.S. claims. So here we
are before the Congress begging again: Please, there are 2,600
individual citizens of the United Stat who have not been paid
what they are lawfully owed for 32 years.

With this background, the Department of State now has the
nerve and audacity to come to the Congress and say: "Give us until
next week. We are going to settle this thing," after 32 years of
absolutely no movement toward settlement whatsoever.

Senator RiBicoFn. You have no faith in that statement?
Mr. MERRIGAN. I have no faith in it--early this year, when

Senator Byrd of this committee wrote to the Department and asked
on behalf of an aging, sick Virginia constitutent what could be
done about this 32-year-old debt, the Department responded it
could not even table a proposal with the Czechs because of the
latter's "dissidents problem.' In other words, because the Commu-
nists were oppressing dissidents in Czechoslovakia, our State De-
partment could not even table a settlement proposal for discussion.

Senator RmicoT. I am just curious, as a matter of procedure, do
you gentlemen ever sit down with the representatives of the State
Department and the Treasury to talk about this, or do you have no
communication?

Mr. MmuuoG. Yes, we talk about this with them.
Senator RircoFF. What happens?
Mr. Mm=iGNo. We begged and pleaded with them in 1974.
Senator RIBICOn. I know, but since 1974, in the last year?
Mr. ME IPmo. Since 1974, the largest settlement proposal I have

ever heard the State Department talk about was trying to get the
$20.5 million previously offered by Czechoslovakia to be paid in
cash instead of over 12 years. As stated above, that would be a 19-
or 20-percent settlement at best, with the understanding that there
is still a group of unadjudicated American claims that would also
have to be paid out of that $20 million. So plainly, that sort of
arrangement is too unjust for even discussion purposes.

Senator RmicoF. Yes, but that is not what I am asking,,
Do you ever sit down with them and say, "Look, your negotiating

with the Czech has gone on for some 30-odd years. We would like to
see it settled before our clients die, before we die."

Do they ever sit down and talk about a proposal that would be
acceptable to you, gentlemen, as well as to themselves and the
Czech? Do you ever have a conversation with the State Depart-
ment?

Mr. MxumoN. They don't do that, but the claimants themselves
write to them. We write to them. We call them. We speakto them.
But they will never tell us what they are proposing. They would
not even tell you this morning what they are proposing to do now.
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Senator RIBIcon. They said that they would tell us privately.
Whether or not we want them to do that or not, that is something I
will talk to my colleagues about, whether we want to take that
responsibility.

I am curious, as a matter of procedure, when you have a matter
of this importance, involving so many individuals, whether- there is
ever any conversation with representatives of our Government
about what is fair and right, and satisfactory. I am just curious
about that.

Mr. MERRIGAN. I have repeatedly spoken to representatives of
the State Department over the years. I know that many of the
claimants that I represent, individual people, some of whom are in
the room today, have gone to the State Department and pleaded
with them.

Senator Byrd hes written to them. Other Members of Congress
have written to them. Senator Long has written to them about this
problem.

Mr. Chairman, the State Department is impervious to the prob-
lem, I think, after all these years. The only reason there is a look
busy attitude over there is because of this legislation.

They originally, as I understand it, tabled their proposal in May
of this year. That is what everybody was told in the Senate and the
House. Here we are in September, and I don't know of any counter-
proposal that the Czech Government has made.

Other lawyers in Washington who talked to the Czech Ambassa-
dor tell me that he said, "Get lost. We are going to pay you what
we offered you in 1974, and nothing more."

Senator RwIIcoin. Mr. McPherson, you are a very sophisticated
guy. You know this town. You are around a lot in all branches of
Government. What would happen if you called Mr. Barry and said,
"How about seeing you next week, next Tuesday at 3 o'clock,"
would he talk to you?

STATEMENT OF HARRY C. McPHERSON
Mr. MCPHERSON. Certainly he would. Mr. Barry and I have

talked a couple of times.
Senator RIBICOFF. What happens when you talk, without breach-

ing anything confidential? What happens when you talk?
Mr. MCPHERSON. Mr. Chairman, let me read you a paragraph of

Mr. Barry's testimony, and I think it will give you what the prob-
lem is in his own words.

Since 1977 we have developed several new proposals for resuming negotiations.
We did not present these proposals, however, either because we determined they
were unlikely to succeed at the time, or because of repressive measures taken by the
Czechoslovak government against the supporters of Charter 77 and other human
rihts activists. We were on the verge of tabling a proposal last fall, but pulled back
when we recalled our Ambassador to protest the public trial of six prominent
dissidents. The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in December caused another delay.

Mr. Chairman, the State Department is waiting for Czechoslo-
vakia to become a liberal government. Czechoslovakia will provide
plenty of reasons for the State Department, if it adopts this negoti-
ating strategy, never to go to Czechoslovakia. The rule is, at least
according to this testimony, the United States will not assert the
rights of its citizens against another country so long as that coun-
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try is mistreating its own citizens. That is nuts. It is absolutely
backwards.

Senator Rmico . Mr. Barry, what does one thing have to do
with the other? If 'you have a series of claims for American citizensagainst Czechoslovakia, why can't you talk about that even though
you have a problem of dissidents or Afghanistan. What is the
relationship between the two problems?

Mr. BARRY. It was not our intention to defer indefinitely or for a
long period the approach that we are going to work out. However,
we did not have an ambassador in Prague to talk at that time. It
seemed unlikely that we could get any place immediately with a
proposal of the kind that we had, which would not be very welcome
to the Government of Czechoslovakia anyhow.

So what was involved was a brief delay while we went back and
reconsulted with the Congress, talked to others and waited for a
little bit more calm in the atmosphere. It had nothing to do with
our interest in going ahead and trying to get an adequate settle-
ment for our claimants.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Barry, in all truth, if the Czechoslovaki-
an Government acts in a manner that for whatever reason we
don't approve, what form of sanction is it against that Government
to decide not to press for a settlement of claims against it?

Mr. BARRY. Indeed, but my point was simply that it was-
Senator MOYNIHAN. Indeed, indeed, Mr. Barry, it is not your

impression that the Czech want to pay these claims; right? They
don't want to pay them.

Mr. BARRY. They have not shown any overwhelming eagerness;
no.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Then why in a moment when we disapprove
of them say, "All right, we will show you. We will stop negotiating
for the payment of these claims." _

What has that shown them, except the more dissidents they put
in prison, the less likely they are to have to pay the bills.

Mr. BARRY. It was not a question of stopping the negotiations,
because we had not tabled the proposal. We did talk to some
Congressmen about whether this was an appropriate time to go
ahead, and the answer we got was that it was not.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Are we doing Czechoslovakia a favor by
making this settlement, or are they doing ourselves a favor? Or,
are we asking for our rights?
.. Mr. BARRY. The latter.

Senator MOYNmAN. Then what has one thing to do with the
other? Why should we fail to press our rights because the Czecho-
slovakian is abusing the rights of its own citizens?

Mr. BARRY. This was not, sir, a position of principle that we were
taking that we were not going to do one because of the other. It
was a practical matter. We had no Ambassador in Prague. We had
to come back and talk to some of the interested Members of Con-
gress as to what we were to do.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Sure, but for Heaven's sake don't come
before this committee saying, "We don't much like that govern-
ment, and we consider that we are doing a favor by pressing for
the settlement of these cases, which we will withdraw if they do
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something which we disapprove of. It is just the reverse. It is, as
Mr. McPherson has said, nutty. You are not, but it is."

Mr. BARRY. On the other hand, sir, I think there are some people
who would have thought that it was nutty if the State Department
was proposing giving back all the gold at a time when we were
having such a public dispute with the Czechoslovakian Govern-
ment.

Senator RIBicon. But you have a practical problem. The value of
that gold has gone up astronomically, and you suddenly have a set
of circumstances where it makes it possible to give Czechoslovakia
a very substantial worldwide value in gold, which I imagine they
could us- gold today, and find a way to compensate the present
claimants.

Mr. BAmy. Mr. Chairman, it is that very increase in the value of
the gold which I think has -made it more practical now, certainly
than it was in 1975, 1976, 1977 and 1978, to bridge the gap between
the 40 percent the Czechs earlier set and what the claimants want.

Senator Rwico . So why isn't Senator Moynihan's approach
ingenious and practical to make a good deal. Those Communists
are pretty hard bargainers. I think they are much tougher bargain-
ers than capitalists. Why would this be a good deal for them now to
follow the Moynihan approach.

Mr. BARRY. They obviously feel that their right to this gold is
one which is established by the original reparations agreement.
Obviously, they would not feel that action by the United States to
vest to gold would be a satisfactory way of resolving this.

I don't think that this should be of paramount concern in our
going at this problem. Indeed, our relations with Czechoslovakia
are poor. There is no present likelihood that they are going to get
better.

The only argument I would make regarding relations with
Czechoslovakia is that we want to have, as Senator Moynihan said,
both sanctions and incentives for the future because I think that it
is to our interest to have a mutually beneficial relationship at some
point.

Senator RimBoFF. Senator Dole, any time you want to get in on
this, you can.

Senator Doiz. I can wait.
Senator MOYNIMHA. Don't ever say that to the Department of

State.
Mr. Chairman, as you know, I have to be on the House side. I

may be back while this is still going on.
I wanted to say to the representatives of the Department of State

and the Treasury that I think there is issue here with regard to
the whole regime of debt settlement, which accumulates, it does
not go away. We have settled Mexican claims probably from 1910
or 1880, and now we have Iran, and they keep coming on.

I think the general principle of rebus sic stantibus is a legitimate
one to invoke when a generation passes after a settlement agree-
ment is reached, and clearly one or the parties, which will have topay, does not intend to settle. Then i think there has been a

* change in the fundamental assumption about the agreement, which
is that there is a good-faith intention tl settle.
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At that point you evoke rebus sic stantibus, and say, whatever
the terms of the 1946 agreement, we are no longer bound by them
because the good faith attempt to reach an agreement here has
clearly not been evidenced over 30 years or more.

This seems to put into the statutes, as it were, or into the
practice of our Government a warning about the inefficacy of just
delay. Eventually, the Congress will say, that delay has gone on so
long that we are no longer bound by the agreement under a recog-
nized principle of law of fundamental condition having changed,
and that condition is that there should be a good faith intention to
settle.

That is my view, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICOFF. What could the Czechs do about it, if the

United States followed the Moynihan proposal? What could they do
about it?

Mr. BARRY. I would not really like to suggest lines of reprisal
that the Czechoslovak Gvvernment might take. It would not seem
to me to be appropriate to raise such issues. We have thought
about this, but I don't really think it particularly useful for me to
suggest in open session what they might want to do in order to get
back at us.

Senator RIBICOFF. I don't see where they could do much of any-
thing. I think the situation of the world as it is, and the shifts
taking place all around the world, some time you are going to have
to have a policy, not only the United States but all Western gov-
ernments.

Again, suppose these gentlemen, after they left this room, or
even now said, "Mr. Barry, when can we sit down and talk about
this practically." If there were private clients involved, the lawyers
would get together and try to work out a method, or an under-
standing with each other.

Is it possible for lawyers, representing private clients, to sit down
with the government, when the government is the spokesman for
the country, to talk about their problems, to see if they can come to
an understanding?

You have responsible lawyers who I am sure would not breach
confidences. If they sat down and talked to you about how you
could settle this after 32 years, would you talk to these men, or is it
your policy that you never talk to anybody?

Mr. BARRY. Certainly, as Harry McPherson has indicated, we
talk about the situation on a continuing basis, and we will continue
to.

Senator Rilfon. But there is a feeling that you give them a
runaround, that you don't get very far.

Do you get any place, Harry?
Mr. McPlMEON. Mr. Chairman, my conversation with Mr. Barry

was not a detailed one. It was one in which he asked me what I
thought would be acceptable as a settlement if the Czechs were to
offer it.

Senator RIBICOFF. Did you tell him?
Mr. MCPHERsON. Essentially, I told him that I did not know, that

it would be a matter for the Congress to decide, since Congress had
written the 1974 statute.

69-091 0- 81 - 3
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Senator Rrcon*. But generally, Congress is not going to act on
its own. It is concerned about its constituents, and'the citizens of
this country. If the constituency is satisfied with the settlement, I
don't think Congress is going to try to impose its concept for the
settlement.

You do that all the time when you represent private clients
dealing on an adversary basis..Now you have an adversary basis
between two governments, and yet our Government represents-
your clients. I am just curious. Maybe it is never done, but I don't
understand why it cannot be done.'.

Mr. MCPHRSON. Clearly, the best result is full justice, which is
to pay off the claimants, and to pay them the interest that the
Foreign Claims Settlement Commission said they were entitled to,
at least through 1958, the total of which would be $105 million.

In these settlements which appear in the annual report to the
Congress of the Foreign Claims Settlement Commission, on page 70
and 71, looking over the whole list you will see, as Mr. Barry said
earlier, Yugoslavia in the first negotiation, 91 percent. What does
that mean?

The principal amount found by the Foreign Claims Settlement
Commission to be valid awards was $18,417,000. There was a fund
for payment, in other words, a negotiated fund of Yugoslav assets
of $17 million. The Foreign Claims Settlement Commission found
$18,417,000 in valid awards. The recovery was therefore 91 percent.

It very much depends on two things, it appears. One, how much
money there is here, how much of a fund there is. Second, what the
political pressures are.

We might make an agreement with the People's Republic of
China because we want diplomatic relations with them, we want to
clear away the debris of all 30 years of controversy, and we have a
negotiation which results in a 40 percent settlement.

In the case of Czechoslovakia we have got fortuitously in our
hands an asset that is worth nearly $200 million, and the claim as
of 1958, principal and interest, amount to $105 million. So that the
asset, the pool is there that is adequate to give us full justice.

Second, I for the life of me do not see any political reason at this
point to bend over backward to give the Czechs a 20- or 30- or 40-
percent settlement. There is just no reason to. But with their
continued intransigence, the--only thing that we can do is to take
some action which, as stated in our legal memorandum, which I
would ask unanimous consent be included in the record----

Senator RIBICOF. Without objection, it is so ordered.
[Statement and document to be furnished follow:]

T=rMoxy OF HaRY McPmmSON
Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, my name is Harry McPherson. I

am a partner in the Washington law fwm of Verner, Liipfert, Bernhard and
McPherson.

Since it is clear that three decades is long enough for American citizens to wait
before being compensated for the confiscation of their property, and since it is a
well-established principle of law that a nation may seize and ultimately expropriate
the assets of another country in its own territory if other methods of securing
compensation for its nationals should fail, I will speak this morning about three
other issues:

First, whether the proposal before you is prohibited by the Paris Reparations
Agreement of 1946, or by the Tripartite Commission arrangement.
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Second, whether our relations with Britain and France will suffer if the proposal
is adopted.

Third, whether the proposal over-reaches, since the United States has agreed to
settlements with a number of other countries for a small fraction of the awards
against those countries, and this proposal provides for full compensation-which
includes interest.

As to the legality of the proposal, in light of our agreements with the British and
French: simply p ut, the Tripartite Commission arrangement requires that all the
Commission s adjudicatory decisions be unanimous-that is, decisions with respect
to how much gold the various claimant nations should receive. Neither that ar-
rangement, nor any other relevant agreement, requires unanimity in decisions or
actions affecting the distribution of the gold.

The commission's job was to decide who got what. It determined-unanimously, as
was required-that Czechoslovakia was entitled to 24 tons of gold. Six tons were in
fact delivered to Czechoslovakia. The remaining eighteen tons were located half in
the U.S., half in Great Britain, when President Truman blocked the nine tons in
this country because of the Czech confiscation. President Truman did not need to
secure British and French approval of his action. The gold here was and is a Czech
asset, which could lawfully be blocked as a means of securing compensation for
American nationals. Congress in 1974 did not need to ask British and French
approval before legislatively blocking the return of the gold-for it, like Truman,
was blocking assets of a foreign government which had behaved unlawfully toward
American nationals, as a means of securing compensation for those nationals.

As to whether our relations with Britain and France will suffer if the pro is
adopted: Asserting that they would, requires assuming that Prime Minister Varga-
ret Thatcher would be seriously distressed if the United States, thirty years after its
citizens' property was confiscated by communist Czechoslovakia, moved to secure
compensation for those citizens by seizing Czech property in the U.S.

Furthermore, Britain and F-ance can read the language of the Paris Reparations
Agreement and the Tripartite Commission arrangement. They can distinguish be-
tween what requires unanimous agreement-the adjudicatory functions-and what
is entrusted to individual governments-the distributive functions. The can deter-
mine whether there is any genuine requirement, more than three decades after the
Commission completed its work, and after Czechoslovakia's unlawful expropriations,
for one of the commission members to obtain 'the approval of the other two before
acting lawfully to assert the rights of its nationals against the assets of a fourth
nation.

It may be that the Department can produce protesting letters from Britain and
France. That would not be unusual. Wishing to protect their relations with Czecho-
slovakia and the Soviet Union, realizing that the Czechs might claim that Britain
and France had standing at least to protest the American action, and being relative-
ly unconcerned about the rights of 2,600 elderly Americans and a few American
companies-it would not be unusual that an expression of disapproval could be
produced, or evoked, from Britain and France. But with all due respect to them, I
suggest that the American government need not concern itself overmuch about the
damage this proposal would do to our trans-Atlantic relations.

Finally, there is the question of whether the proposal over-reaches, by providing
for full compensation of the claims. Before comparing this level of settlement with
others, let me remind the committee that these claims emerge from the taking of
property in 1948. What inflation has done to the true value of the claims, while the
expropriated properties have appreciated in value, is obvious. A fractional settle-
ment of awards already eroded by inflation is simply not justice.

Put simply, the percentage of recovery obtained by award-holders against various
nations has depended on the amount obtained by the U.S. in negotiations with those
nations. The usual practice has been foreign negotiations fumst, followed by adjudica-
tion of awards by the Foreign Claims Settlement Commission.

The results have varied widely. In the first Yugoslav negotiation, a settlement of
$17 million was reached. The Commission made awards of $18,417,000. Thus, recov-
ery was 91 percent. In the case of Panama, negotiations produced a fund of $400,000;
awards were $441,000; so recovery was 90 percent. In the case of Bu a, recovery
was almost 70 percent. But in the two cases of the Soviet Union and China, recovery
was 9.7 percent and 41 percent, respectively.

Relatively low settlements are the product, it seems, of inadequate funds from the
liquidation of blocked assets, a factor which reduces the United States' bargaining
power and in some cases, particularly China, of political considerations.

In t1 e case of Czechoslovakia, neither of these factors obtains. Czech gold assets in
this country, which are subject to seizure, amount to at least $168 million. Thirty-
two years after its confiscation of American property, Czechoslovakia has still not
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made an acceptable offer of settlement There is no apparent political reason why
the United States should reward that intransigence by concurring in an agreement
that provides only fractional justice for iti citizens.

Concluding, Mr. Chairman, the proposal before you is lawfud; its adoption will not
create serious foreign policy problems for the United States; and far from over-
reaching, it is a very modest attempt to compensate citizens whose claims to date
have received only the most timorous advocacy from our own government, and a
contemptuous response from the government that has enjoyed the use- of their
property for three decades.
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LEGAL DISCUSSION

I.N STATEMENT OF ISSUES

Shortly after the Communist government took control in

Czechoslovakia following World War II, valuable American property

interests were confiscated by the Czechoslovak government without

the payment of any compensation. For more than thirty years, the

Czechoslovak government has enjoyed all the economic benefits of

those properties. Yet it has ignored an understanding with the

United States to compensate American citizens for their losses

and has violated well-established principles of international law

which call for prompt compensation.

Senator Moynihan's proposal would provide a final period,

more than three decades after the Czech confiscation, for the

Department of State to negotiate an acceptable settlement with

the Czech government. If such a settlement is not reached during

that period, his proposal would direct the Secretary of the

Treasury (1) to liquidate Czechoslovak assets blocked within the

United States, including nine metric tons of Czech gold held in

the Federal Reserve Bank in New York; (2) to invest the proceeds

from the assets' liquidation, using only the investment interest

to satisfy the American awards; and, (3) once all American awards

have been satisfied, to return the principal proceeds in full to

Czechoslovakia.

This memorandum, prepared jointly by the law firms of Verner,

JAipfert, Bernhard & McPherson; Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver &

Kampelman; and Edward L. Merrigan examines the legal implications
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of Senator Moynihan's proposal taking into account several legal

objections noted by the Department of State.

Careful legal analysis requires the following conclusions:

1. The Czechoslovak government has violated international

law, including an explicit agreement with the United States, by

expropriating property belonging to United States citizens without

providing any compensation for a period of more than thirty

years;

2. In such circumstances, the United States may, pursuant

to international law, enforce its citizens' adjudicated awards,

liquidate the Czech gold located here, and distribute the proceeds

to satisfy the Czech debts;

- 3. Neither the Paris Agreement of 1946 nor the Tripartite

Commission Arrangement bar such an action;

4. The legislative proposal now pending is less drastic

than- the legal process described above -- and is equally lawful;

5. The legislative proposal is equitable both to Czechoslo-

vakia and its American creditors, wholly consistent with the

spirit and the letter of the Paris Reparations Agreement of 1946

and of the Tripartite Arrangement, and aecomodates sound public

and foreign policy considerations as well as legal requirements;

and,

6. The Congress has full legal authority to enact this

legislation.

Without offering any supportive legal analysis, the Depart-

ment of State twice has opposed the enactment of any legislative
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solution to this protracted impasse: once, in hearings in 1974,

when members of Congress proposed simply to vest and sell the

Czech gold to satisfy Czech debts, and again recently in a letter

and in testimony describing several grounds for the Department's

opposition to H.R. 7338, a proposal identical to Senator Moynihan's,

pending in the House. (Attachment No. 1).

Stated simply, the State Department contends that no legal

remedy involving the Czech gold exists (1) because Czechoslovakia's

right to the gold is firm and uncontested; (2) because the Paris

Reparations Agreement and the Tripartite Commission Arrangement

require unanimity among the United States, Britain and France

before the gold may be distributed in any fashion; and (3) because

the United-States, Great Britain and France, as members of the

Tripartite Commission with custody of the gold, have an inviolable

obligation to restore the gold to Czechoslovakia.

This memorandum demonstrates that the State Department's

position is untenable because it patently misstates well-estab-

lished international legal principles and misconstrues unambiguous

international agreements.

II. FACTS

A. Introduction

Approximately 2,600 American citizens hold unpaid awards

worth about $105 million against Czechoslovakia arising from the

Czechoslovak government's expropriation of American properties

late in the 1940's. The awardholders contend that international
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law would permit outright vesting and sale of blocked Czech gold

and other assets located within the United States to satisfy

thirty-year-old unpaid Czech debts. Therefore, international law

certainly permits this more temperate legislative proposal which

would return the proceeds from the sale of the Czech gold to

Czechoslovakia in full after American awards have been satisfied

out of investment interest.

The Department of State opposes that position, contending

that the United States would violate international law by acting

unilaterally while any prospect for a negotiated settlement with

Czechoslovakia exists, and that the Paris Reparations Agreement

and the Tripartite Commission Arrangement bind the United States

to secure the consent of Great Britain and France before liquidating

the Czech gold. Representatives of the American awardholders

contest both the State Department's assertions--and this memorandum

will demonstrate that both are meritless.

To weigh the competing legal arguments, one must examine (1)

the Czechoslovak government's expropriations and a prolonged

series of unsuccessful efforts by the United States government to

secure remuneration for American awardholders; and, (2) the

activities of the United States, Great Britain and France pursuant

to the Paris Reparations Agreement of 1946.
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B. Czechoslovak Agreement In 1946 To
Compensate American Citizens For
Expropriation Of Their Properties

On November 14, 1946, the Czechoslovak government and Acting

Secretary of State Dean Acheson entered an agreement which provided

as follows:

The Government of the United States and the
Government of Czechoslovakia will make adequate
and effective compensation to nationalsof "
one country with respect to their rights or
interests in properties which may have been
or may be nationalized or requisitioned by"
the Government of the other country. 15
Department Of State Bulletin 1004, 1005
"(December 1, 1946). [Emphasis added].

Apart from well-established international legal requirements to

the same effect, that agreement obliged the Czechoslovak govern-

ment, thbn and in the future, to compensate American citizens for

expropriations of their properties located in Czechoslovakia.

C. Agreements Of 1946 Providing For The
Restitution Of Gold Stolen By The Nazis
During World War II; Restoration Of Czech
Title To Gold

During the second world war, the Nazis looted huge amounts

of gold from various countries. On January 14, 1946, eighteen of

the affected countries, including the United States, Great Britain,

France and Czechoslovakia signed the Paris Reparations Agreement

of 1946.1/ The provisions of the Paris Agreement are examined

specifically later in this memorandum. Among other significant

provisions, the Paris Agreement provided that all monetary gold

1_/ 15 Department of State Bulletin, 114 (January 27, 1946)
[Attachment No. 2].

'
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found in Germany should be pooled for restitution among the

countries from which it had been stolen. The countries partici-

pating in the pool were directed to submit claims to the United

States, Great Britain and France, as the occupying powers. After

adjudication of the competing claims, the United States, Great

Britain and France were directed to "take appropriate steps

within the Zones of Germany occupied by them respectively to

implement distribution" to the countries entitled to restitution

of a portion of the gold.

To carry out that function under the Paris agreement, the

United States, Great Britain and France signed the Tripartite

Commission Arrangement-/ on September 27, 1946, establishing the

Tripartite Commission. Again, we examine the specific provisions

of the Tripartite Commission Arrangement later in this memorandum.

The Commission Arrangement prescribed its functions, stipulating

that the Commission's adjudicatory decisions were to be unanimous.

The arrangement also provided that the three governments should

assist one another in the distribution of the gold available for

restitution and perform certain administrative acts, such as

opening and maintaining bank accounts.

Among its other actions, the Commission unanimously restored

to Czechoslovakia title to approximately twenty-four metric tons

of gold, completing the portion of its function regarding Czecho-

slovakia that required unanimity.

i/ 15 Department of State Bulletin, 563 (September 29, 1946)
[Attachment No. 31. ]
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D. Expropriation Of American Properties PFy
Czechoslovakia In 1948, Followed By A
Prolonged Series Of Unsuccessful Attempts
By The United States Government To Secure
Remunerative Compensation For Affected

.American Citizens

Following the amicable post-war agreements described above,

the communist government seized control within Czechoslovakia in

1948, an event that prompted President Truman and the Congress to

revive the military draft.1  Soon the new communist government

expropriated all American property interests without the payment

of any compensation.

•President Truman responded by prohibiting the return to

Czechoslovakia of any Czech assets in the United States, including

nine tons of Czech-owned gold located in New York -- the subject

of the Tripartite Commission's deliberations -- and some steel

mill equipment purchased here by Czechoslovakia but not yet

delivered.-/

The State Department initiated negotiations to obtain compen-

sation for the Americans whose properties had been taken, pursuant

to the agreement obtained by Secretary Acheson in 1946. In 1949,

the Czechoslovak government agreed in principle to settle American

claims, but no final settlement resulted. Further unsuccessful

negotiations occurred in 1955.

1/ For a fuller description of the communist takeover and its
effect upon relations, see Attachment No. 4.

To prevent the value of the steel mill equipment from deterior-
ating, the- Treasury liquidated it in 1954, creating a fund
of $9 million. See 1958 U.S. Code Congl. and Admin. News,
3299, 3301.
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Having failed at those two efforts to negotiate a claims

settlement agreement, the Eisenhower Administration, in 1958,

recommended and the Congress enacted -- an amendment to the

International Claims Settlement Act of 1949 (22 U.S.C. 11642-

1642p) authorizing the Foreign Claims Settlement Commission

("FCSC') to determine claims of United States citizens against

the Czechoslovak government for takings of property between

January 1, 1945 and August 8, 1958--all such claims to be filed

by September 15, 1959.

In addition to authorizing the determination of American

claims against Czechoslovakia, the law provided that if, within

one year after enactment, the United States and Czechoslovakia

did not enter a settlement agreement, the proceeds from the sale

of the Czechoslovak-owned steel mill equipment could-be used to

make pro rata payments to United States citizens holding awards

from the FCSC against Czechoslovakia. No settlement was obtained.

American citizens submitted claims for $364 million. The

FCSC completed its award determinations by 1962, reducing the

size of many of the awards -- in large part because of the diffi-

culty of proving the value of properties seized ten years earlier

in an uncooperative foreign country Each award included principal,

plus interest at a rate of 6% through 1958: in all, totalling

approximately $113 million.I Zn accordance with the pr:%visjons

_ Foreign Claims Settlement Commission of the United States,
Decisions and Annotations, page 379.
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provisions of the Czechoslovak Claims Act, the entire $9 million

from the sale of the Czechoslovak steel mill equipment was distri-

buted. Every awardholder received initially an amount of $1,000

or the amount of the award, whichever was lower. 'This resulted

in full payment of some awards. In addition, pro rata payments

of about 5.3% were made on the balance of the remaining 2,600

awards, leaving an unpaid balance of $105,104,437 on the face

amount of the awards.

E. Congress' Rejection of Uncompensatory
Settlement Proposed in 1974; Directive
That Gold Be Blocked And A Compensatory
Agreement Be Negotiated

For about eleven years following the completion of the

Czechoslovak claims program, no effort was made by the Czechoslovak

government to reach a settlement. Then, in September 1973, at

the height of the detente period and as the Congress was enacting

legislation which offered substantial trade credits, the Czechs

and the Nixon Administration resumed settlement negotiations.

Those negotiations resulted in the-initialing of an agreement on

July 5, 1974, which rightly can be characterized as having been

completely unfair to the aging awardholders who had awaited a

reasonable settlement for nearly thirty years. The principal

provisions provided

1. That the United-States immediately would
release to Czechoslovakia the gold and all
other blocked assets it held as security for
Czechoslovakia's payment of the $105 million
expropriation debt already adjudicated; and,

.:

69-091 0 - ft - 4
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2. That the $105 million debt to United States
citizens, and the full amount of any unadju-
dicated claims, would be settled fully and
finally for a payment of $20.5 million,_
payable, without interest, over a twelve-year
period._/

The parties also apparently contemplated that, upon passage

of .the Trade Act, Czechoslovakia would be eligible for most-favored-

nation treatment under United States tariff laws and for extension

of other important economic benefits.?/

Because the initialed agreement required formal ratification

by both governments, the Congress had an opportunity to intervene

and examine the agreement. After examination and hearings, the

Congress vetoed the agreement, in effect, and enacted the following

provisions (Section 408) of the Trade Act of 1974:

(a) The arrangement initialed on July 5,
1974, with respect to the settlement of
the claims of citizens and nationals of
the United States against the Government
of Czechoslovakia shall be renegotiated
and shall be submitted to the Congress
as part of any agreement entered into
under this subchapter with Czechoslovakia.

(b) The United States shall not release any gold
belonging to Czechoslovakia and controlled
directly or indirectly by the United
States pursuant to the provisions of the
Paris Reparations Agreement of January 24,
1946, or otherwise, until such agreement
has been aMproved by the Congress.
(19 U.S.C. 6 2438) [emphasis added]

1 A copy of the 1974 Agreement is appended as Attachment No. 5.

/ See Senate Report 93-1298, 93rd Cong., 2nd Sess., 1974 U.S.
Code Congl. and Admin. News, at 7347.
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The reason provided by the Congress for its action was as

follows:

One-sided agreements of this nature are
especially dangerous to the United States and
its citizens at this particular time in
history when nations in various parts of the
world are threatening to expropriate or
nationalize U.S. properties worth billions
of dollars, while other nations have already
taken valuable U.S. holdings without the
payment of just compensation. The United
States simply cannot afford to proclaim in
the face of this trend that expropriations of
U.S. properties will quickly be forgotten if
the taking nation ultimately offers a mere
pittance in return. Senate Report 93-1298,
1974 U.S. Code Congl. and Admin. News, suira,
at 7348.

The Congress advocated an agreement, like those which had been

entered with Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, and other nations, which would

provide for a jump sum payment of one hundred cents on the dollar,1

effectively -instructing the State Department to negotiate such an

agreement.

F. Current Status Identical To 1955,
When Congress Last Enacted Remedial
Legislation In This Matter

Insofar as we can ascertain, no such negotiations occurred

after 1974 until Senator Moynihan and Representative Wolff intro-

duced S.2721 and H.R.7338 in 1980. Suddenly the State Department

announced broadly that it would table a proposal for a full lump

sum payment of the $105 million debt and that successful negotia-

tions would be concluded shortly.2/ However, we understand the

_/ Senate Report 93-1298, 1974 U.S. Code Congl. and Admin.

News, supra, at 7348. See also, 22 U.S.C. 111631a, 1641a.

2 See, the New York Times, June 2, 1980, p. All, column 1.
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.Czech Ambassador has advised several members of Congress that his

Government has flatly rejected the State Department's proposal,

leaving matters exactly where they were in 1949 and 1955--when

the Congrees last enacted remedial legislation.

III..LEGAL ANALYSIS

A. Czechoslovakia Has Flagrantly Violated
International Law And An Explicit Agreement
With The United States

1. Violation Of International Legal Principles

Recital of this histozrydemonstrates that Czechoslovakia has

violated international law by expropriating properties belonging

to American-citizens worth $113 million without offering just

tcom~ansation for a period of over thirty years. The State Depart-

ment has agreed that Czechoslovakia's conduct has been unlawful.!/

Confirmation of this obvious fact should lay to rest a

supposed mitigating point raised by the State Department in 1974:

that the Czech government does "not recognize as we do that they

have an international obligation... *to compensate for the national-

ization of property.V2/

1/ Executive Hearings Before The Committee On Finance, United
States Senate, 93rd Cong., 2nd Ses., September 11 and 26,
1974, pp. 10, 23 (Hereinafter "Hearings, p._"). [Attachment
No. 6]

2/ Hearings, p. 4.

.6
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a. International Legal Principles

Whatever its own perceptions may be, the government of

Czechoslovakia stands clearly in violation of international law

for its failure to provide adequate, effective and prompt compen-

sation/ for expropriated American-owned assets. Governments are

permitted under international law to expropriate foreign-owned

assets located within their national boundaries so long as they

adhere to accompanying international legal principles in the

process. Failure to provide adequate, effective and prompt

compensation makes an expropriation an illegal act.-/

Sections 186 and 187 of the Restatement by the American Law

Institute on the "Responsibility of States for Injuries to Aliens"

read:

-- Failure of a state to pay just compensation
for taking the property of an alien is wrongful
under international law, regardless of whether
the taking itself was wrongful under inter-
national law.

V/ The State Department represents that Czechoslavakia acknow-
ledges that it has responsibility to provide compensation to
the owners of expropriated properties (Attachment No. 1, p.
2). This admission does not mitigate Czechoslavakiats
offense absent adequate, effective, prompt compensation.

_/ See B. A. Wortley, Expropriation in Public International Law,
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, Great Britin (1959),
p. 34, citing extensive authority including, among others:

Whiteman, Damages in international Law, vol.
II, p. 1387.

Hyde, International Law (2nd, revised ed.
Bosvon, 1945), vol. III, pp. 710-27.
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Just compensation ... must be adequate
in amount ... , paid with reasonable promptness,
and paid in a form that is effectively realizable
by the alien, 10 the fullest extent that the
circumstances permit ... "1/

The State Department's historic position regarding the

requirement of compensation is unambiguous. In a note from

Secretary of State Hull to the Mexican Ambassador on April 3,

1940, he stated:

The Government of the*United States readily
recognizes the right of a sovereign state to
expropriate property for public purposes ...
however, it has been stated with equal emphasis
that the right to expropriate property is
Coupled with and conditioned on the obligation
to make adequate, effective and prompt compensa-
tion. The legality of an expropriation is in
fact dependent upon the observance of this
requirement.?/

The Czech government has offered no proposal which could be

considered adequAte, effective, or prompt. "Adequate" compensation

ordinarily means the fair market value of the property expropriated

plus interest payable up to the date of payment.-/ In the Chorzow

Factory Case, the Permanent Court of International Justice dealt

with the expropriation of German-owned assets by Poland. The

majority opinion stated:

The essential principle contained in the
actual notion of an illegal act--a principle
which seems to be established by international
practice and in particular by the decisions
of arbitral tribunals--is that reparation
must, as far as possible, wipe out all the

1 American Law Institute, Restatement Of The Law, Second,
Foreign Relations Law Of The United States (1965), pt. IV,
pp-. 562-63 (Hereinafter "Restatement at ___").

2 -N. Whiteman, Digest of international Law, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. (1967), p. 1020.

3 Restatement at pp. 564-565. 0
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consequences of the illegal act and reestablish
the situation which would, in all probability,
have existed if that act had not been committed.-/

Thus, the Congess' directive in 1974 for a one-hundred-cent

payment.

NEffective" compensation means payment in cash or property

readily convertible into cash. "Prompt" compen-ation means

adequate and effective compensation provided as soon as is rea-

sonable under the circumstances.2/ Thus, the Congress' require-

ment for a lump sum cash payment.

The Congress has recognized these legal principles in various

enactments. See, for example, 19 U.S.C. 12462; 22 U.S.C. 12370;

7 U.S.C. 11157. Clearly, Czechoslovakia's conduct for more than

thirty years -- continuing to this very day -- violated these

legal standards, rendering its entire course of conduct illegal.

2. Violation Of Explicit Agreement

If there could remain any doubt that Czechoslovakias conduct

has been illegal, that doubt would be eradicated by the fact that

Czechoslovakia's conduct violates a specific agreement with the

United States to "make adequate and effective compensation to

nationals (of the United States) with respect to their rights or

interests in properties which have been or may be nationalized or

requisitioned (by the Czechoslovak government].U-

_/ M. Whiteman, Digest of International Law, U.S. Government

Printing-Office, Washington, D.C., (1967), p. 1137.

2 Restatement at 650.

, Agreement between Ambassador of Czechoslovakia 4nd Acting
Secretary of State Acheson, November 14, 1946, 15-DePartment
of State Bulletin 1005.
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The international legal scholar, B.A. Wortley, wrote that con-

fiscation without compensation in violation of a specific agree-

ment unarguably violates international law:

If a protest can be based upon the violation
of a treaty, the:i it will be easy to bring
the violation hok'e to the offending party,
who is estopped frcm denying its basis in
international law ... Expropriation In Public
International Law, Cambridge University
Press, Cambridge, Great Britain (1959), p.76.

Czechoslovakia's conduct clearly violates established international

legal principles, but the violation of an explicit agreement to

compensate Americans for all expropriations provides added tangible,

irrefutable proof that Czechoslovakia has violated international

law for the past three decades.

B. Under These Circumstances, The United States
Enjoys A Legal Right To Utilize Czech Gold
Located in New York As Proposed

The State Department has assured the Congress that the

Department would support even outright vesting, sale, and distribu-

tion of Czech gold located in the United States--as it joined in

vesting and selling Czech steel mill equipment in 1958--if that

could be accomplished legally. However, the Department has

asserted further -- though without offering a legal analysis--that

the United States cannot legally vest the gold so long as a

prospect for a settlement remains.!/ We will demonstrate that

1_/ Attachment No. 1, p. 3.
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the State Department's off-handed statement of the law was inac-

curate. The Czech gold located in New York is suceptible to full

legal process.

1. Precisely Because Czechoslovakia's Right
To The Gold Is Firm And Uncontested, The
United States May Vest The Gold

Deputy Assistant Secretary of State Ingersoll asserted in

1974 that the first reason the Czech gold cannot be attached is

because Czechoslovakia's claim to the gold is "firm and uncon-

tested."1 Deputy Assistant Secretary of State Kempton Jenkins

stated the same proposition a little differently:

Senator Byrd: It was an illegal action the
Government of Czechoslovakia took when it
confiscated American property (without compen-
sation).

Mr. Jenkins: We recognize that. But taking
one illegal action to counter another is not
the best way to restore international law.?/

Actually, international law clearly provides for precisely

the type of attachment proposed by this legislation. And it is

Czechoslovakia's "uncontested right" to the gold that permits

vesting.

First, it is an elementary principle of law that a person

who has obtained a judgment against another, who fails to satisfy

the judgment, may proceed against the assets of the defaulting

party irrespective of who holds them. To be sure, under the

doctrine of sovereign imunity, an individual citizen may not

1/ Hearings, p. 10.

2_/ Hearings, p. 22.
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proceed to attach assets of a foreign sovereign recognized by

that citizen's government. But the government of a citizen

holding a judgment (or award) may, under international law,

espouse the citizen's claim and proceed against the assets of the

government against which the claim is asserted. That is just

what the United States did in seizing the Czech steel mill equip-

ment and distributing the proceeds to American awardholders. It

is what the United States now proposes in order to resolve the

Iranian expikopriation matter.

This method of repairing injuries visited by one nation upon

the citizens of another is grounded on the traditional international

principle of "retorsion." Black's Law Dictionary defines retorsion

as follows:

RETORSION. In international law. A species
of retaliation, which takes place where a
government, whose citizens are subjected to
severe and stringent regulation or harsh
treatment by a foreign government, employs
measures of equal severity and harshness upon
the subjects of the latter government found
within its dominions.

E. de Vattel, described the traditional concept:

When a sovereign is not satisfied with the
way in which his subjects are treated by the
laws and customs of another Nation, he is at
liberty to announce that he will follow the
same policy, with respect to the subjects of
that Nation, which that Nation is following
with respect to his subjects. This is what
is called retorsion, and it is in every way
in keeping with justice and sound s'atesmanship.l/

1/ the Law Of Nations or The Principles of Natural Law, Oceana
Publications, Inc., New York [Translation of 1758 edition,
reprinted 1964), page 228.
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-With r-gard specifically to reparations, Oppenhaim's

International Law, as edited by Hersch Lauterpacht states: *If

the delinquent State refuses reparation for the wrong done, the

wronged State can, consistently with any existing obligation of

pacific settlement, exercise such means as are necessary to

enforce an adequate reparation."!/

In Expropriation in Public International Law, B. A. Wort .ey

writes: "The conclusion must be that, save well-defined exceptional

cases ... -there is- no principle of international law which prevents

State A, which has unsuccessfully claimed restitution of property

seized from its nationals or itself by State B, from regarding

the seizure as prima facie unlawful in public international law

and as meriting measures of reprisal."2/ There are four such

"well-defined exceptional cases" which Wortley discusses: (1)

where there has been proper compensation, (2) where the expropria-

tion is in punishment for a crime, (3) where the property is

seized via taxation, and (4) where the taking is indirect (i.e.,

where regulatory measures severely restrict the rights normally

enjoyed by an owner of property). The Czechoslovakian expropria-

tions do not fall within any of these exceptions.

1_/ H. Lauterpacht, Oppenheim's International Law, eighth edition,
Longman's, Green Co., London (1955), p. 354.

_ B. A. Wortley, Expropriation in Public International Law,
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, Great Britain (1959),
p. 155.
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Judge Friendly explained the retaliation doctrine in Sardino

v. Federal Reserve Bank of New York, 361 F.2d 106, 112-113

(2d Cir., 1966):

There is a long history of governmental
action -compensating our own citizens out
of foreign assets in this country for wrongs
done them by foreign governments abroad.

The unquestioned right of a state to
protect its nationals in their persons and
property while in a foreign country ... must
permit initial seizure and ultimate expropria-
tion of assets of nationals of that country
in its own territory if other methods c'
securing compensation for its nationals
should fail.

...Congress has not yet chosen to invoke the
ultimate sanction (against Cuba).. .Such
commendable forbearance should not be under-
stood as connoting a lack of power.

A treatise cited by Judge Friendly states the underlying

principle as follows:

Retaliatory acts ... are extraordinary
measurqj which, normally, would be unlawful.
They have in common the fact that their
legality is claimed to arise from their
appropriateness as responses to the prior
illegalities of another state, the original
lawbreaker having refused to give satisfac-
tion-for its wrongs or to end its wrongful
practices.l/

Since Czechoslovakia failed to provide prompt, adequate and

effective compensation for expropriated assets, the United States

_/ -Colbert, Retaliation In International Law (1948), p. 1.
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has the right to retaliate under international law. Such retalia-

tion may take the form of seizure of assets located within the

United States if the Czechs have clear title to such assets. The

Congress' utilization of Czechoslovakia's gold, with the stipula-

tion that the proceeds of the liquidated gold eventually will be

restored to Czechoslovakia after its interest has been applied to

discharge Czech debts, is a less drastic step and therefore is

unquestionably lawful.

Thus the State Department's first objection that the United

States may not interfere with Czechoslovakia's right of title to

the gold lacks merit; and the fact that Czechoslovakia continues

to prolong the thirty-year impasse does not preclude congressional

action, rather it commends it.

C. Neither The Paris Reparations Agreement of 1946,
Nor The Tripartite Commission Arrangement, Bar
Utilization Of Czech Gold To Satisfy American Awards

1. The Tripartite Commission Arrangement's
Unanimity Requirement Applied Only To
The Commission's Adjudicatory Decisions,
Long-Since Concluded, Not To The Member
Governments' Actions To Distribute Czech
Gold Thirty Years Later.

The State Department's next legal assertion is that any

unilateral action involving liquidation of Czech gold located

here would violate a requirement of the-Tripartite Commission

1_/ Note that congressional enactments in the past have considered
offending country to be in default after six months of
fruitless negotiations. See 7 U.S.C. 11158.
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Arrangement that "all actions and decisions"/ of the Cormission

be unanimous. That assertion misstates the provisions of that

agreement and distorts their intended meaning.

Although the Tripartite Commission Arrangement requires that

all adJudicatory decisions be unanimous, no pertinent international

agreement requires unanimity in decisions, much less actions,

regarding the gold's distribution. Frankly, the State Department

should be ashamed for attempting to frustrate this equitable

proposal, which finally would compensate thousands of aging

American creditors after more than thirty years, without materially

harming Czechoslovakia, with such a groundless technical argument.

The pertinent provisions governing the allocation and distri-

bution of this gold appear in Part III of the Paris Reparations

Agreement of 1946:?/

Restitution of monetary gold.
Single Article.

A. All the monetary gold found in Germany
by the Allied Forces and that referred to in
paragraph G below (including gold coins,
except those of numismatic or historical
value, which shall be restored directly if
identifiable) shall be pooled for distribu-
tion as restitution among the countries
participating in the pool in proportion to
their respective losses of gold through
looting or by wrongful removal to Germany.

1_/ The Treasury witness repeated the State Department's misstate-
ment of the Tripartite Commission Arrangement's language
during a House Foreign Affairs Subcommittee hearing on H.R.
7338 on August 19, 1980. Only by so embellishing the
Arrangement's provisions can one derive the construction
urged by the State Department.

_ 15 Department of State Bulletin 114 (January 27, 1946)
(Attachment No. 2].
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C, A proportional share of the gold shall
be allocated to each country concerned which
adheres to this arrangement for the restitu-
tion of monetary gold and which can establish
that a definite amount of monetary gold
belonging to it was looted by Germany or, at
any time after March 12th, 1938, was wrongfully
removed into Gexman territory.

E. The various countries participating in
the pool shall supply to the Governments of
the United States of America, France and the
United Kingdom, as the occupying Powers
concerned, detailed and verifiable data
regarding the gold losses suffered through
looting by, or removal to, Germany.

F. The Governments of the United States of
America, France and the United Kingdom shall
take apropriate steps within the Zones ?
Germany occUied b them respectively to
implement distribution In accordance with the
foregoing provisions. [Emphasis Added]

And in Paragraphs 5 and 6 of the Tripartite Commission Arrangement:V

The functions of the Tripartite Commission
for the Restitution of Monetary Gold shal
be:

a. To request the submission of and to
receive from Governments claiming the
right to participate in the division of
monetary gold found in Germany or which
may be recovered from a third country to
which it was transferred from Germany,
claims for restitution of gold looted by
or wrongfully removed to Germany, supported
by detailed and verifiable data regarding
such losses.

1_/ 15 Department of State Bulletin 563 (September 29, 1946)
[Attachment No. 3].
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b. To scrutinize claims received and
to determine the share of each claimant
Government in the pool of monetary gold
to be distributed by way of restitution
in accordance with Part III of the Paris
Agreement on Reparation and any other
pertinent agreements.

c. In due course to announce the total
value of the pool of monetary gold whi
w = become available for distribution
by way of restitution.

d. When all claims for restitution
have been received and adjudicated upon,
to announce the share in the pool of
monetary gold available for restitution
to each country entitled to participate
in the pool.

e. Ip such other ways as shall be
decided by the three Governments estab-
lishing the Commission, to assist in the
distribution-of the pool of monetary
gold available for restitution.

f. To perform such administrative acts
as may he necessary to carry out the
functions referred to in sub-paragraphs
(a) through (e) above, including without
limiting the generality of the foregoing,
the opening and mainta ing of bank
accounts, and the making of contracts
for the performance of necessary services.
Expenses of the Commission incident to
the carrying out of its functions shall
be a first charge against the fund of
monetary gold to be distributed.

6. Decisions of the Commission shall
be by unanimous agreement of its members.
[Emphasis Added]

As the State Department knows very well, the Commission was

intended to function as an adjudicatory body with limited tenure.

In fact, the Commission rendered its adjudicatory decisions

rapidly -- including the unanimous decision favoring Czechoslovakia--

completing its central mission, allocation of the gold among
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competing claimants. The remainder of its official function is

"to assist" the member governments in the gold's distribution (a

function that explicitly does not require unanimous decisions)

and to maintain its custodial bank accounts until those governments

have distributed all the gold (See, Tripartite Arrangement,

Subparagraphs 5(e)-(f)).

Moreover, both agreements treat the adjudicatory and distribu-

tion responsibilities quite differently: the adjudicatory func-

tions being collective, and unanimous (Tripartite Arrangement,

subparagraphs 5(a)-(d) and 6); the distribution function being

entrusted to the individual member governments, witr no require-

ment of unanimity (Reparations Agreement, Paragraph F; Tripartite

Arrangement, subparagraph 5(e)).

The State Department's construction finds no support in the

agreements' provisions and would distort their meaning and intent.

The status of this matter is clear: all the necessary unanimous

decisions were rendered thirty years ago; and Czechoslovakia's

title to twenty-four tons of gold was restored in a unanimous

allocation./ The Commission accomplished its central mission,

and no further substantive decisions art; required.

The Congress sought no one's consent to block the gold in

1974; President Truman did not seek unanimous consent before

subjecting the Czech gold located here to legal process (blocking

its return); the British and French did not participate in the

I_/ Note that Czechoslovakia's title is so secure that iix tons
of.the allocated gold actually were delivered to Czechoslovakia.

69-01 0 - 81 - 5
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bilateral negotiations between the United States and Czechoslovakia

in 1974; and no unanimous consent is required to effectuate full

legal process now.

2. The Tripartite Commission's Albanian Precedent
Demonstrates That No Inviolable Obligation
Exists To Return The Gold To Czechoslovakia

The State Department's third assertion is that tha Commis-

sion members have an inviolable obligation to return the gold to

Czechoslovakia: thus the exercise of full legal process (i.e.,

confiscation of the Czech gold) would be contrary to that obliga-

tion.

First, the gold already has been subjected to legal process

and remains encumbered today. The United States has blocked its

return to Czechoslovakia for thirty years and it remains blocked

under the legislative injunction imposed in 1974. The State

Department sanguinely assures that no time limitation for the

gold's return exists,!/ but the foregoing discussion illustrates

that, were President Truman's act and the Congress's 1974 statute

not lawful retaliatory processes, the United States and the

Tripartite Commission would stand in clear violation of international

law for failing to return the gold promptly. Hence, the gold

clearly is susceptible to legal process, including -- as Commission

precedents show --liquidation to satisfy debts to a Commission

member.

1_/ Hearings, p. 22.
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The first indication that this gold is not sacrosanct appears

in the Tripartite Commission Arrangement itself. Subparagraph

5.f. stipulates that expenses of the Commission incident to

performance of its functions shall be a first charge against the

gold to be distributed. An even more compelling precedent appears

in the case of Albania.

Great Britain had suffered losses unrelated to its functions

on the Tripartite Commission when part of the British fleet was

destroyed by mines placed by Albania in the Corfu Channel.

Britain had negotiated with Albania for compensation, receiving

an offer only for a token sum. When Italy and Albania contested

a claim to a portion of the gold, Great Britain contended the

gold should be delivered to Great Britain in satisfaction of its

claims if Albania prevailed.

The Commission members agreed that, if Albania prevailed,

the United Kingdom -- not Albania -- should receive the gold to

offset the British claims./ The Commission referred the adjudi-

cation to an arbitrator, who ultimately held for Albania. Thus,

by the Commission's decision, the United Kingdom was entitled to

foreclose on the gold in satisfaction of an unrelated judgment.

During the House Foreign Affairs Subcommittee hearing on

H.R.7338 on August 19, 1980, the State Department testified

that three distinguishing factors render the Albanian precedent

inapposite to the Czech matter: (1) The International Court of

Justice was involved; (2) all three members of the Tripartite

I/ 24 Department of State Bulletin, 785 (May 14, 1951).
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Commission agreed Britain should receive the Albanian gold; and,

(3) an impartial third party was provided to protect Albania's

rights (transcript, pages 45-47).

We have raised the Albanian precedent to refute the State

Department's simplistic argument that, because the gold in question

was allocated to Czechoslovakia, the Commission members have an

inviolable duty to return it in specie to Czechoslovakia. The

Albanian precedent demonstrates that the Commission members re-

jected that argument by deciding Albanian gold could be delivered

to Great Britain to offset debts unrelated to the gold.

We have enclosed a copy of the State Department Bulletin which

describes the Albanian precedent (Attachment No. 7). The Bulletin

is written in two parts: (1) a description of the general conclu-

sions by the Commission members; and, (2) the text of the formal

agreement.

Probably the strongest of the three supposed distinguishing

factors is the existence of a judgment from the International Court

of Justice favoring Britain. It is not an effective distinguishing

factor here. Czechoslovakia's responsibility to provide compensa-

tion is unequivocal, even being spelled out in a clear agreement;

and the Czech government has acknowledged it. The Foreign Claims

Settlement Commission rendered enforceable awards in 1962. The

relevant factor--which is completely analogous in these cases--is

the prolonged period of fruitless negotiation to obtain payment

on the judgments, both of which arose from circumstances unrelated

to the gold: damage to vessels from an undisclosed mine field in

Albania and expropriations of property in Czechoslovakia. In the
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Albanian case, the Commission approved delivery of Albanian gold

to break the stalemate.

Earlier in this memorandum, we have demonstrated that the

Commission's unanimous decision to deliver Albania's gold to

Britain--the second supposed distinguishing factor--is not relevant

in this case. It is noteworthy that the conclusion !avoring Britain

was not included in the text of the formal Commission agreement;

it was described as a determination by the members only in the

introductory text. Britain sought the Commission's acquiescence

in the delivery of Albania'. gold to offset unrelated claims con-

temporaneous with the Commission's adjudication of Italy's and

Albania's competing claims to the gold, an adjudication which did

require unanimous agreement. Had Britain sought to offset its

claim after a full adjudication favoring Albania, with Albanian

gold held in Britan's possession no unanimity among other Commission

members would have been required. However, it is fortuitous and

instructive that, when the Commission members confronted the issue,

they determined readily to deliver Albania's gold to offset an

unrelated British award. Czechoslovakia enjoys no inviolable right

to the gold awarded by the Commission; and supervening expropriations

entitle the United States to use the Czech gold to offset unsatisfied

Czech debts.

The third, and weakest, supposed distinguishing factor is

incomprehensible. An arbitrator was appointed to decide between

the claims of Italy and Albania. If Albania won on its claim,

the Commission dictated that the gold should revert to Great Britain
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automatically, unless Albania or Italy appealed the arbitrator's

ruling successfully to the International Court of Juutice. Any

country may contest injurious international actions before

appropriate tribunals. This factor in no way distinguishe the

Albanian precedent.

The State Department has attempted to interpose distinctions

without a difference between the Albanian precedent and this case.

The Albanian precedent shows unarguably that Czechoslovakia does

not have an inviolable right to the gold located here. By virtue

of Czechoslovakia's clear title to the gold and its supervening

expropriations without compensation to American victims, the United

States enjoys the same right to offset unpaid debts with the gold

as was granted to England. Perhaps the most revealing contrast

is that Britain pursued its request (albeit gratuitously) with

fellow Commission members, whereas the State Department has insti-

gated their opposition to a reasonable settlement of the U.S. awards

Again, the remedy proposed here is less drastic--ultimately

effecting a return of the gold's full value to Czechoslovakia--

and therefore is even more lawful.

3. The United States Lawfully May Attach The Czech
Gold To Satisfy Claims Even If It Is Deemed To
Be Held In The Custody Of The Tripartite
Commission, A Third Party

There is nothing unusual about a judgment creditor attaching

and liquidating a debtor's property held in the custody of a

third party, although in this case legislation would be required
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to complete the process. It would not be surprising to find the

Congress conferring such authority very soon to assist the President

in the attachment and distribution of Iranian assets.

The State Department has agreed that the Congress could

enact such legislation, as in the case of the Czech steel mill

equipment ifi 1958 if such a law, followed by vesting and distri-

bution, would not violate an international agreement.-/ We have

demonstrated that no agreement would be violated.

However, we point out that the Congress has provided precedents

for exercising authority to enact legislation -'ich provides for

liquidation and distribution of foreign assets held by third

parties to satisfy American creditors. For example, under the

Trading With The Enemy Act,?/ assets held by third parties --

even debts owed to offending nations by third parties -- were

attached with court approval.

In Orvis et al v. Brownell, Jr. 345 U.S. 183, 73 S.Ct. 596,

97 L Ed. 938, (1953), the Court held that Americans, who were

creditors of certain Japanese, could proceed under the Trading

Wih The Enemy Act to recover money from the Custodian of Alien

Property. An American firm was indebted to those same Japanese

and the Custodian seized the amount of the debt fro:n that firm.

Since the total amount owed to Japanese by Americans exceeded the

amount owed to Americans by Japanese, the assets of American

2/ Hearings, p. 22.

_/ 50 U.S.C. App. 11, et seq.
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debtors were seized and distributed to American creditors on a

pro rata basis. Other cases involving third parties who were

indebted to foreign creditors and whose debts were seized by the

Custodian of Alien Property include, Cities Service Co. et al. v.

McGrath 342 U.S. 330, 72 S. Ct. 334, 96 L Ed. 359, (1952), McGrath

v. Manufacturer's Trust Co. 338 U.S. 241, 70 S. Ct. 4, 94 L Ed.

31 (1949), Clark v. Manufacturer's Trust Co., 169 F.2d 932 (2d Cir.,

1948), McGrath v. Agency-of Chartered Bank of India, Australia and

China, 104 F. Supp. 964 (S.D.N.Y., 1952), Clark v. E. J. Lavino Co.,

72 F. Supp. 497 (E.D. Penn., 1947).

The FCSC has awarded lawful judgments against Czechoslovakia,

favoring nearly 2,600 uncompensated American claimants. The President

may not liquidate and distribute the Czech gold unilaterally;!/ and

courts decline to intervene in foreign claim disputes, deferring

to the legislative and executive branches.-/ Only the Congress

has the authority to complete the legal process in this case.

D. The Legislative Proposal Now Pending Is Less
Drastic Than The Strict Permissible Legal
Process Described Above And, Thus, Is Lawful

The strict legal process discussed above--attachment and

liquidation of the Czech gold, followed by a distribution of the

proceeds to satisfy adjudicated American claims--would deprive

1/ In time of war, the President may take title and dispose of
enemy property under Section 5(b) of the Trading With The
Enemy Act. It appears, during peacetime, that legislation
is required before the President can vest and sell foreign
assets.

Logan v. Secretary of State, 553 F.2d 107, 108 (D.C.Cir.
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the Czechs of all, or a major part, of the gold's value. As we

have made clear, that process is lawful, and not unusual legally.

Because the process proposed here is identical, except that it is

less onerous for Czechoslovakia, it is equally lawful.

E. The Legislative Proposal Accommodates
Public Policy Considerations As Well
As Legal Requirements

1. This Legislation Should Not Impe-d Relations
With Czechoslovakia, Great Britain Or France

a. Relations With Czechoslovakia Would
Not Deteriorate Further Under The
Legislation

The State Department acknowledges that our relations with

Czechoslovakia are poor and show no prospect for improvement in

the near future (Attachment No. 1, p.4). Yet the Department

proceeds to the absurd position that the liquidation of the gold

located here would embitter relations for years to come, because

it has "emotional" and "historical" value (Attachment No. 1,

p.4).

Even if the State Department were correct, a simple amend-

ment would prevent the problem. The amendment would direct the

Secretary of the Treasury to offer Czechoslovakia a right to

first refusal (to be exercised within ten days) prior to the sale

of any gold; Of course, any money paid by Czechoslovakia for

such gold ultimately would be returned to Czechoslovakia under

the statutory scheme.

However, brief consideration of the Czech government's

financial position shows that the State Department wildly exag-
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gerates the injury that the legislative proposal would visit upon

the Czechs. The Czech government would realize a tremendous

economic gain even with a settlement of one hundred cents on the

dollar. The $105 million Czech debt, in 1958 dollars, has dropped

in value over the years to a small fraction of its original worth,

while the confiscated-American property has risen in value many

times to well over $1 billion. The Czech gold located here has

soared in value from $10 million in 1958 to about $200 million

today. The legislative remedy would return that value to

Czechoslovakia after payment of American awards. The legislation

also would remove a major obstacle to most-favored-nation treatment

for Czechoslovakia -- with entitlements worth many times the

gold's value; and enactment presumably would encourage Great

Britain to distribute an additional $200 million worth of gold

immediately to Czechoslovakia.

The State Department's claim that Czechoslovakian relations

would be embittered by that settlement package is preposterous.

As a policy matter, however, the Congress might consider whether

the United States enhances world-wide respect when a situation as

egregious as this one is permitted to go unredressed.

The Department's concern about the effect of this-legislation

on U.S. relations with Great Britain and France is surely tenuous.

Neither country has continuing obligations under the Tripartite

Arrangement; neither, as far as we have been able to ascertain,

was consulted in 1949 or 1974 by American administrations when

the gold's return was blocked. And for good reason. Neither.had

standing to complain, under international law, about an American
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action to secure compensation for its citizens whose property had

been confiscated.

b. Relations With Great Britain And
France Should Not Deteriorate Under
The Legislation

We have shown that unanimous consent is not required for the

gold's liquidation to satisfy Czech debts to American citizens

that arose subsequent to the 1946 Agreements. In addition, this

legislation fully observes the spirit and letter of the Paris

Reparations Agreement and the Tripartite Commission Arrangement.

As we have shown, Great Britain and France have no legal standing

to oppose the proposed unilateral action. Moreover, were there

standing, in light of the Albanian precedent in which Great Britain

received the United States' and France's permission simply to

attach gold allocated to Albania to satisfy ai unrelated British

claim (never returning the principle to Albania), it is not credible

that those countries now would seriously oppose the more moderate

legislative proposal if the State Department seriously had requested

their consent.

It is important to note that this remedy has been designed

carefully to effectuate the Commission's and the United States'

custodial duties. Sufficient time would be allowed for a nego-

tiated settlement; and, should the legislative process come into

play -- the value of the gold, which was pooled as a fungible

monetary asset under Part III of the Paris Reparations Agreement,

would be preserved intact for eventual return to Czechoslovakia
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after repayment to awardholders is derived from investment interest.

In fact, sound fiduciary practice requires the Commission to

liquidate the Czech gold and to invest the proceeds while its

value remainr'high._/

Most importantly, from a practical standpoint, the State

Department conceded during House hearings in August 1980 that

the Department does not seriously press the argument that United

States relations with Britain and France would be affected:

Chairman Hamilton. You don't see any really
adverse consequences flowing from the United
States acting unilaterally here, do you?
I mean we are not going to bust up the special
relationship between the United States and
the United Kingdom....

Mr. Barry. If it means we are going to bring
an end to NATO by this, obviously not.

Chairman Hamilton. Well, that relieves me., L_
have been worried about it.
(Laughter)
Chairman Hamilton. What kind of consequences
are going to flow? I don't see anything.

Mr. Barry. Our main argument is not based
upon the adverse consequences of this legisla-
tion. Our main argument is based on the idea
that we ought to be given a fair gance to
pursue the negiating group (Sic).-'

Senator Moyniha9-s proposal accommodates even this last

request by the State Department by providing for a final attempt

at negotiation before the initiation of compulsory process. The

proposal provides sixty days, which should be adequate after

1_/ See, for example, 45 Federal Register 45609, July 7, 1980.

2/ Hearings on H.R. 7338 Before The House Subcommittee on Europe
and the Middle East and On Economic Policy and Trade,
August j9, 1980, pages 40-41.
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thirty fruitless years. However, we have suggested an amendment

in the House to provide six months because the State Department

testified that it would take no more than three months from

August to negotiate a settlement, if a reasonable resolution is

possible. A six-month provision should relieve the State Depart-

ment's final serious objection.

2. While All Parties Would Welcome A
Diplomatic Solution, This Legislation
Is Needed To Assure An Acceptable
Settlement During The Awardholders'
Lifetimes

We described earlier the financial windfall that has come to

Czechoslovakia as the expropriated assets and gold appreciated

over the years. Of course, the value of the Americans' awards

have been ravaged by inflation during the same period. They

would receive in real dollars only a fraction of their reparations

even under a settlement offering one hundred percent of the 1958

dollars they were awarded.

The State Department stated in 1974 that it would support

the Czech gold's liquidation to satisfy American awards -- as it

had supported liquidation of the Czech steel mill equipment in

1958 -- if that could be effected legally. In fact, we have

demonstrated that this may be accomplished legally; yet the

Department still opposes a legislative solution in favor of

diplomatic overtures.

The State Department reports the status of the most recent

negotiation effort as follows. In May 1980, the Department -

proposed new settlement terms to the Czechoslovak government.
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The Czechs have replied and serious discussions are proceeding.

The Department seeks an agreement that would provide a "very

substantial cash payment" on this and a series of unrelated

financial matters. The Department "cannot guarantee a satis-

factory settlement" and "hard bargaining is ahead." (Attachment

No. 1, p. 2).

That dim prognosis after thirty unsuccessful years is, to

say the least, unpromising. The Czech Ambassador has advised

members of Congress that his government flatly rejected the

Department's proposal. The Czech government seeks a settlement

not exceeding forty cents on the dollar, like the recent Chinese

settlement. Of course, the Czech position disregards a series of

fully compensatory settlements with Yugoslavia, Italy and other

European countries following the second world war, and ignores

the security-provided by the Czech gold located here -- a factor

not present in the Chinese negotiations.

In these circumstances, one can expect, at best, a negotiated

settlement only slightly more favorable to American awardholders

than the strikingly unfair proposal of 1974. The State Department

correctly surmises that the aging awardholders would prefer an

immediate lump sum payment, if it were remunerative. However,

one must anticipate that a settlement negotiated in this climate

would be neither immediate nor compensatory.

Apart from Czechoslovakia's continuing intransigence, the

type of "comprehensive agreement" contemplated by the State

Department -- absent a segregated fund from which to pay the
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longstanding American awards -- would reduce the awardholders'

reparations to a fraction of their apparent value by diluting

their compensation with payments on other claims as yet unadjudi-

cated, and on the extraneous "financial issues" listed by the

State Department (Attachment No. 1, p.4). Moreover, the State

Department has advised members of Congress that any payment under

a comprehensive agreement would have to await the conclusion of a

new round of claims adjudications, a process that took several

years following the enactment of enabling legislation in 1958.

Senator Moynihan's proposal favors a compensatory diplomatic

settlement, providing final period for negotiations before

directing compulsory process. Only failing that, it would mandate

full compensation after many fruitless years of negotiation. The

State Department incorrectly calculates that full payment under

the legislation might take sixteen years (Attachment No. 1, p.2).

In fact, interest from the proceeds of Czech gold liquidated in

New York (worth $200 million) would yield the total face value of

the awards ($105 million) in about five years (at ten percent

interest), plus interest through the date of enactment within

three or four additional years. Most of the awardholders find

that prospect vastly preferable to an uncompensatory cash settle=

sent that might itself be delayed.

The legislative remedy is designed carefully to promote a

negotiated settlement. The Czech governent has demonstrated that

it will not negotiate realistically without this type of congres-

sional prodding.
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7. Whatever New Legal Arguments The State Department
Might Propose, The Congress.Has the Authority To
Enact This Remedial Legislation To Effectuate
The Public Policy Considerations Described Above

The Congress is not restricted from exercising its enumerated

constitutional powers because foreign relations allegedly are

affected. Those enumerat,*d powers include the broad, plenary

power to regulate commerce with foreign nations, which encompasses

authority to protect American investors against foreign confiscation.

Banco Nacional de Cuba v. Farr, 243 F. Supp. 957, 972-974 (S.D.

N.Y. 1965), aff'd, 383 F. 2d 166, 182 (2d Cir. 1967), cert.

denied, 390 U.S. 956, rehearing denied, 390 U.S. 1037. Additional

pertinent Congressional authority derives from Article I, Section 8,

Clause 10 of the Constitution, which empowers Congress to define

and punish offenses against the law of nations. 383 F.2d at 182.

Pursuing that constitutional authority, the Congress may

modify or abrogate a treaty on its own initiative. In 'anco

Nacional de Cuba v. Farr,sura, at 973, the Court stated:

Numerous.. .cases have upheld the exercise of
congressional power affecting foreign relations.
Thus a treaty negotiated by by the President
and approved by the Senate may be abrogated
by act of Congress. Reid v. Covert, 354
U.S. 1, 18 n. 34, 77 S.Ct. 12M27TL.Ed. 2d
1148 (1957) (opinion of Black, 3.); Fong Yue
Ting v. United States, 149 U.S. 698, 720-7121,
13 S.Ct. 1016, 37 L.Ed. 905 (1893); Chinese
Exclusion Case, 130 U.S. 581, 600-6017,19S.Ct.
623, 32 L.FA. 1068 (1889); Whitny v. Rohertson,
124 U.S. 190, 8 S.Ct. 456, 112 U.S 580,
589-599, 5 S.Ct. 247, 28 L.Ed. 798 (1884)."

Neither the Paris Reparations Agreement nor the Tripartite

Commission Arrangement is a treaty. One is an executive agreement,

not ratified by the Senate, and the, other simply is an "arrange-

ment" implementing the executive agreement.
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Moreover, we have not suggested that either agreement be

abrogated, and we do not believe they require modification.

However, should the Congress determine that they are ambiguous,

it certainly has the power to supplement either, or both, consis-

tent with public policy by altering the character of the gold,

satisfying Czech debts out of the investment interest, and returning

the original value to Czechoslovakia. Such congressional action

would fully effectuate the agreements.

Of course, the law is clear that, if legislation is considered

inconsistent with a treaty, which would stand on equal footing

with the statute, the rule of priority would be as follows: a

later dated statute in direct conflict with a treaty supersedes

the treaty. Sneaker Circus, Inc. v. Carter, 457 F. Supp. 771,

795 (E.D. N.Y. 1978). Certainly a later dated inconsistent

statute would supersede either of the nontreaty agreements in

this case.

The pending legislative proposal is fully consonant-with

existing international agreements and with sound public and

foreign policy. However, should any technical objections lie,

the Congress has full authority to enact remedial legislation.

40.Mo - SI 6
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Mr. MCPHRSON. As we have shown, it is a legal step that we are
proposing here, that Senator Moynihan and Senator Schmitt have
proposed. It is legal under the Paris Reparations Agreement. It is
not going to create tremendous difficulties with the British and the
French.

Mr. Chairman, I cannot imagine Margaret Thatcher, the Prime
Minister of a conservative government in Britain, getting terrifical-
ly exercised if the United States lawfully seizes Czech assets to pay
off its citizens who have been denied justice for three decades, since
their property was confiscated by-a Communist Government.

I think that it is very likely that the British have protested
because it is a relatively painless thing for them to do, to protest.
They can at least show the Czechs, with whom they trade, and the
Russians, with whom they trade, that they have made an effort to
protest. The United States ignored the protest, and went ahead,
took the gold, sold it, and so on.

The British are then clean in that sense, and it is not a bad
result from their point of view. But it is very difficult to take it as
a serious threat to Trans-Atlantic relations.

Mr. SCHIrR. Mr. Chairman, I would like to add to the com-
ments that Mr. McPherson has just made in response to your third
question, and then come back and say a few words also about your
second question.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD SCHIFTER, ESQ.
Mr. SCHirlR. Let me shed further light on the history of the

various other settlements, a question that you have posed.
The first settlement, as indicated, was made with Yugoslavia in

1948. What might be worth keeping in mind is that Yugoslavia at
that time had a substantial amount of gold in the United States,
which was not covered by the Inter-Allied Reparation Agreement
of 1946.

The settlement that was made was actually intended to be a 100-
percent settlement. It was a settlement in which the United States
in 1948, in reaching an agreement with Yugoslavia, estimated the
value of the amount of American assets in Yugoslavia seized in the
preceding period. I may also say that it was a very short period
b ning in 1946 and ending in 1948. That was the period of
Yugoslav confications and this is relevant to the question of inter-
est payments which has now been posed.

Subsequent to that settlement, the then International Claims
Settlement Commission went through the process of adjudicating
claims, and by the time the process was completed,- which I think
was in 1951 or 1952, it turned out that the amount of claims
awards made was slightly in excess of the amount of money availa-
ble. So that is how we got to a 91 percent settlement. As I said, it
was intended to be a 100 percent settlement.

The other Communist Governments did not attempt to make
settlements for quite a while. The Congress then proceeded in 1955
to make available to American claimants whatever property was in
the United States that had been confiscated and seized of Hungary,
Romania, and Bulgaria. That property was then distributed, except
for St. Stephen's crown, which was not liquidated.
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The result of that was that you got payments for American
citizens who had assets in Bulgaria of over 70 percent. In the case
of Romania, it was about 34 percent. In the case of Hungary, it was
a pittance.

Senator RiBIcOn. Let me ask you, did you represent clients who
had claims against Romania, Poland?

Mr. Scmrm. Yes.
Senator Rmicon. You were satisfied then with 40 percent, why

are you objecting to it now?
Mr. Sciumn. Let me explain, Senator.
The basic difference is that where we did not have a hold on a

foreign country because we did not have assets in the United
States to seize, beginning in 1960 we made these 40 percent settle-
ments. There was nothing that we could get our hands on.

Whenever we could get our hands on assets in the United States,
Yugoslavia is an example, Bulgaria is an example, and as far as
our war claims settlements are concerned, for that matter, we
made 100 percent settlements. Germany and Japan fall into this
category, too.

So my point is, where there were assets in the United States that
we could seize, we made substantially more favorable settlements
to American claimants. The 40-percent settlements were made
where essentially we had nothing to get at, and where we were
expecting the foreign countries to make payments to us.

Senator Rmicon. I am curious, and I don't know if the other
gentlemen here were involved in these other settlements, but since
you were involved in claims against other governments, what coop-
eration or what part did you play with the Department of State in
arriving at a figure?

Mr. ScmrrmF. I would say that over the entire period of years,
Senator, and I would go along with what Harry McPherson had to
say on that, our contacts with the State Department were such
that they would, first of all, consider a great deal of the informa-
tion that was involved here confidential, and they would disclose
very little.

They were in no mood to engage in any conversation. Whatever
you tried or attempted to achieve, you had to do through a Member
of Congress. This was the pattern in the 1950's, and that is the
pattern now.

As far as the State Department is concerned, the foreign policy
considerations that they have in mind, which have nothing to do
with claims settlements, are far more important. They play their
cards close to their vest in these cases, and there is nothing that
one can really accomplish, as I see it, in discussion with them. That
is my experience.

Could I also, if I may, go on to your second question, the question
of the legality of the proposal that is now before the Congress.

IflI may just go briefly through the history here. What we are
dealing with, to start with, as indicated before, is gold seized by the
U.S. Army from the Nazis at the end of World War II. Under '
relevant principles of international law this was war booty, and the
title actually transferred to the United States at the time the gold
was seized.
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The United States, rather than claiming this gold for itself, made
it available in 1946 to the reparations pool. An agreement was
reached among the countries participating in that reparations
agreement of 1946, under which, as far as the gold was concerned,
it was to be determined who was entitled to how much. This was
necessary because the gold had all been commin led by the Nazis
and one could not tell one bar of gold from the other as to whom i
belonged.

An adjudicatory process was initiated for makin these alloca-
tions among the countries, and it was understood tht this would
be done by the three major Western powers, France, the United
Kingdom, and the United States, and their decisions were to be
unanimously. This process was designed for only one purpose, and
that is to establish the rights of the various countries. It was
assumed that the deliveries of gold would then appropriately be
made.

As Mr. Merrigan pointed out, something happened after that,
and this is something that I would like to stress. It is true that the
initial nationalization law of Czechoslovakia were enacted in 1945,
at the end of World War H, when there was a coalition government
in Czechoslovakia, but that Government made it clear that it
wanted to compensate property owners fully for what they had
lost-it was the major companies that were being nationalized-
and over a period of time there were negotiations between Assist-
ant Secretary Dean Acheson, on the one hand, and Jan lasaryk,
the Foreign Minister of Czechoslovakia, on the other.

All of that came to a screeching halt in 1948 whenthe Com-
munists took over in March, and after that there was really no
opportunity of engaging in any realistic settlement negotiations.
Furthermore, the Communist government then seized all foreign
assets.

FtUD, F wA, HARIs, SHRIVE & KAmpmM
Washington, D.C, September 4, 1980.

Hon. JONATHAN BmnoIm,
U.& House of Representatives,
Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C

Da" CONGRsMAN BiNoHAm: On behalf of my clients and on my own behalf I
want to extend our sincere thanks to you for the care and thoroughness exhibited
byyou when you chaired the recent. hearing on HR 7338, the Czechoslovak claims

You may recall that in my rebuttal to the State DepartmentA argument that
French and British consent is required before American claimants could be satisfied
out of the proceeds from the sale of Czechoslovak gold, I contended that the role of
the three powers as members of the Tripartite Commission was purely adjudicatory.
I pointed out that the adjudication had taken place long ago, that Unanimous
agreement of the three members of the tripartite Commission was then required
and was obtained, but that the consent of the other parties was not required as to
the disposition of property under United States jurisdiction which had been adjudi-
cated as returnable to Czechoslovakia. '

When you commented on my presentation, you suggested that we might have to
analogize the Tripartite Commission not to a judicial tribunal but to co-trustees. My

pein writing yo'is to tell. you that we have researched the issue po by you
anaae reached the same conclusion, namely that French and British consent
would not be required to a pMM such as that envisaged by HR 7338 even if the
function of the Tripartite Comimnion were viewed as the function of co-trustees.

The basic principle of law with which we are here dealing is that once a benefici-
ary's creditors have reduced their claims to a judgment against the beneficiary of a
trust and have served notice on the trustee, the trustee properly cannot make anyfurther pment from the trust fund to the beneficiary. See $rnerally, n Scott,
Trusts §156. I8d ed.1967). if the trustee does so, he incurs liability to the judgment
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creditor. Id. If the payment is mandatory, it must be made to the judgment creditor.
If it is discretionary, it need not be made, but if the trustees determine to make a
parent, it must be made to the Judgment creditor. Id.

Closely analogous to the situation with which we ar here dealing have been the
cases arising under the Trading with the Enemy act. What the courts have held as
to trusts located in the United States which had one or more enemy alien benefici-
ary was that once an enemy alien's interest became present and vested, it was
subject to divesting by the Alien Property Custodian. Royal ExchaWe Assurance v.
Rog-ers, 257 F.2d 582 (2d Cir. 1958), Herrmani v. Rogers, 256 F. 2d 871 [(9th Cir. 1958),
Cldrk v. Continental National Bank 88 F. Supp. 824 (D. Neb. 1949).

Neither the Paris Reparations Agreement nor the arrangement under which the
Tripartite Commission was created contemplated the prlem with which we are
here dealing. There is, therefore, no provision in these d&uments which dealsexpressly with this Issue. The argument which is being advanced is that the provi.
sion under which adjudication of the conflicting interests in the gold was entrusted
to the three major Western powers, which had to-reach their decisions unanimously,
implied that unanimous consent of the participants was required for any disposition
other than delivery to Czechoslovakia. This would mean, in light of how Congress
handled the Czechoslovak steel mill equipment, that Czechoslovakia's rights to an
asset to which it had a claim for delivery was greater than its rights to an asset
which it owned outright, free and clear of any encumbrances. That reading simply
does not stand to-reason. Whether the Tripartite Commission is viewed is a judicial
tribunal or as trustee, the result is the same: Congress has a legal as well as moral
right to interpose American judgment holders between the asset and the Govern-
ment of Czechoslovakia.

If there are further questions which you believe should be answered, we shall
certain try to do so.Sincerely yours,

Riciw Sciurm.

So we have, 2 years after th Reparation Agreement, a new
circumstance arising, which gave American claimants, and the
United States espousing American claims, a right over against
Czechoslovakia. What we are dealing with here is essentially the
assertion of that right.

Sure, unanimously the Tripartite Commission has made its deci-
sion. It has determined who is entitled to what, and it has deter-mined that Czechoslovakia is entitled to a certain amount of gold.
But something happened later, after the Reparation Agreement,
and a claim is now being made against the gold.

May I say, in that connection, that we have emphasized that the
unanous-consent provision concerns only the adjudicatory proc-
ess. That should not block the assertion of a subsequent right over
against the gold.

The Department of State, in the last memorandum, which has
just been filed with you, comes back and says, "But this really
ought to be analog to a trust relationship."

Senator Ricon. Let me ask you. Have England and France
made a settlement with Czechoslovakia for their citizens?

Mr. -Scmrrt. My understanding is that the French have made a
small settlement. The English have made a settlement subject to,
as I understand, the resolution of the gold issue. It is still pending.

Senator Rimrcor. What was their settlement?
Mr. Scm =rr. I don't know exactly.
Senator Rmicoon. Do you know what settlements England and

France have made?
Mr. BARRy, The French settled for $12 million, and the British

settled for £8 million. We are trying to get details on what that
amounts to.

Senator Rnimcovv. What is the percentage.
Mr. BARY. That is what we don't know, and we are trying to get

that information from the governments concerned.
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Senator RIICOFF. Your contention is that they have to come to
the United States for permission to liquidate their gold for their
settlement.

Mr. BARRY. Yes, indeed. I think, in fact, it is also the contention
of section 408 of the Trade Act of 1974. We have essentially told
the British and French not to return their share of the gold be-
cause we are not willing to join in the unanimous decision because
we believe that this would weaken our own negotiating position.

As Harry McPherson said, obviously, Margaret Thatcher is not
going to call upon the destruction of NATO if we go ahead and do
something like this. It would be a ridiculous assertion. But I think.
they have settled for much less than we have, and they have
allowed us to use the gold, which is in joint trust, or whatever you
want to call it, in order to improve our own bargaining position,
which is the wording and intent, I think, of the Trade.Act of 1974.

So had it not been for the fact that we would not join in the
unanimous-consent agreement to have the gold returned, or their
share of the gold returned, as the French agreed to in 1949 and the
British agreed to in two phases, the last one being in 1964, then
they presumably might have gone ahead and done so.

Senator RIBICOFF. At what stage do you come to the conclusion
that any negotiations with Czechoslovakia are useless, and that we
ought to take unilateral action?

Mr. BARRY. My own personal view is that given the current
situation, the rise in the price of gold, and so forth, it does appear
possible at this point to get a substantially better settlement.

Senator RIBicoFT. Why? If the value of the gold is so much more
than in 1974, why couldn't you make a better deal now?

Mr. BARRY. I think we can. I am saying, if the negotiations were
embarked upon now, and don't get any place, I think I would reach
the conclusion that a negotiated settlement is probably not in the
cards.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you still think that it is bad policy, or
inadvisable for you to sit down with these gentlemen?

Mr. BARRY. Sir, I initiated the contact with Mr. McPherson, and
I intend to maintain it. We are not a bunch of reluctant dragons
sitting over here on this side of the table. We are willing to have
discussions at any time with these gentlemen.

We are certainly glad to have them, and as the negotiating
process proceeds, we certainly will consult with the attorneys for
the claimants as well as with members of the Congress to find out
whether we are headed down the right track.

Senator RIBcOF. I don't know when the committee meets again,
to take up the rest of its agenda. That will depend upon Senator
Long, which will be sometime after the 13thof this month. I would
hope during this intervening time that you would sit',down with
thesegentlemen and have some conversations that are meaningful.

Mr. BAY. We would welcome that., -
Mr. McPHESN. Mr. Chairman, the problem that perceive with

that is that the real third party would b missing fromthose types
of sessions, Czechoslovakia.

Senator RiBicomr. I know, but before they get to Czechoslovakia,
why don't you try to find out how they are thinking, and make
your input. You must have some thoughts in your rain7. After all,

4
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again, I don't ow how many of.you, except for young Mr. Sy-
mlngton, will 1e practicing law 32 years from now.

Mr. c Mr. Chairman, if I could just conclude my previous
statement.

I was about to say that the most recent legal submission from
the State Department suggests that the trust concept ought to be
applied here. In other words, to consider the-Tripartite Commission
as if it acted as a group of co-trustees.

I would like to submit a letter which I have just recently sent to
Congressman Bingham, who asked the same question at the House
hearings, pointing out that under relevant concepts of trust law, if
a trustee has an asset that is supposed to be dver to a particu-
lar beneficiary, and a judgment creditor notifies the trustee of the
fact that he has a judgment, that payment must be made to the
juZgment creditor.

That particular principle, which is highly relevant to our present
situation today, has been applied under the: Tradg With the
Enemy Act, where we had assets in the United States held by
American trustees. It was understood that the Alien Property Cus-
todian at the Department of Justice could not touch the asset itself.-

However, if under the trust instrument pavement was to be made
over to a beneficiary who was a German, whose interest had been
vested the payment had ti be made to the Alien Property Custodi-
an and was seized.

May I submit, for the record, my letter, which lays out the law
on that particular proposition.

Senator RmicOFm. Without Objection.
[Document to be furnished follows:]

Mr. Chairman, my name is Richard Schifter. I am a member of the law firm of
Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver & Kampelman of Washington, D.C. and New York

Citore than twenty years ago I filed with the Foreign Claims Settlement Commis-
sion the claims of a number of our clients against the Government of Czechoslova-
kia for losses sustained by them as American citizens, as a result of the confisca-
tory acts taken by Czechoslovakia about te years earlier. My clients received
awards from the Commission, ranging from about $100,000 to about $200,000 per
family, but there have only been token payments on these awards. And so, todayon
behalf of Mrs. Daisy Schott and Mrs. Orete Schult both of Great NeckNY., Mrs.
Mariella Sundstrom of Stockton, N.J. and of Mrs. Eva Perl, of Scarsdale, N.Y., I am
ai you to enact S. 2721 with the amendment proposed by Senator Moynihan,
which would provide for an adequate settlement of the claims. (Three of the four
clients whom I have mentioned are, incidentally, the heirs of the persons who
susain the losses)
_My firm has Joined the firm of Verner, Liipfert, Bernhard and McPherson in

submitting to-you a comprehensve memorandum of law on the questions posed by
the Mo amendment. In my testimony I shall try to supplement that memo
randum by commenting briefly on the State Department Report on H.R 7888, the
House counter to the Moynihan amendment, which wassubmitted- to House
Commi reign Afirs on July 25, 1980.

The State Deri nt approaches the bill both from a legal and policy point of
nview., I coethe submit that the Department is wrong on the law and totally
Let me first deal with the question of law. The Departmental report states that if

the Uuited States were to use, for the benefit of American claimants, the gold which
has been earmarked for delivery to Czechoslovakia we would (a) violate internation-
al law and (b) act contrary'to an agreement which we entered in 1946 with the
United Kingdom and France. As to the alley violation of international law, the
Department that the us of the gold would be a violation only because "a
negotiated e~lement of our claims [is] s ible." -

The principle of retorsion, under Which a country may retaliate for harm inflicted
on Its cdtizsnsby-another country by taking the-same steps against the citizens of
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the transgressor country, is one of the oldest and most well-established principles of
international law. Thus, we have a right to confiscate the property of Czechoslovak
citizens in this country to satisfy the claims of our own ciizens. In this case, we ask
for less. We ask that gold which came into our possession and which had been
earmarked for delivery to Czechoslovakia be sold and invested and the income used
to pay our claimants.The Congress clearly recognized this principle of international law when it passed
the Czechoslovak Claims Act of 1958, Public Law 85-604, providing for the sale of
Czechoslovak steel mill equipment in the United States and the use of the proceeds
to pay American claimants. For purposes of retorsion, there is clearly no difference
between steel mill equipment-and gold bullion. It follows that if Pub ic Law 85-604
did not violate international law, the Moynihan amendment does not do so either.
. There is, of course, the slight hint in the State Department Report that the
illegality is created by the fact that negotiations between the United States and
Czechoslovakia have been resumed. Please note in this context that the Moynihan
amendment allows for these negotiations, which are again taking place, more than
thirty years after the confiscation of American assets in Czechoslovakia, to be
completed in a manner which would not result in a sale of the gold. But even if the
Moynihan amendment did not contain this allowance for a negotiated settlement, it
is clear the bill would be entirely in keeping with the principle of retorsion.

But, the Department says, we have an-added obligation here, an obliation as-
sumed under the Inter-Allied Reparation Agreement of 1946, an obligation to re-
store to Czechoslov&kia the amount of gold which a Commission consisting of the
United States, the United Kingdom, and France determined the Germans had taken
from Czechoslovakia during World War II. There is no doubt, Mr. Chairman, that
we did have this obligation and that we had agreed that the three major Western
allies would decide the issues of entitlement to the gold jointly and unanimously.

The gold here in issue is part of the entire gold treasre captured by the United
States from the Germans at the end of World War II. The United States agreed to
return the gold to the countries-from which the Germans had taken it. But as most
of the gold was gold bullion which could not be identified as to source, it was agreed
that a Tripartite Commission would be created, consisting of the three major West-
ern allies, to determine how much each claiming country had in fact lost. It is to
the decisions of that C6mmission on the claims of entitlement that the rule of
unanimity applies. In other words, the judgment must be entered by unanimous
agreement. That is what occurred here. Thereafter circumstances developed which
gave rise to an American claim against Czechoslovakia. Nothing in the Agreement
requires the consent of the United Kingdom and of France before the United States
can levy, in satisfaction of its own claims, on a Czechoslovak right to property.
Unanimous agreement was required for the adjudication process but most assuredly
not for the assertion of an American claim which arose at a later date.

The Inter-Allied Reparation Agreement was concluded in 1946. A year earlier, the
coalition government whTch then ruled Czechoslovakia has nationalized the coun-
try's major industries, including the American interests therein. We had every
reason then to assume that Czechoslovakia would pay compensation, as Foreign
Minister Jan Masaryk promised the then Under Secretary of State Dean Acheson.
But in March 1948 Jan Masaryk fell or was thrown to his death and the Commu-
nists took full control of the country. All American property was seized thereafter.
And this Committee knows that to this day Czechoslovakia has not paid a penny of
compensation.

It is because of this change in circumstances, arising out of the 'Communist
seizure of control of Czechoslovakia in 1948, that President Truman decided that the
United States need not live up to its IARA commitment to return the gold to
Czechoslovakia. The gold was blocked because of the illegal acts of Czechoslovakia in
seizing United States property without paying cmpensation. The very same ration-
ale that allowed President Truman to block the gold allows the Unifed States now
to sell the gold. The fact is that our commitment to deliver the gold to Czechoslo-
vakia was superseded by the Czechoslovak acts of confiscation, *hich allow us to
assert a United States claim against Czechoslovak assets ovr *which we have
jursdiction. It simply does not stand to reason that our rights to assert our claims
aganit property which was awarded to Czechoslovakia by an international tribunal,
but which had theretofore been in doubt, are any le than are our rights to assets
which were indisputably Czechoslovak, such as the steel. mill equipment.

I shall now say a few words about the foreign policy argument advanced by the
State Department. Enactment of the bill the Department says, would harm our
relations with the United Kingdom and rnoe, and would embittei our relations
with Czechoslovakia. Mr. Chairman, one does not have to bean expert in foreign
relations to recognize the utter lack of merit of these assertions, which, regrettably,
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serve only to undermine the credibility of the State Department in the eyes of those
of the general public who are exposed to the position. As far as -our relations with
the United Kingdom and France'are concerned, they are most assuredly affected by
concerns of direct interest to those countries and not by what happens to Czechoslo-
vakia's gold. Though we have not seen the statements of the United Kingdom and
Fraiice on this subject, we seriously doubt that they express any strongly-held
sentiment.

As for Czechoslovakia's attitude, don't we all know that whatever may happen to
the Moynihan amendment, our relations with that unfortunate country will be
controlled completely by our relations with the Soviet Union? If we are friends with
the Soviet Union, we shall be friends with Czechoslovakia, even if the measure were
amended to provide for complete confiscation of the gold. If we are not friends with--
the Soviet Union, our relations with the Czechoslovak government will remain at
the present low level even if the Moynihan amendment is -voted down resoundingly.

For the reasons which I have stated, Mr. Chairman, the State Department s
objections lack merit. From both a legal and a policy point of view, the relevant
precedent was set by the Congress in 1958, with the enactment of the Czechoslovak
Claims Act. The Moynihan amendment follows that precedent.

STATEMENT BY JAMES W. SYMINGTON, ESQ.
Mr. SYMInGTON. Mr. Chairman, may I-address myself briefly to

the suggestion that you have made for further discussions between
the departmental representatives and the attorneys for the claim-
ants.

It seems to me that the Department, and perhaps quite properly,
has a different role to play, or deems itself to have a different role.
They are not animated in quite the way the representatives of the
claimants are. They have many other things on their mind, larger
questions that, we, as private citizens, lack the background to
address.

A moment ago Mr. Barry let drop the thought that two or three
Congressmen had suggested to him not to go ahead with the re-
newed negotiations in the climate of the repression of dissidents in
Czechoslovakia. The committee did not see fit to explore that any
further. But the point is that they would always be able to suggest
names of individuals or powers that rather agreed with their point
of'view as distinct from ours.

What we are trying to do here, I guess, is to find a policythat we
deem to be more consonant with the rights of the affected Ameri-
cans. We are searching for an expression of American law and
public policy. And there is hardly any conversation that we could
have with the Department of State, as I see it at this point, that
would not lead us back into this room, where we are happy to be,
and happy to take whatever advice and guidance you, Mr. Chair-
man, have to give us, and the other members.

At the close of my statement, speaking of this search for policy, I
perhaps stretched a point a little, but i thought I could speak for
the panel, in trusting that the new Secretary of State might be
absolved from an intimate knowledge of, much less enthusiasm for,
the Department's views in this matter, wch have a momentum of
their own, predating his 4ccesion to that office. He too, has so
many other things on his mind.

In my statement I say that the departmental approach to this at
this point, after three decades, should feel no more comfortable in
the presence of one former Senator, that-is tosay the Secretary of
ste, than 100 sitting members of this august b..

We feel that he and they, led by this committee of yours, Mr.
Chairman, would examine the matter and discern both in the
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record and in the eyes and remembrances of these good and patient
Americans the justice of their cause.

That is something that we cannot convey so much as attorneys.
But the Congress, somehow, sulbsumes all of these feelings that we
Americans have about the course our country is taking in defend-
ing its own rights, its own people. Today, I guess, is the 310th or
311th day of the hostages in Iran. It is about the 12,000th day of
these outstanding claims.
. While I am sure that everyone of us will be more than happy to

sit down with the' departmental spokesmen at any time because
they are good Americans, and in many cases good friends, I think,
the claimants, at least, and perhaps in a larger sense, America,
will be looking to the Congress to help resolve this question.

[Statement follows:]
STATEMENT OF JAMES W. SYMINGTON, LAW FIRM OF SMATHER, SYMINGTON &

HzLONo
Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear in support of S. 2721. May I

at the outset submit for the record of these proceedings, a statement prepared by
Mr. Henry Clay, New York attorney, on behalf of whom and whose client claimants,
my law firm, Smathers, Symington & Herlong has been asked to make this presen-
tation. Mr. Clay's statement reviews the history ;and progress of the claims and
examines certain legal and diplomatic questions raised by the bill. I should like
briefly to place the matter in a wider context for the Committee's consideration.

Today is the 310th day of captivity of the American hostages in Iran. It is also
roughly the 12,000th day that the American claims before you have been held
hostage to the policies of two governments, the government of Czechoslovakia-
which is not solely answerable to its own people-and the government of the United
States which presumably is-but which in any event it is the province of Congress
to make so.

To some the parallel may seem stretched. Is it? Our national threshold of pain
seems to be hoisted notch by notch to accomodate every new indignity. What
Americans are witnessing, enduring, and suffering in Iran is but the most recent
visible and dramatic episode in the twilight decline of our worldwide position over
the past few decades * * decades of lost or unwon wars, murdered ambassadors,
kidnapped diplomats, brutalized businessmen on foreign soil, hjacked aircraft,
terrorized tourists, "acceptable" Soviet troops in Cuba, stabilizing'' Cuban troops in
Africa, American farmers and athletes tossed into the vacuum of diplomacy, and all
against the background of a navy that is 20,000 petty officers short, an army that
requires remedial reading, an air force that won't reenlist, and an enormous influx
of alien products and people cresting just as the unemployment insurance of thou-
sands of Americans runs out. If that is an unnecessarily harsh picture, then I bow
to the surrealist who can paint a brighter one.

What to do? Where to start? Fortunately, Mr. Chairman, you and your colleagues
oii this Committee; hold at least one small answer within yourselves. What we are
asking here is an affirmation of the most basic principle of American democracy-
justice under law. We recognize that circumstances invite reflections on internation-
al as well as domestic law. We note, too, Mr. Justice Holmes' unrepudiated conten-
tion that the life of law is experience. We suggest that if experience should clearly
prove the relevant international legal machinery to be too rusted or neglected to
maintain the life of the law, then as far as Americans are concerned in their own
land, there are remedies for the affected rights in Congress assembled.

The State Department tells us, tells you, tells the I claimants that England
and France object, or might bect; or couldobject, or possibly ought to object, to the
course we propose., It actually invites such objections when it should be inviting the
cooperation on the part of these powers in honoring and recompensing citizens of
the nation that helped save theirs. Elsewhere our view is presented that the princi-
pal function of the Tripartite Commission ended with its determinations of the
shares of gold deliverable to respective countries. But what if it did not end there?
What if there was some lingering color of authority to be consulted on the precise
dispositions by the member parties. What evidence do we have that our own
Government-even after pael treatment of the sequestered gold to satisfy a
British claim-ever solicited its Tri Partners, on behalf of American claimants, a
sympathetic response; as distinct from assisting in the preparation and delivery of
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letters of "protest" to be mailed or handled back to itself. Such a distaste for
advocacy on behalf of one's own might come with a better grace in situations which
do not entail possession of the justice of the cause, and the power to implement it.

Then we are told, 100 cents on the dollar plus interest is too much to ask,
excessive. But what do 100 1980 cents come to in terms of a 1946 dollar? 20 cents? A
quarter? Clearly, the longer Czechoslovakia can keep negotiations in a state of
suspended animation-and I see more suspension than animation on our part-the
more likely It is that a final settlement will barely cover the stamps to mail out the
victory announcements. The corollary of the shrinking dol.r is, of course, the
eZpanding value of gold. So it s in the further interest ofCzec)maslovakia not only to
prolong thi matter indefinitely but to do nothing else to contribute to our economic
well-being-all within the long term Communist strategy of breaking first our bank
and then our spirit.

In addition we would call your attention to the House hearings, where State
described the Yugoslavian settlement of 91 cents on the dollar as unusuall high"
because, "they were trying to get along with us". This Is an intriguing criterion, and
one which we believe deserves rather more general application than the govern-
ment seems inclined to assign it. In any event, the bills promise of most favored
nation treatment should supplement the dictates of ordinary international comity.
Next State testified that a b1d asrtion of the claims was about to be delivered last
year, but was withheld when the Czech government came down cruelly on leading
dissidents of that country. We. hope the Committee, in passing, might explore the
rationale for this kindly abstention, providing as it does a most congenial device for
a totalitarian state to avoid embarrasing interruptions any day of any year.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I believe I can speak Jor the panel, in-trusting that the
new Secretary of State might be absolved from intimate knowledge of, much les
enthusiasm for, the Department's views in this matter which have a certain morbid
momentum of their own, and should feel no more comfortable in the presence of one
former Senator, than 100 sitting members of this august body. We believe he and
they, led by you, would arise, examine the matter, and discern both in the record
and in the eyes and remembrances of these good and patient Americans who have
come to petition their government-the justice of their cause. -

Thank you. .o
Senator Rmzcotw. Mr. Symington, I am trying to be practical

about it. If you want to be theoretical, that is just fine. I don't
think that you are going to get anywhere being theoretical.

I am trying to get you people together with the State Depart-
ment. You are concerned that they have been dragging their feet
for 32 years. It is up to you whether you want to talk to them or
not.

Mr. BmAy. Mr. Chairman, could I simply say on that point, I
want to be sure I am clear about this because it was mentioned at
one point that I whispered something, and let something else drop
sort of casually,

I want to be very specific about this. We are eager to maintain
contact with the representatives of the claimants. We are prepared
to do so and want to do so m the course of the negotiations.

I want to make it perfectly clear that it is not we who are
reluctant to discuss the nature and framework of any negotiated
settlement. I don't think, indeed,, we would probably get any place
discussing stions of international law.

Senator RCooBiO. Mr. Barry, my feeling is that the State Depart-
ment does not exist as an institution of its own, separate and apart
from the interests of this Nation in every respect, not only the
international problems but the small problems that impact on
every individual.

There is no question that there-is a matter of equity and fair
justice here that should be administered. I think you should be justa zealous to protect the interests of a single American, because
the single American taken at large is the country as a whole.
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I don't think you operate, or that you should operate in a
vacuum. You have the men here over a period of years with all
-the heartache'to their clients ana themselves, trying to work out
something. They have to work through you.

I think they have a right to expect that you will intervene in
their behalf to protect their interest, just as our constituents back
home, when they are up against an impass or a bureaucracy, will

-turn to their Congressman or Senator for intervention to help
them overcome what they consider an injustice that is being lev-
eled against thefh'

I do feel that this has taken a long time. We should- be just as
concerned about our own citizens as we are concerned about the
sensibility of Czechoslovakia, who I don't believe is concerned about
the sensitivity of the United States.

I would again suggest that you sit down and talk to these men-
there are not so many, there are only five-and see where you are.
You can give an indication of on what basis could there be a
settlement.

I believe you should press the Czechs. I think that you have
practically exhausted, or Czechoslovakia and the State Department
have exhausted the patience of many Members of the Congres. I
will not be here to follow it up, but I am sure that Senator Moyni-
han and Senator Dole are going to be following it up in the months
after January.

I do think that it is a responsibility to try to settle this thing out.
Mr. BARRY. Mr. Chairman, I endorse fully everything you have

said.
Senator RIBicoFF. Anything else?

STATEMENT OF LEO REALBERG
Mr. REALBzRG. Mr. Chairman, I feel that the most practical way

of coming to a fairly rapid solution to this-problem is to pass this
legislation and its companion bill, and then let us form that kind of
group or conference.

Let it, be known to the Czechs that we really mean business this
time. We cannot. ig nore the fact that it is over 30 years that this
has gone on. I think to keep good faith with American citizens who
are the claimants, Congress should want to see some historic jus-
tice done here.

Senator RmiconT. Mr. Realberg, Congress is going to adjourn on
October 4, and that is not a lot of time left, you know, just a few
weeks. I am trying to be practical.

Mr. RarnG. If we cannot get it passed in this session, we
certainly should go ahead and have it passed in the next session.

Senator RiBicoFF. I know, but if I were -you I would try to do
something with these fellows tomorrow.

Mr. Rzwwo. But I am afraid that if the committees of Con-
rs will tae their hands off here, we are again going to lapse
nt a period of fruitless activity.

Senator Rmico.. Mr. Realberg, I have not taken hands off. I
have given you this hearing, you know.

Mr. Rw a~mo. I mean, if there is any possibility, Senator, that
the legislation could "bepssed this session, I plead with you to do
what you can, and your committee.
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Senator RtxscoFF. You talk to the leadership, and indicate how
much time there is left to take care of the business that faces this
Congress by October 4. I am not running for reelection, so I have
got time, but there are a lot of other guys running for reelection
and they don't have much time between now and November 4.

Mr. G. I am aware of that. But we heard today what
Senator B.rd's attitude is, and there are other Senators who have
strong fee i about this, and who may very well help to push it
through in this session.

[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]
STAT zMnT or Lo RzAmo, ATroam AT LAw

Chairman Ribicoff and members of the Senate Subcommittee on International
Trade, my name is Leo Realberg. I am admitted to practice as attorney in the courts
of the State of New York and before the Supreme Court of the United States and
other Federal courts.

I have come to urge you to take favorable and early action on Senate bill S. 2721.
I wish to thank you for the opportunity to address you in person at this hearing.

I represent the owners of 14 awards made by the Forein Claims Settlement
Commission for properties seized by Czechoslovakia. Seven of the 14 are persons in
their seventies and eighties. Six of the original claimants are deceased and their
awards have devolved upon their surviving spouses and children. One-half of these
awards are for less than $22,000. One lady, 87 years old, is living in a senior citizens'home on Social Security and is using up her small saving. he aclaimfor
$12,000. One of her daughters, whose entitlement derives from her deceased father's
small claim, recently told me that she cannot work because of high blood pressure
and severe stomach ulcers sines her flight from Czechoslovakia in 1939.

Another of my claimants, who received an award from the Commission, a profes-
sional man, died two years thereafter, leaving a widow and two young children. The
mother has had a very hard time of it, raising and giving her children the higher
education so necessary for their careers. She has been urgng her representatives in
Congress, for 15 years now, to find some way of enforcing payment of the award
made to her husband. Personal accounts of the terrible events which made refugees
of these people, deprived them of their properties and left them without any source
of livelihood for long periods, are surely familiar to many Congressmen and Sena.
tors, particularly those old enough to have lived through World War II and the
early post-wavrea. I served in the United States Army on the European continent
durin 19-4 , and I must frankly say that I cannot view the 30-year record of
American diplomacy, in the matter of the Czech claims, with calm detachment.

The dispomtion of these claims has been used as a mere counter on the interna-
tional gaming board. Strangely, although the United States held the strongestpoition, ever since President Truman blocked the shipment of the Czech gold, the
State Department has been unable to negotiate a fair and reasonable settlement of
the claims of our citizens. I attended the recent committee hearing on H.R. 7388, the
com pl..on bill to S. 2721, and heard the representative of the State Department in
opposition to Congressman Wolft's bill. It was sad. There are stronger words that
one might use, but I shall restrain that impulse and sa it was sad to see the State
Department hold forth with ultram-strict construction ofacertain international agree-
ments and arrangements, which would leave our Government impotent to breach
this 30-year ims e on other than terms of abject sacrifice of our citizens' rights
and interests. ther members of the- attorneys' panel of witnesses have _prepared
masterly legal briefs in support of S. 2721 and I trust you will concur that their
equitable and pragmatic interpretation of these same agreements and arrangements
is sound and more tenable than the opposing arguments.

The proposed amendment to the Trade Act of 1974, provdes inter alia, that if
within 60 days of its-enactment, a written, initialed settlement agreement between
the United States and Czechoslovakia for payment in full without further delay of
these award, is not submitted for Congressional approval, the Secretary of the
Treasury is directed'to proceed with the sale and liquidation of the Czech gold and
establish secified collection, investment and yent procedures. The language of
the amendment s strong; some of the acts enmed upon the Exective Branch are
to take place at the "earliest possible date" and "immediately." (Sec. 408(c) (1), (2),
(8))

Is 60 days after enactment adequate time for the State Department and the Czech
representatives to come to agreement?
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Negotiations go back 30 years. The issues and technical details have been thor-
oughly examined on several occasions, as recently as 1974 and conversations be-
tween the parties are currently in progress. The Prague government is not required
to take "any money out of their pocket", so to speak. We are holding more than
adequate security in the form of the gold to which Prague has full and clear title,
but which is subject to our disposal. Prague has no benefit from the gold and will
not have so long as the present impasse continues. Under the pressure applied by
Congress, through this bill, it may finally decide to make a fair and reasonable
settlement, such as is acceptable to Congress and the claimants, and work out a
program for application or use of the gold In satisfaction of the claims. The Prague
government is surely well informed of the progress of this bill, which means, in
effect, that theyhave already begun to consider their response. Sixty days after
enactment, for the composition of an agreement to supersede this proposed amend-
ment to the Trade Act of 1974, is entirely adequate.

Gentlemen, I plead with you to seize this opportunity to perform an act of historic
and humanitarian justice. Let this justice no longer be delayed by a single day or
hour.

Thank you.
Senator RmicoFF. Good luck to you.
Is there anything else?
Mr. MCPHESON. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for hold-

ing this hearing.
Senator Rmicoln. This committee will stand adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:45 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene at the call of the Chair.]
[By direction of the chairman, the following communications

were made a part of the hearing record:]
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Franz Allers 880 NE 69th Street
Miami, Fl., 33138

September 9, 1980
Honorable Abraham Ribicoff
Senate Subcommittee on International Trade
Senate Finance Committee
c/o Mr.David Foster
2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Ribicofft

First, I would like to thank you for your humane interest in
S. 2721.
Second, My I introduce myself. I am Franz Allers, original
conductor of both "My Fair Lddy" and "Camelot". I have conducted
most of our major American Symphony Orchestras, mot recently
last August at Washington's own Wolf Trap Festival.

I was born on August 6, 1905 in Czechoslovakia, and made a
narrow escape from Hitler's terror in 1938. Like many others,
I have been awarded in 1962 the Czechoslovak claim due me, and
I have been waiting for a settlement for the last 18 years.
So both S.2721 and HR.7338 apply to me very directly.

After having arrived in our Country, I have -after a very hard
struggle- been able to establish myself on our musical scene,
and America has indeed been very good to me.

But a few years ago I developed cataract in both eyes, so that
I am now only rble to conduct scores I know completely by
memory, since can not recognize any music on a music stand in
front of me, don't even see the faces of the musicians clearly.
Although I have made a fair living, the situation is rapidly
becoming precarious, being in my 76th yearand having to look for
and accept engagements at the ever increasing risk of not doing
them justice, for lack of adequate eye sight.
I know there is no need to urge you to help S.2721 pass.
Anything you can do will be highly appreciated.
In admiration of all the things you have accomplish-n your
long, distinguished careerp7/n,.

Respect f 8rs.

(anz A lers).

690-1 0 - $ - 7
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HARRY BACREACH,
103 Adgewood Avenue,Larebmont,N.Y,10538. August 31st# 1980.

Honorable Abraham Ribikoff Chairman
Senate Saboommttee On International ;rade,
o/o Mrs David Foster
2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building,
Washington D.o. 20510.

Dear Senator Ribikoff:

Osechoslovakian Claim OZ 3388 Bacragh Joseph and Harry:

Since I shall be unbble to attend the hearing on
Me I a b . on September-9th permit se
to state, t a •Il endorse bill 827h and hope
that it will be enacted without delay.. Both the widow o
my deceased brother Joseph and myself , are in our 70s.
Better late than never, but justice should be done. In
view of the fact, that agreements have been concluded
with *1 other Communist countries, the settlement of the
Czechoslovak claim is badly overdue. Since the U.S,
State Department. in the past decades hat been either
unable or unwilling to reach a equitable solution
by negotiation, it is my eeling, that Congress has
to act now*

Harry Bahrach..
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Prank Block
466 - 39th Ave. R.
Seattle, WA. 98112 Sept. 2, 1980

Honorable Abraham RJbicoff, Chairman
Senate Subcommittee On International Trade
Senate Finance Committee
c/o Mr. David Foster
2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. 0. 20510

Dear Senator Ribicoff:

I am writing to encourage your support of S. 2721 - a bill which would pro-
vide payment of certified awards to U.S. citizens. The payments would be
made from the proceeds of gold held by the U.S. Government to pay those
claims.

By now you have received copies of the statements by Edward L. Nerrigan and
Harry McPherson on the companion bill (H.R. 7338). Those statements do an
excellent job of providing background information and refuting the claims
made by the Department of State.

I am writing to you, Senator Ribicoff, because of your long history of sup-
porting the causes of the needy and oppressed. My late wife passed away this
past January'At the age of 67. She was one of the award holders approved by
the Foreigh Claims Settlement Commission.

She waited many, many years to receive these payments to which she was
entitled. Obviously she will never receive this money or enjoy the benefits
she deserved.

I am 72 years old and also have an approved claim. Our situation is typical
of these many award holders. We are elderly, ill, and in many cases already ,

deceased. Many of these people are poor and desperatly in need of these
funds.

I do not understand why the State Department continues to object to paying-
these claims. That Department has been unable to negotiate any fair settle-
ment with Czechoslovakia and freely admits that our relations with that
country are "poor". Yet the State Department opposes selling this gold whioh!
was seized by the U.S. Government for precisely this purpose. You can see
why ordinary citizens are upset with, and frustrated with our Government.

You should also realize that these awards are based on 1948 values. There
has been no recognition of inflation or the present worth of these valuable
properties. For 32 years the Stake Department has been unable to resolve
this matter in a way which satisfies the U.S. Congress.

Can I ask for your help in finally resolving this old and painful subject?
These are awards based on property I owned before World War II. Do I also
need to pass away without any fair payment for theses properties?

I appeal to your humanitarian record and well known sense of fairness to
help pass this legislation. Please let me know that I can have your help.

Sincere

1ancBlock
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United States Senate - September 9, 1980

Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for this opportunity to present certain

views with respect to S. 2721 which is presently pending

before this Comittee.

.I should like to review briefly the history of

the claims that U. S. nationals have against the .Government

,of the Peoples Republic of Czechoslovakia. You will recall

that shortly after the.liberation of Czechoslovakia from

German occupation during World War I, the Czech cabinet,

on October 24, 1945, -issued its first-decree which nationalized

certain mines and key industries in that country. By-April 20,

1948, virtually all industrial and private enterprises and

properties owned by foreign nationals had been nationalized

or, in fact, expropriated by government decree. The result

was to effectively eliminate any private enterprise in the

Czechoslovakian economy. A number of U. S. nationals,

consisting -of corporations and naturalized citizens, were

directly affected by these governmental edicts. At that

point of time, there was little to concern these persons

S,
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with respect to their property rights as an agreement had been

signed between the United States and Czechoslowakia on November ]A,

1946 (61 Stat. (3) 2431, TIAS. No. 1569)o which provided:

"The Government of the United States and the
Government of Czechoslovakia will make adequate
and effective compensation with respect to their
rights or interests in properties which have been
or may be nationalized or requisitioned by the
governmt of the other country."

Early in the 1950 s despite the receipt by Cxechoslo-

vakia of massive aid and credits from the United States, Czecho-

slovakia Ignored our demands to arrange for compensation. In

fact, it refused, Mr. Chairman, to compensate U.S. claimants for

these takings. Our Government, after many requests to that Govern-

ment to pay fair and timely compensation for these properties,

resorted to self-help. It seized a steel mill that had been

purchased in this country and paid for by the Czechs. The steel

mill was sold by the Department of Justice for $9 million and the

net proceeds, 08,540#768.41, was transferred to the Czechoslovakian

Claims Fund under the International Claims Settlement Act of 1949,

as amended.

On July 2. 1958, Senator Long (D., La.) introduced a

bill in the 85th Congress to compensate nationalS of the United

States for property seizure claims against Czechoslovakia. This

bill became law on August 8, 1958. Under this program, 4,024

claims were filed by corporate and individual claimants with
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the Foreign Claims Settlement Commission of the United States,

the government agency charged with the responsibility of adminis-

tering these claims. 2282 awards were made by the Commission,

totalling $72,6U,,634O00. Unfortunately, the funds available

from the sale of the steel mill amounted to only $8,540,768.00

or approximately 5.3% of the principal of such awards. Under

the law, all awards of $1,000 or less were paid in full so that

951 awardees, or 41.6% of all claimants were paid in full. The

Czech claims program was concluded in 1962.

There now remain 1331 claimants with awards -in excess

of $1,000 who have und-id principal and interest balances as

of 1962 of approximately $105,104,455.00. Consequently, these

claimants have been paid less than 6% of the principal amount

of their awards without any consideration of interest on the

award since 1962.

In an attempt to settle the unpaid principal balance

of the outstanding awards, representatives of the Department

of State and the Government of Czechoslovakia initialled a

tentative claims settlement agreement in Prague on July 5, 1974.

It was assumed at that-time that .the variety of matters

included and tentatively-settled.would lead to a final agreement

by September, 1974. Such was not to be the case. Amendments

sponsored by Senator Long, the original sponsor of the claims

legislation, and Senator Gravel to the Trade Act of 1974

effectively rejected the proposed agreement on the grounds
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that the settlement of the outstanding balance of principal

payments was inadequate.

Attempts to reach a fair compromise to settle this

outstanding balance continues to remain unresolved - some 35

years after the claimants' properties were nationalized with-

out any provision for compensating the owners. It may be

that delays in the settlement of foreign claims are unavoidable.

This is a complex area. Negotiations between government

representatives are the result of give-and-take by experienced

persons. Frankly, in the instant case, it appears that the

Czechs are prepared to wait out the situation in hopes that

with the passage of time, the problem will go away. It would

seem that the time is now ripe for this Government to take some

positive action. Czechoslovakia on its part continues to seek

most-favored nation treatment in trade with the United States

and is constantly searching for financIng of government projects

from the West. It is now an appropriate time to impress that

country with the stark reality that the conduct of comerce

is a two-way street and that government M comitments ar never

taken lightly. For Czechoslovakia to benefit from such equal

trade treatment, that government should not only recognize,

but should discharge, its prior obligation and commitment to

l-.S. nationals. Many of the individual claimant are elderly,

sick, or in dire need of funds. Further delay can hurt no

one more than these claimants. Justice delayed is justice

denied.
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By the Paris Reparations Agreement of 1946,

approximately 18.4 metric tons of Nazi-looted gold bolonging

to the Republic of Czechoslovakia was placed under a Tri-

Partite Commission consisting of France, Great Britain and

the United States. 9.2 metric tons of this gold is presently

understood to be held by the Federal Reserve Bank in New York,

as custodian. The U.S. Government has withheld tts return

of the gold to the present Government of Czechoslovakia pending

conclusion of a satisfactory agreement concerning the unpaid

balance of the Czechoslovakian claims awards. If we were to

take a conservative value of this gold in today's market at

$550 per ounce, the present market being well over $600 per

ounce, the 9.2 metric tons would realize $178,122,000.00.

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to support Senator Moynihan's

Bill, S. 2721, which is designed as one means of resolving a

long-standing obligation of the Czech Government to U. S.

nationals. That Government has nationalized properties of

U.S. nationals without any provisions to pay Just and timely

compensation for these properties so taken, which is a violation

of established principles of international law. Nationalization

in Communistic countries is really expropriation - taking

without compensation for public purposes. In non-communistic

countries, where property is taken for a public use, it is an*

accepted practice under the principle of eminent domain to

compensate the owners for the value of such properties.

In 1963t U.S. efforts to obtain additional funds
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from the Czechs by the Deparment of Stato were unsuccessful.

In 1974, another effort by the Department produced a tentative

agreement by the Czechs to make,an additional payment of the

unpaid balance. This tentative proposal wan turned down by

the Senate Committee on Finance. In fact, there appeared to

be suggestions in the 1963 effort that the Czechs might pay

approximately $15 million to satisfy the balance, but that

suggestion never materialized. The 1974 proposal amounted to

approximately $20 million, which was a slight improvement,

but the proposedpayout was to be spread over a 20-year period.

Both offers (1963 at 23% and 1974 at 30%) were completely

unacceptable to the Congress.

It has been reported that one of the reasons that the

Czechs object to full payment of the claims awards is that

their brother Eastern European governments have settled their

obligations at discount prices (Bulgaria - 39%, Roumania -

23%, Poland - 26%). This posture of pride is certainly ill-

placed at this time. It is interesting to note that the

Yugoslav payment exceeded 90% of the principal amount of the

total awards. This favorable payment, however, was part of a

program in which the government of Yugoslavia was seeking other

credits from our government. Experience has been a good

teacher, but the learning fees have been high.
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Mr. Chairman, S. 2721 is one solution to a long over-

due matter of injustice that was inflicted on U.S. nationals

over 35 years ago. I think that it is about time that the

Congress of the United States put the world on notice,

especially Comunist dominated governments, that the Government

of the United States will use all reasonable means to protect

the property of its citizens abroad. This obligation to its

citizens is doubly important in view of our government's

encouragement of the business community to inveqt in under-

developed countries throughout the world. America has been a

great source of financing for investment abroad. We have

encouraged the private sector to make such investments by

according income from such sources with liberal tax provisions.

Private U.S. banking interests have made billions of dollar loans

to countries throughout the world and new requests keep coming.

Our citizens are entitled to protection against illegal acts

by host countries which may affect this investment.

May I respectfully urge your Committee to report

favorably on the Bill, & 2721. Thank you.

N
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The Honorable Abraham Ribicoff
Chairman
Subcommittee on International Trade
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Hr. Ribicoff:

I as writing as chairman of the U.S. Section of the
Czechoslovak-U.S. Economic Council to comment on S. 2721, a
bill providing for the payment out of the proceeds of gold
belonging to the government of Czechoslovakia of certified
awards of nationals of the United States. I would be grateful
if you could include this statement in the record of the pro-
ceedings on S. 2721.

The Czechoslovak-U.S. Economic Council was created by
an agreement signed by the presidents of the Chambers of Commerce
of the United States and Czechoslovakia on October 17, 1975.
The Council's ain Is to open channels of direct dialogue between
business representatives of the two countries and to work for the
resolution of those problems impeding an expansion of trade and
commercial cooperation.

Since its inception, the Council has been on record as
favoring a negotiated settlement of the claimstgold issue. In
this regard, we are encouraged by reports of new discussions
between our two governments on the claims issue. At the sase
time, we are deeply concerned that enactment of S. 2721 may
seriously complicate these discussions and impair chances for an
amicable resolution of the issue.

Curiously, discussion to date on this issue has not
focused sufficiently on the question of how passage of the bill
will Impact upon U.S.-Czechoslovak relations. In this regard,
it is our concern that this legislation could seriously affect
significant potential for trade expansion between our two countries.

U.S. Secdon
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Over the past few years, U.S. business, with the
encouragement of the U.S. government, has developed close and
commercially beneficial ties with business representatives in
Czechoslovakia. Enactment of S. 2721 is likely to be inter-
preted by these U.S. companies as a signal.that our government
no longer supports their efforts to improve business relations
with Czechoslovakia.

Enactment of S. 2721 could have an equally disruptive
impact upon the business community of Czechoslovakia. Those
Czechoslovaks conducting business with the United States have
had the difficult task of arguing within their own country for
closer economic and commercial links with the United States.
These efforts could be seriously affected by the deterioration
in political relations which would likely result from enactment
of this legislation.

As you are aware, our State Department has again
initiated discussions with the Czechoslovaks over a claims
settlement. We urge the Congress to give the Executive Branch
adequate time to negotiate a settlement before proceeding
with this legislation. If a settlement is reached, we urge
the Congress to give the settlement its serious attention.

Sincerely,

Fred L. Kuhl nn
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Before the Subcommittee on International
Trade

Senate Committee on Finance
September 9, 1980

Hearings on S. 2721

Mr. Chairman:
My name is Paul Dayton. I reside at 3951 Gulfshore Blvd. North,

Naples, Florida 33940. I became a citizen of the United States,
by naturalization on July 25, 1946. I am 83 years old.

I desire to add briefly to the statement, for the printed
record of this hearing, by my attorney, Samuel Herman. I agree
fully with what Mr. Herman stated, and proposed, on behalf of
claimants who have not, as yet, received awards from the Foreign
Claims Settlement Commission in their claims against Czechoslovakia.

I had an ownership interest in textile mills, and other prop-
erty, in Czechoslovakia, when the Benes Government came into power
in Czechoslovakia in 1945. I was a refugee during World War II
and my property was placed under a Nazi administrator. The Benes
Government continued the administration of the property in my
absence and enacted a nationalization decree affecting the textile
industry in October, 1945, such decree recognizing my right to
fair compensation. A compensation proceeding actually commenced
on my behalf in Czechoslovakia. I0ecertain instances, to my
knowledge, the Benes Governmentactual compensation. This stage
had not been reached, in my case, when the Communists came i nto
power on February 26, 1948, and all compensation proceedings,
including mine, ceased. An intern ational claim then arose on
my behalf, and I feel strongly, as an act of justice, that my
claim, and others like it, should be included in any settlement
with Czechoslovakia, or in any payment on awards.

Respect ly,

Paul Baton
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MR I Sept. 19, lgAn.
M5 L"E " ouro

Honorable AbrahamRibicoff, Chairman
Senate Subcommittee On International Trade
senate Finance Committee
c/o Mrs David Foster
2287 Dirkeen Senate Office Building
Vashingtonj Do C. 00510

Dear Senator Ribicoffs

I am writing to encourage your support of S. 2701 - a bill which would pro-
vide payment of certified awards to U. S. citizens. The pevments would be
made from the proceeds of gold held by the U.S, Goverment to nay those
claims.

By now you have received conies of the statements by Edward L. Merrigan and
Harry McPherson on the companion bill /,R. 733R/o Those statements do an
excellent job of providing background information and refusing the claims
made b4the Department of State.

I am writing to youp Senator Ribicoff, because of your long history of sup-
porting the causes of the needy and oppressed. X husband passed away ir
1967o He was an award hoder approved by the Foreign Claims settlementionVJjlcm. I am 71 years old and al o have an approved claim. It is a
ypcaase of us award holders, Toeceive this money would help a lots

I do not understand why the State Department continues to object to paying
these claims. That Departmen as been unable to negotiate any fair settle-
ment with Czechoslovakia and freely admits that our relations with that
country are lpoorvo Yet the State Department opppseu selling this gold
which was seized by the U.S. Ooverment for precisely this purpose. You can
see why ordinary citizens are upset with our Goverment,

May r point out that these awards are based on 194A values. There hap been
no recognition of the present worth of these valuable properties. For
32 years the State Department has been unable to resolve this matter in a
way which satisfies the UoS. Co gresso

Can I ask for your help in finally resolving this old and painful matter?
These are award* based on. property I owned before lorld Tar 11/
I appeal to your humanitarian record and wellknown sense of fairness to
help pass this legislation.

I thank you in advance for a positive answer.

Very einoerel

Marie Pink

t.' , ; ,
• , 1
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ATTORNEY AT LAW

HOgE BUILDING Stb 4D 1980
*EATTLZ. WASHINGTON

Honorable Abraham Itfloff, Chairman
Senate Subcomittee on International Trade
Senate Finance Coottee
% Mr. David Foster
2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Re t S-27-Z
U. S. laim qainst
Cwchoslovakia

Dear Senator Ribicoff a-

This office represents ten oliente who about twentjy years ago
obtained awards certified by the United States Foreign Claim
Settlement Cohision on thei-r Claim against Czechoslovakia for
assets owmd by these Aerican oitimsea and nationalized by that
government, on whih the unpaid balances total over halt a million
dollars.

Four of these Claimts have died already, and the others are
all of advanced pt, waiting for all these years for pamsnt which
now appears easily possible without harm to ny party out of the
gold in possession of our government, the value of hich is now
a multiple of the ss involved.

I writing on behalf of these citizens to ask your support
of the Senate Bill 3-272 now sohe&fed for hearing next wek
before your Comittee, providing for the final satisfaction of
these claim from this Cold, and your opposition to the apparent
attitude of our State Department which has been blocking this
simple and equitable solution. It is difficult for Aerican
oitizns to understand this. They strongly feel entitled to
simple Justice both from an unfriendly tbreign nation and so
nwh more so from our own governuetal agencies.

Your active support of this legislation will be greatly
appreciated.

Respectful yoursgW
/J• P
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"'ITTEN ST TIT-1Tf OF PAUL HE.;F--'.IAN FOR PLACE!MN1 IN THS ,.JOR) Cr

T'E HA.?I OF TW FINANCE SIYBCO'aTT.ZE ON INT , iATIO'AL T IM IN

49SPT(CT TO UNPAID CI.AIB OF U.S. CITIZENS AGAINST THE

OOVEMNT OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA

September 9, 1980 31 Parkway, I arrington Park, N.J. O764O

This communication is to express a7hpe that this 6udittee of the Congress
C

will go along with the objectives of legislation sponsored by %presentative

Lester L. Wolff and Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan in respect to claims of United

States citizens against Czechoslovakia and thereby help bring about a long-neded

rectification of injustice.

Twenty-eight years have passed since the insurgent Communist state of

Czeohoslovakia confiscated the property of American citizens and inflicted

other injuries of like kind. Moreover, the present Czech Government has been

in complete default during all this period in respect to external bonds of the -

predecessor state--obligations payable in United Wbteo dollars statutorily worth

a gold value of $36 a gold oumm,

And 18 years have passed since the Fbreign Claims Settlewint Commission of

the United States sifted $364 million of l .em against Czechoslovakia submitted

by over 4,000 oaimants, and thereafter certified 2,630 awards totaling

113,645020 arising out of property seizures and like injuries.

Excluded purposefully from the claim register were formal claims against the

Czech Government anchored in an estimated $2 734#300 of outstanding Czech Government

bonds issued abroad from 1922 to 1924a and in default since 1952. Over this time'ooothe interest arrears have risen to ove or more than twice the estimated

outstanding amount of the original borrowings

Again, 40 years have passed s nco the amies of Nai erm"m seized 18.1 tons

of Osuck Govement gold-the saw gold that had been security for Csocholoyakials

ditshoored gowrmnt debt*

69-091 0 - 81 - 8
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*Wrtten statement of Patl Heffernan for bearLnl of claims against Czechoslovakis-2-

And 35 years have pased since the armies of the United States and our Allies

recovered the Czech Oovornmant gold store and placed it in escrow in a postwar

Tripartite Cowdision with British and French presentation, 4santime, the

ictims- of the injuries suffered decades ago at the hands of the Czech Oowrrment

have been hoping, aging, retiring and dying-unrequited.

The legislation sponsored by Representative Wolff and Senator Hoynihan is therefore

a..mat weloom effort, one long overdue, to blow the whistle on this sasoful obscenity*

I insist that the State DIpartmnt's vaunted inviolable conmitnent to restore

the Nazi-seised gold to Czechoslovakia is no more inviolable, in international law

than Csecholovakia's comitment to redeem the Czech state's government bonds held

by investors of other states-bonds secured by the very gold the Oormn arW seized

and that the military force of the United States and its allies in turn seized from

the Oe rmans* These bonds bear a pledge of the Czech Oovernmnt to redeem them in

United States dollars= and to pq Interest--interest now in arrears for 28 years-

at rates granted by a former settlement reduction from 8% to 6%. I an * os of

the omrers of these bonds.

Although not backed byJ forml international o1! made by the Tripartite

.Commssion to return the esorwad gold to Csoholovakia, nor by the Czech Oovenmnt's

,.forml pledge to redes its gover'net bonds in keeping with the gold clauses of the

bond contract., the claims of United States nationals steving from the seizure of

property and like Injuries am on a par morally with the formfllyh.sealed pledges of

the goverment functionarle.

Fbr this reason, the commitment to return the Czech gold mest, in all JuStice

and equity, be mbed with and made conditional upon the satisfaction in full of all

the certified clim for injuries to personal or real property or to oth1thaasete

domiiled within the jurisdiction of Csecholovakia, the nit-pcking of career

fplomts here and abroad to the oontrezy notwithataninge
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Pa . , Paul Jeffernan's statemnt for hearing of claims against Ouchoslovakiae

The gold -held in oscraw for CGecholovakia is today worth over 1320 million,

while the total of certified awards to olai-ants against Csechoalova.da--inoluding

*27.00,000 of defaulted government debt and 28 years of bond interest arrea--

comes to about .0120 million, or little more than one-third of the dollar windfall

Csechoslovakia would got from the return of the gold store. When seized by the

Germans, the Czech gold had a dollar worth of about $19 million

Today this gold store has a value of over $320 million.

But if formulas put forth by our State Depar-ment for settling property and

other non-bord claim of American citizens are to prevails the claimants would get

from 28 to 42 per ent of their awards. This shrinkage requires further downward

adjustmnt by reason of the depreciation of the value of to dollar manwhila. At

the tirs the claim were certified, a dollar was worth 100 cents in the puro'iasirg

power of that t.re; in contrast, a dollartoday is worth -- - only

little more than one-third of what it could buy when the claim were certified.

The bottom lines could thus be incredible. Pbr one oolum@4 a windfall of

ore han $300 million to a foreign govermnt guilty of expropriating American

property and keeping its own externally-owned government debt dishonored for 28

years* And for the other colum, to United States victims of injuries inflicted by

Czedhoslowvala, a pittance of little more than 10 cents on the dollar for validated

claims totaling about I2 million.

Unhappily, the legislation before your committee has no bearxng ont he most

disquieting aspect of Czechoslovakia's behavior-sits persisting indifference about

servicing* $2.7 million of Czech Goverment gold-secoured bonds payable in unitedd

States dollars in default for 28 years. Czechoslovakia is in courts so to speak,

with dirty hands.
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Page ho Paul Heffe-nan's st-tement for hearl on claims againt Cseoholovakia.

For nearly a half-oentt'ry, tho Congress has seen fit to allow the settlement

of the claims of American investors against foreign governments arising from

govment bond defaults to be negotiated by a non-government bo d--the Foreign

Bondholders Protective Council*

In recent yeares this Council has aoqdesed to the settlement of defaulted

foreign government bonds with formulas insoired by, the I vels of

the Oreat Depression. '1th interest rates soaring ultimately after World War Ir

to double digit areas, bond settlements proposing new interest coupons ceilinged

at 3 percent gate the rehabilitated bonds a market value of less than 50, that is,

of $500 per 01,000 bond.

This in turn Inspired the debtor governments to propose paying off the defaulted

debt at once at a price of loss than 50 per cent of the principal amount, The

Borholders Council saw fit to go along with this, even while admitting that it

represented a break with its historic-basic insistence that the principal amount

of the debtwaat Oinviolable.0 ?nrher, the Council acquiesced as we in soe

recent settlernts..nvolving the long-dishonored government bonds of Poland and

.ungary)to wiping out.all interest arrears.

And the gold clauses? $hat about the gold clauses and-other speciflo

security pledged by foreign governments in external debt contracts? The Council's

postwar-settle 7ents have -for the most part passed over such comdtmenteo In

pablie reports the Council has explained such settlements on try -ain grounds: (1)

JAhe willingness of the world' juor commercial banks to lend more money to foreign

govermw'nte unwilling toa.ftieouttanding dishonored debt and (2) the duty

to see that the euloted bondholders get "something* rather than "nothing.'
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P.kzz 5. Paul .effermna statement for hia-AnS of olatne against Ceghoslovakia.

In the present extroordlinary collision of international comwtsnts now

before the Dongrese-the oomtmont to return to Csechoslovakia its gold and

the oomdtoont of Csedwsloyakia to pay off its government bonds in gold clause

dollars-your Coemtteo is hrvimth requested resvretfully and earnestly by the

undersigned to use its good offloes to further the legislation nov before itj and

to brirg to the attention of the orign Bondholders '1trotoctive Council a;s pro-

nOummmnts the Foderal legialaturo may see fit to make in respect to leveraging the

escrowed Coech gold to best serve the interests of United States oitisens bearing

validated olaire against the Coech state.

Paul Heffernan
31 Parkwar (PrO.B .115)
Harrington Parks, N.J. 07640
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STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF S. 2721,
96th CONG., 2nd SESS.*

I

My name is Samuel Herman. I am an attorney with offices

in the District of Columbia. I represent certain holders of

awards rendered by the Foreign Claims Settlement Commission

against the Government of Czechoslovakia pursuant to Title IV

of the International Claims Settlement Act of 1949, Pub. Law

85-604, approved August 8, 1958 (hereinafter "Act"). I also

represent claimants, citizens of the United States, who have

not, as yet, received awards from the Commission: first, claim-

ants whose clais against Czechoslovakia arose after August 8,

1959, the effective date of the Act; second, claimants who be-

came'Citizens of the United States on, or prior to, February 26,

1948, the date upon which the "Communist Government of Czecho-

slovakia" came into being, but whose claims, nevertheless, were

found to be ineligible by the Commission for reasons hereinafter

stated. We\support enactment of S. 2721, as an act of simple

justice, and also urge enactment of amendments which would legis-

latively establish the eligibility of the two categories of

claimants mentioned. The amendments we propose are attached

hereto and made a part of this statement.

As it stands, S. 2721 is an award payment bill, not a

claims bill. S. 2721 is premised upon the continued failure

of the Government of Czechoslovakia to agree to settlement and

payment of Commission awards in a manner and to a degree accept-

able to the Congress as provided in the Trade Act of 1974.

*All references to S3\2721 in this statement are based on
the premise that the pro4sions of H.R. 7338, 96th Cong.,
2nd Sess., will be substituted therefor.
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The award holders I represent applaud the initiative displayed

in S. 2721 in seeking constructively to end the intolerable

deadlock of over thirty years of diplomatic negotiation. In

the circumstances, this can only be done by the Congress.

.S. 2721 is but a logical extension of a series of events

which commenced in 1958 when Congress conferred jurisdiction

upon the Commission, an agency of the United States, to adjudi-

cate American claims against Czechoslovakia for property takings

despite the failure of Czechoslovakia to enter into a settle-

ment agreement. It is, in our view, the duty and responsibil-

ity of the Congress, after affording further opportunity to

Czechoslovakia to settle the claims, to provide for pay-

ment of Commission awards rendered pursuant to Congressional

authority. S. 2721 is a fair and effective method for pro-

• iding payment and serves the interest of the American citizens

concerned and the United States and Czechoslovak Governments.

We see no legal impediment to the adoption of the method con-

tained in S. 2721. It is based upon traditional methods of

collecting judgments. It.gives proper deference to traditional

diplomatic settlement. Yet if the settlement can only be ob-

tained by return of the gold, it establishes, as a prerogative

of the Congress, conditions for return of the gold.

But in so seizing initiative, the Congress, in our view,

would be remiss in not now fully providing for the settlement

of all claims of American citizens arising out of the natlonal-

ization or other taking of property by the Communist Government
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of Czechoslovakia, and thus conclude a process which the

Congress itself commenced in 1958. Were such claims against

Czechoslovakia to persist after enactment of S. 2721, dis-

pension and uncertainty would continue to becloud United

States and Czechoslovakia trade and other relations. The

time, opportunity and means exist to wipe the slate clean.

In so doing, the payment in full of award holders under

S. 2721 would not be affected. Under the proposed amend-

ments, residual funds would also be retained to settle and

pay the remaining claims with which we should be concerned.

II

Turning first to claims which arose after August 8, 1958,

it is clear that, by the terms of the Act Congress itself

limited the jurisdiction of the Commission to claims which

arose as a result of the nationalization or other taking of

American owned property which occurred prior to August 8, 1958.

The settlement of post-August 8, 1958 claims is not referred

to in S. 2721. A significant number (estimated as high as

600) of Such claims exist and the Commission should be given

authority to consider them. The precedent for this is ample.

Where cut-off dates in initial claim programs have precluded

Commission consideration of claims of United States citizens,

the Commission has been authorized to consider such claims in

a later program. Thus: Yugoslavia (Agreement of March 5,

1964); Hungary (Agreement of March 6, 1973); Rumania (Agree-
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ment of March 30, 1960); Bulgaria (Agreement of July 2, 1963);

China (Agreement of May 11, 1979); Italy (Pub. Law 90-421, app.

July 24, 1968). Given present circumstances, it may well be

that unless Congress, by amendment to S. 2721, • authorizes

the same kind of relief it afforded pre-August 8, 1958 claim-

ants to post-August 8, 1958 claimants, relief for .the latter

will be unavailable anywhere for the-foreseeable future.

Given past history, local relief by the Communist Government

of Czechoslovakia may not reasonably be expected to be volun-

teered. A settlement agreement with Czechoslovakia, also en-

compassing post-August 8, 1958 claims, acceptable to the

Congress appears, at present, unlikely. An appropriate amend-

ment, in the form suggested, to .S. 2721 appears to be the

only course open.

III

Authority to the Commission, by amendment to S. 2721,

to reconsider its denial of awards to claimants who became'

citizens of theUnited States on or prior to February 26, 1948,

invol-es other considerations no less cogent.

The Commission completed the Czechoslovak Claims Program

authorized by the Congress on September 15, 1962. Some 4,000

claims had been asserted in a total amount of $364,OO0,000.

2,630 awards were rendered by the Commission for a total qf

$113,000,000. In the course of the program some thirty deci-

sions were rendered by the Commission denying asserted claims
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of some $30,0OOOO0 on the technical premise that the

"nationalization" of the major industrial properties involved

had occurred by operation of Decrees Nos. 100 et seq./A5 Sb.

effective when promulgated on October 27, 1945 by the post-

World War II Benes Government, and, in text, providing for

the payment of compensation in local proceedings. The claim-

ants whose claims were denied by the Commission were owners

of the properties affected by the decrees, and had become

citizens of the United States after October 27, 1945.

On February 26, 1948, the Communists seized power in

Czechoslovakia and the "Communist Government of Czechoslovakia"

(see Sec. l(a)(1), S. 2721 ) came into being, effectively end-

ing all compensation proceedings in Czechoslovakia pending

under the above decrbes. All the claimants concerned had

become citizens of the United States prior to February 26,

1948. In denying their claims, the Commission found, erron-

eously we believe, that it was precluded by Congress (Sec-

tion 405 of the Act) from allowing the claims because the

claimants had not been citizens of the United States on Octo-

ber 27, 1945, the promulgation date of the Benes Government

decrees.

The claimants objected and contended, inter alia, that

the so-called "nationalization" of October.27, 1945, had, in

actuality, only authorized future nationalization of the en-

terprises described, but had not, ipso facto, constituted
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"taking", which, as the evidence showed, had occurred at

dates subsequent to the acquisition by the claimants of United

States citizenship; that, in any event, no claims in "inter-

national law"(Section 404 of the Act), arose-prior to Febru-

ary 26, 1948, when the new "Commmnist Government of Czecho-

slovakia" denied all rights recognized by the Benes Govern-

ment to compensation, nullifying and terminating all compen-

sation proceedings, and payment by the Benes Go':ernment then

in progress.

Since February 26, 1948, Czechoslovakia has provided no

local remedy to compensate the claimants for their loss, the

claimants remainingwithout a practical a enue of relief, un-

less one is now afforded by the Congress in the context of

*S. 2721.

The passage of nearly twenty years since the Commission's

denials, and of over thirty years since the property loss, has

highlighted the nature of the basic inequity suffered by these

claimants. Czechoslovakia persists in refusing to afford

local relief no matter how meritorious the claim. This dQc-

trina.l rigidity is to be compared with the local remedies

afforded United States citizens in a similar status by Yugo-

slavia (Article 3, United States-Yugoslav Claims Settlement

Agreement of July 19, 1948). Absent international claims

settlement agreement, the matter of claims eligibility against

Czechoslovakia has been, and remains, subject to the will of



Congress. Congress, in the view of the Commission, as has

been noted, intended no distinction between the Benes Govern-

ment and the succeeding Communist Government, in enacting

Title IV of the Act upon which the Commission perforce re-

lied. A distinction is now being properly made. S. 2721

is specifically remedial as to the "Communist Government of

Czechoslovakia" (Sec. l(a)(1). The proposed amendments to

S. 2721 would allow the Commission to reconsider claims

denied consideration on the merits for alleged lack of Com-

mission jurisdiction. The amendments would give effect to

a new policy and direction by the Congress, oriented to the

rendition of substantial justice for all United States citi-

zens who have suffered loss, without opportunity of recourse,

as a result of the actions of the "Comamunist Government of

Czechoslovakia".

Respectfully,

Samuel Herman

Dated: September 9, 1980.
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO H.R. 7338
96th Congress, 2nd Session*

1. On Page 2, strike out Section l(a)(1) and in lieu

thereof substitute the following:

"(1) approximately thirty years have passed since the

Communist Government of Czechoslovakia came into power on

February 26, 1948, and denied the right to compensation for

nationalizations or other takings of properties belonging to

nationals of the United States by the prior post-World War II

Government of Czechoslovakia, and itself took further properties

of nationals of the United States without any provision for

just compensation; and Czechoslovakia has enjoyed the use and

economic benefit of those properties over that entire period;"

2. On Page 4, add new Section l(b)(1)(D) and (B) as

follows:

"(D) notwithstanding Section 405 of the International Claims

Settlement Act of 1949, as amended, the Foreign Claims Settle-

ment Commission of the United States shall determine the validity

and amount of any claim of any natural person heretofore filed

- with the Commission against the Government of Czechoslovakia

pursuant to Title IV of the said Act and denied by the Commission

solely because of lack of citizenship of the United States at the

date of nationalization or other taking by the Govermaent of

Czechoslovakia, provided such person was a citizen of the United

States on or prior to the taking of power by the Communist Govern.

ment of Czechoslovakia on February 26, 1948; and the Commission

shall, in the event an award is issued pursuant to such claim,
* It is assumed herein that S. 2721, when amended, will
incorporate the provisions of H.R. 7338.
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certify it to the Secretary of the Treasury for payment out of

remaining balances in the Czechoslovakian Claims Fund created

by Section 402(b) of the said Act, notwithstanding that the

period of time prescribed in Section 412 of the said Act for

the settlement of all claims against Czechoslovakia may have

expired.

"(M9 the Commission shall receive and determine, in

-accordance with applicable substantive law, including inter-

national law, the validity and amount of claims by nationals

of the United States against the Government of Czechoslovakia

for losses resulting from the nationalization or other taking

of property between August 8, 1958, and the date of enactment

of this section, such claims shall be determined pursuant to

the applicable provisions of Title IV of the Act and such rules

I and regulations that may be prescribed by the Commission.
(1) The Commission is authorized and directed to fix and

publish in the Federal Register the period of time during which

claims may be filed and the date for the completion of its

affairs in connection with the determination of all claims

covered by this section, which date shall not be later than

two years following the established final date for the filing

of claims; and

(2) In the event that awards are issued pursuant to

paragraphs (D) and (E) of this Section, the Commission shall

certify such awards to the Secretary of the Treasury for payment

out of remaining balances in the Czechoslovakian Claims Fund

created by Title IV-of the Act, pursuant to the provisions

of Section 413 of the said Act;
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3. On page 4 on lines 19 and 20, strike phrase para-

graph (1) and substitute therefor the phrase "this section."

4. On page 5 line 6, strike out the period after "(22

U.S.C. 1642 et seq.)." and add the following:

"and under the provisions of Section 1 of this Act."
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PAUL HIRSCH
BLAIR HOUSE @sot 1, STRFrET

ILV9R sPRIN*. MD. 0O10

USA

TESTIMONY OF PAUL BIRSCH BEFORE THE SENATE SUbSCOM(MITTE ON
INTERNATIONAL TRADE HEARINGS Ot4 UNPAID CLAIMS OF U.S.

CITIZENS AGAINST THE CZECHOSLOVAK GOVERNMENT
S. 2721 September9. 1980

1. Upon the independence of Czechoslovakia in 1918 my father and I became Czech
citizens. I became a U.S. citizen in 1945. When the Nazis occupied Czechoslovakia
in 1938, the Czech government cut off all pensions to Czech citizens of the Jewish
faith. My father lost his pension at that time and he died during our emigration
from Czechoslovakia.

2. My mother's widow pension (1960) and my pension, due since 1965 were not paid by
the Czech government due to their hostile attitude toward the United States. (My
parents whom I fully supported for 22 years assigned their claims to me.)

3. 1 have written confirmation of right to a pension from the Czech Pension Insti-
tute. The total amount due to my deceased father from 1938 until his death, to my
mother as hia widow until her death, and to me (total 42 years) is between $300,000
and $400,000.

4. I have filed a claim with the Foreign Claims Settlement Coemission and used all
available direct and indirect means to induce the Department of State to enforce
our claims. The State Department unfortunately has handled our claims in the same
manner and fashion as claims for expropriation of property, claims secured by 18
tons of Czech gold. Since 35 years (!) they simply have not done anything. The
details of this neglect and inaction are contained in my full presentation.

5. In June, 1968, a reciprocal agreement was reached between Czechoslovakia and the
United States whereby the two governments agreed to honor the pension claims of
citizens of the other State. Our Social Security Administration promptly transferred
the first $5 million to Czechs, living in Czechoslovakia. Such payments have con-
tinued every month for the past 12 years. Despite the reciprocal nature of this
agreement, people like myself, have been unable to collect anything from the Czech
Pension Institute. In addition, Czechoslovakia discriminates against American
citizens, since it does pay pensions to citizens of Austria, Great Britain and
France, to name only a few countries.

6. With the passage of time, many of the claimants have died. The surviving group,
like myself are octogenarians and most of them are victims of Nazi aggression, like

~Czechoslovakia! It is ironic that the nation which fell to Nazi terror now in turn
Z denies its former citizens their pensions and properties. It is particularly

offending in my case, since when I fled Czechoslovakia I voluntarily joined the Czech
Legion which was part of the French Army during the Second World War, fighting the
Germans.

Accordingly, I respectfully request:

a. that S. 2721 be amended to make clear that pension claims are and must be
" part of any final settlement of claims against Czechoslovakia; and

b. that the Social Security Administration be directed to cease all payments

"- of any pensions to Czech citizens living in Czechoslovakia until the Czech govern-
sent pays 1002 pension claims of American citizens.

REPRESENTATIVE SCORE SERVICE CORPS OF RETIRED EXECUTIVES
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PAUL HIRSCH
BLAIR HOUSE 201 1ln SRtey

SILVER I . MO 205910

(301) 55.2013

Autunt 26, 1980 VOA

The Hon. Senate Finance Subcomittee on International Trade. September q. 1980
hearing on unpaid claims of U.S. citizens against the Government of Czechoslovakia.
Witness-transcript Re. Bill S. 2721.

Born 1900 in Hungary, became involuntarily Czechoslovak citizen in 1918.
Emigrated with whole family (as Hitler victims) 1940, became U.S. citizens 1945.

1. During our employment (my father and me) in Czechoslovakia we became insured
at the Pension Institute of the cl. Sugar Industry in Prague, later absorbed by
the cal. Social Security Administration.

My father retired 1932 and was paid his pension, until the Germans invaded
Czechoslovakia in 1938 and directed the Czechs to stop pension payment, due to
my father's Jewish faith. My father died in 1940 in emigration.

2. I became eligible for my pension in 1965, but payment was also denied.

3. In 1945 after Czechoslovakia's liberation the Pension Institute provided, upon
my request, written accounting of the accumulated pension of my father and the
widow pension of my mother (who died in emigration 1962) respectively. Payments
were denied.

4. Regarding my pension, I received written confirmation from the cal. Pension
Institute of premiums paid by me, but the pension due to me was not spelled out
and payment was denied also.

My parents4.f into the emigration (like myself) pennyless and in absence of
any pension I provided for their living expenses 100% during a period of 22 years.
Before my mother's death she assigned all her and my father's inherited claims
against Czechoslovakia, to me.

5. Ever since 1945, I pursued my parents' pension-claim and later my own iii every
possible manner and through all available avenues, to no avail. I registered our
claims with Foreign Claim Settlements Commission. I bombarded the Department of
State myself and through Senators and Congressmen asking for protection and action.
Like the 35 year(!) negligence regarding the 18 tons of cal. gold, the Department's
only advice was for me to sue the cal. Government in Prague(!) because our
pensions are subject to csl. laws and regulations and every sovereign state is
entitled to change their laws and regulations, as they please.

6. This of course is an absurd, immoral, illegal, I should say indolent stand-
point, understandable only in the light of the State Department's overall attitude
during a period of 35 years!

7. Our pension-claims are neither arguable nor negotiable, they are simply valid
claims confirmed by the Czechoslovaks themselves. Not even statute of limitation
could be evoked, because the Czechs created the claims themselves (first under
German pressure, later out of mere hostility against the U.S.A.). Nor have they
changed their pension laws and regulations, because at least Austria, England,
France, Switzerland and other nations settled their citizens' pension claims with

REPRESENTATIVE SCORE - SERVICE CORPS OF RETIRED EXECUTIVES

69-091 0 - 81 - 9
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Czechoslovakii. It was and remains simply a "disgraceful" discrimination of U.S.
citizens eilng, formerly cal. citizens. "Disgraceful" because all these claimants
are Wfker victims, survived only by miracle. Victims of the "sae German terror
which destroyed Czechoslovakia itself. A tragic irony of history and our State

,-Department, remaining a lame duck since 35 years!

a. Before I became a U.S. citizen I demonstrated my loyalty to the
exiled cal. Government. According to the cal. Embassy's confirmation, I volun-
tarily joined the cal. Legion who became part of the French Army in the Second
World War.

Most of the claimants died in the meantime and those that are still
surviving are all octogenarians, not supposed to wait any longer. Even the State
Department confirmed in writing, that if it can be proved that other nations
settled their pension claims and only U.S.A. is discriminated against, then we
have a valid case. Nevertheless no action was taken either.

8. But the climax of this tragic affair still follow.

In June 1968)!) a RECIPROCAL agreement was reached with Czechoslovakia (by
removing this country from Treasury Circular 655 establishing U. S. Social Security
payments to Czechoslovakia and of course vice-versa), "paying benefits to U.S.
citizens living anywhere in the world who are entitled to annuities from the
Czechoslovak Social Security System." This is a quotation from the U.S.'s Prague
Embassy's letter of July 8, 1968.

Our Social Security Administration promptly transferred in excess of $5 million
accumulated pensions to Czechoslovakia and ever since every single month large
amounts of pension-checks are transferred to Czechoslovakia. I was not able so
far to collect one single penny

9. Presently the INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS STAFF of the Social Security Admini-
stration are looking into the situation. I served them notice that I will not
wait any longer and will give my lawyer the green light to take action, unless
Imediate remedy with hard cash is provided.

10. a. My total claim commencing 1938 until now (42 years) 6% p.a.
accumulated, interest included, amounts to approximately $300,000 to $400,000.
A computer firm just ascertained the exact amount.

I respectfully suggest:

a. That the pending bill S. 2721, amended, be clearly included valid
but expropriated pension-claims into the registration list with the Foreign
Claims Settlement Comission, and

b. To stop further Social Security pension payments to Czechoslovakia
through executive order or any other legal means, until and unless Czechoslovakia
pays 100% overdue pensions, plus 6% p.a. accumulated interest (Mer; , I -.da
m .. n) and Czechoslovakia also commit herself to continue

to pay pensions due to U.S. citizens until their deaths and widow pensions after-
wards.

7Rpectfully,

. 1aul Hirsch /
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pUs. Vith 02 auman
140 CADRINI nOULVARD. NEW YOK, N. Y. 10093 Sept. 2 1980

Honorable Abraham Ribicorf, Chairman
Senate Subcommittee on International Trade
Senate Finance Committee
c/o Mr.David Foster
2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington D.C. 20510

REs Senate Bill 2721
introduced by

Dear Senator Ribicoff, Senator Moynihan

When my father passed away 10 years agohe had already
waited for over 20 years to receive payment on his claim
again Czechoslovakia.

As one of his heirs I herewith implore you to support the
legislation to use the storeLGold to finally make payments
on these claims.

I had to leave Czechoslovakia in 1939 and finally arrived
in this country in 1941 after traveling over half the globe.
I have never received one penny of restitution from
Czech6slovakia and believe the settlement of this claim
would at least be a small partial payment of my financial
and moral claims.

I respectfully urge you to support this legislation.

Very truly yours,
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Leslie Logan, S.J.D.
2523 - 23rd Road North

Arlington, Virginia 22207

July 24, 1980

Hon. Russell B. Long
Chairman, Committee on Finance
United States Senate-
Washington, D. C. 20510

Re: S. 2721, To require that most-favored-nation trading status
be granted only to the products of countries which have not
expropriated U.S. citizens' property without compensation.

Dear Chairman Long:

The enclosed factsheet is a chronological summary of developments
over the last two decades relating to the confiscation of property of
U.S. citizens by the communist government of Czechoslovakia. Among the
data presented are:

1. Statements of members of the U.S. Congress condemning the
Department of State for lack of trustworthiness and fail-
ure to protect the U.S. victims of confiscation.

2. Recent documents showing that the Department of State after
five years still ignores the explicit mandate of Congress
to speedily negotiate an agreement providing full compensa-
tion.

Host of the claimants are very old. Many are in ill health and
living in poverty. They have waited thirty years for justice.

I hope that the additional information in the factsheet will be
useful to you and that you will vote in favor of S. 2721.

Respectfully yours,

Leslie Logan

Hand delivered
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Leslie Logan, S.J.D.
2523 North 23d Road
Arlin ton. VA 22207
Tel: (703) 525-4932

JUNE 20, 1980

FACTSHEET

U. S. CLAIMS FOR PROPERTY CONFISCATED
BY THE GOVERNMENT OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA

CLAIMS
ADJUDICATED

-I-

1. In or about 1962, the U. S. Foreign Claims
Settlement Comnission established that the property
of 2,630 U. S. citizens and nationals had been confis-
cated by the over nt of Czechoslovakia. It certi-
fied payments totaling $113,645,205.41, which included
principal of $72,614, 634.34 and interest from 1949 to
1958 of $41,030,571.07.

Leslie Logan (Claim No. CZ-2719) was awarded
$38,056.10; his brother Stanley J. Logan (Claim No.
CZ-4908) was awarded $38,866.40.

2. The Czechoslovak government refused to pay
any of these awards. Therefore, the U. S. Government
sold the equipment for a steel mill which Czechoslovakia
had purchased but export of which had been blocked.

In-1962, the proceeds of this sale (less admini-
strative expenses) were distributed among the certified
claimants. Of the $8.5 million, Leslie Logan received
$2,965.40; Stanley J. Logan received $3,008.37. These
payments left balances as follows:

Leslie Logan - $35,090.70; Stanley J. Logan - $35,853.03

A. of the date of this factsheet, no other pay-
ments have been made. A total of $105 million remains
due to the officially designated claimants.

3. In 1963, Leslie Logan claimed a casualty loss
deduction for the confiscated property on his Federal
income tax return for 1962. This claim, he contended,
was filed within the 3-year statutory period of limita-
tions because the loss was not legally established until
1961 by the U. S. Fozaign Claims Settlement Commission.

The Internal Revenue Service did not allow the deduc-
tion, claiming that the loss occurred at an earlier date.

4. On July 5, 1974, representatives of the U. S.
Department of State and the government of Czechoslovakia
initialed an agreement whereby Czechoslovakia would pay
only $20.5 mil Lion to the claimants over a period of 12
ears in settlement of the remaining U. S. claims of
105,104,437.00.

PARTIAL
PAYMENT -
STEEL MILL

IRS REFUSES
RECOGNITION
OF CASUALTY
LOSS
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This proposed settlement involved the imnmiate
release to Czechoslovakia of 18.4 metric tons of gold
and other assets which had been held 27 years to guaran-
tee Czechoslovakia's repayment of its debt to the claim-
ants.

Although the Department of State claimed that the
1974 PRO- proposed settlement guaranteed 42 cents on the dollar
POSAL -THE to the U. S. award-holders, the true facts are as fol-
NUMBERS GAME lows:

(a) If the $20,500,000 installment payment
were applied against the $105 million balance
owed on the outstanding awards, the award-holder
would receive only 19 cents on his 1947 dollar
in 1987.

(b) If the $20,500,000 installment payment
arrangement were applied against the $175
million owed in 1974 by Czechoslovakia on
the awards, with interest to date included,
the award-holder would receive only 11.5 cents
on the dollar in 1987.

(c) If the $20,500,000 installment payment
arrangement were applied against the $72,600,000
principal portion of the outstanding awards only,
the U. S. award-holder would receive only about
28 cents on his 1947 dollar in 1987.

(d) If the $20,500,000 installment payment
arrangement were applied against $64,100,000
only, that is, the $72 600,000 principal
amount of the awards, iess the $8,500,000 pay-
ment made in 1962, the U. S. award-holder would
receive 32 cents on his 1947 dollar in 1987.

5. At or about the time the U. S. Department of
SENTATE State released a copy of the proposed agreement with
COMMITTEE Czechoslovakia to the U. S. Senate Foreign Relations
SEEKS Committee, the Comnittee on Finance, U. S. Senate, was
ANSWERS considering the Trade Reform Act of 1974 (H.R. 10710).

This bil included provisions whereby most-favored nation
status under the U.S. tariff laws and eligibility for
favorable U. S. Government loans, grants and credits
would be obtained by Czechoslovakia and other Conmunist
nations.

Because the proposed claims settlement arrangement
WHY THE with Czechoslovakia was relevant to those considerations,
GIVEAWAY? the Committee on Finance, U. S. Senate, held hearings on

September 11 and 26 of 1974 on the said arrangement. Dur-
ing the-hearings, committee members sought to determine

-2-
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why the Department of State would be party to an agree-
ment so detrimental to the U. S. claimants when there
was security of 18.4 metric tons of gold and other as-
sets valued well above the $105,104,437.00 owed. The
Department of State could not give a satisfactory
explanation. Nor could the Department of State answer
the following question raised by Senator Russell B. Long,
Chairman, Comittee on Finance:

WHY NOT ASK
BRITAIN TO
WAIVE CLAIMS
TO GOLD?

The Chairman:

Mr. Armitaite:[Deputy Assist-
ant Secretary
for European
Affairs]

The Chairman:

The Chairman:

"All during the time [since the
war) you people came down here from
the State Department and asked us to
give away billions of dollars to the
rench and British governments. Do

you mean that during these negotiations
you could not have got those govern-
ments to waive whatever claims they had
to this gold to this Government in view
of the fact that they owe this to Ameri-
can claimants."

"I think it is our commitment to
return the gold. It is just - it is
not just the British and French."[Pg. 4.1

"All you have got to do about this
is say simply to the British and French:
we have claims arising out of the war to
settle with that Czech Government. So
far as we are concerned, we have got
enough claims to take up x percent of
that gold. Now, let us take a look at
what your claims are, because we can pro-
pose to take our share of this thing and
use that to pay claims. Now, if you have
claims, we suggest that you take your pro
rata share and use that to pay the claims
of your people. Let the French do the
same thing. My guess is, that will use
up 100 percent of that gold; we would not
be giving the Czechs any gold back. Af-
ter you get through dividing the gold up,
and give the British claimants their share,
and the French claimants their share, and
the American claimants their share, then
let us talk to them about how much they
still owe us before we give them most-
favored nation treatment. That is the way
I think the business should work. [Pg. 8.]

You know, our good friends,
the British and the French, find little

-3-



Mr. Ingersoll:
[Deputy Secre-
tary of State)

The Chairman:

thingsthat they want us to do for them
every now and then, a loan for this or a
loan for that or a grant for something.

"Haybe just in consideration for
forgetting all that money that they owed
and never paid after World War I, for ex-
ample, they might be willing to just vote
with us to turn loose that gold so we
could sell it to justify these claimants.

"Did you try that?"

"No."

"Frankly, I do not think you tried
much of anything to satisfy these
claims." [Pg. 37.1

****** ** **

[EXECUTIVE HEARINGS BEFORE COMMITTEE ON
FINANCE, U. S- SENATE, 93d CONG., 2d
SESS., SEPT. 11 AND 26, 1974.)

During these hearings, the Chairman of the Committee
WHERE IS asked a State Department representative where the gold
THE GOLD? was physically located.

Mr. Armitage:

SearBrd:~

Mr. Kwiatek:

Senator Fannin:

The Chairman:

Senator Byrd:

Mr. Kwiatek:
[Aset. Legal Ad-
visor For Inter-
national Claims]

"I do not know where it is."

"Somebody ought to know."

"Some of it is in Europe."

"How much of it is in Europe?"

"It is in a Swiss bank, is it not?"

"Where is it?"

"It is in Europe. Much of it is in
the Bank of London." [Pg. 8.1

.Later in the hearings, the following interchange took
place between Senator Long and Robert S. Ingersoll, Deputy
Secretary of State:

The Chairman: "1 .... Last time your people were
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The Chairman:

Mr. Ingersoll:

The Chairman:

Mr. Ingersoll:

The Chairman:

Mr. Ingersoll:

The Chairman:

Mr. Ingersoll:

The Chairman:
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up here before me, you told me that the
gold was in a Swiss bank. Now I under-
stand it is in an American bank. Which
statement is correct?"

"I beg your pardon, sir?"

"Or British bank."

"That is right. It was in a British
bank."

"What bank is it in now?"

"Part of it is in the United States,
and part of it is in Europe; yes, sir."

"And how much is in which?"

"I cannot tell you. I do not know
what proportion, but I know part of it is
here and part of it is in Europe."

"And the part that is in Europe is
in what bank?

"In a British bank, I understand."

'"four people asked -for this hearing.
and L WouL. have thought that you woula
have brought that Intormation. But I
would appreciate it it you would give us
a statement of where that gold is held
and how much is held here and how much
is held there, and as of what date." [Pg. 23
[Emphasis supplied.)

For the first time the Department of State had finally
admitted that at least part of the 18.4 metric tons of
told belonging to Czechoslovakia was physically located
n the United States. The Senate Committee pressed further
for the exact location and the exact amount of gold here in
the United States, to which the Deputy Secretary responded:

Mr. Ingersoll: "I cannot tell you. I do not know
what proportion, but I know part of it is
here and part of it is in Europe."

The Committee thereupon directed the Deputy Secretary
to file a written statement specifying where the gold was
held and how much. He responded in writing, stating in
substance that:

-5-
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(a) approximately one-half (8.8) of the 18.4
metric tons of gold belonging to Czecho-
slovakia is physically located in the
United States and held by the Federal Re-
serve Bank of New York.

(b) the remainder is physically located in
England and held by the Bank of England.

The Conference Report (dated December 19, 1974) to
accompany the bill for the Trade Act of 1974 states (pg.

PROPOSAL 49): "The conferees intend that there be a speedy rene-
REJECTED.E gotiation of a claims settlement by individuals other than
"SPEEDY R-those, who negotiated the unreasonable first tentative agree-
NEGOTIATION" meant. Note that 6 years later the Stato Department, in
BY OTHER a letter -to Leslie Logan stated it had not even
STATE DE- started renegotiation (see Item 9 following). Also note
PARTMENT that the individual "who negotiated the unreasonable first
REPRESEN- tentative agreement," Fabian Kwiatek, who was Assistant
TATIVES Legal Advisor for Internatiunal Claims, Department of State,
ORDERED is still serving in that capacity.

6. On January 3, 1975, the Trade Act of 1974 became
TRADE ACT Public Law 93-618. Section 408 of Title IV reads:
OF 1974
SPECIFIES "Sec. 408. PAYMENT BY CZECHOSLOVAKIA OF AMOUNTS OWED
CONGRESS UNITED STATES CITIZENS AND NATIO11ALS
MUST
APPROVE "(a) The arrangement initialed on July 5, 1974, with
RELEASE OF respect to the settlement of the claims of citizens
GOLD and nationals of the United States against the

Government of Czechoslovakia shall be renegotiated
and shall be submitted to the Congress as part of
any agreement entered into under this title with
Czechoslovakia.

"(b) The United States shall not release any gold belong-
ing to Czechoslovakia and controlled directly or in-
directly by the United States pursuant to the pro-
visions of the Paris Reparations Agreement of Janu-
ary 24, 1946, or otherwise, until such agreement
has been approved by Congress."

7. On November 5, 1975, Leslie and Stanley J. Logan
filed a class suit (Civil Action 75-1519, U. S. District
Court for the District of Columbia) to establish that
Czechoslovakia was the owner of the 18.4 metric tons of
gold and that the Secretary of the Treasury had the power
to dispose of it.

COURTS The District Court dismissed the case on the grounds
DETERMINE that it involved "only non-justiciable, political ques-
ISSUE UP TO tions." In December, 1976, the U. S. Court of Appeals
CONGRESS OR
PRESIDENT

-6-
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for the District of Columbia (No. 76-1139) affirmed the
lower court's decision, stating (ja1±blt 4 peges 3-4)3

by
to
is

'"e are satisfied that the question presented
appellants is clearly one that must be addressed
the political branch of the government, and that
where relief must be sought." (Emphasis supplied.]

TRIPARTITE
COMMISSION'S
FUNCTION
FULFILLED

This decision made it clear that the action rested
in the hands of the Congress or the President.

During the trial, the Department of State had
based its argument that the United States did not have
power to dispose of the gold on the claim that consent was neede
from the United Kingdom and France. "It is in the hands
of the Tripartite Commission [Tripartite Commission For
The Restitution Of Monetary Cold] " the Department of
State contended and suggested that it was therefore iiune.
This suggestion of immunity stems fret . two almost identi-
cal "notes," dated December 8, 1975 (Exhibits Aand B),
neither of which was apparently spontaneously submitted
by the British and French Embassies. Rather, the attached
letter (Exhibit C) shows that both "notes" were apparently
solicited and procured by .the Department of State from
unidentified persons at the two embassies in order to
support its contention of immunity.

It is noteworthy that the sole legal function of the
Tripartite Commission, allocation or tMe *XLd asi been
fulfilled and that neither the Commission nor the Governments
of the United Kingdom and France (because of their member-
ship on the Commission) presently have any jurisdiction
over the gold. The Commission completed its task when
it allocated "a proportional share of the gold . . . to
each country concerned which adheres to this arrangement
for the restitution of monetary gold and which can estab-
lish that a definite amount of monetary gold belonging to
it was looted by Germany or, at any time after March 12,
1938, was wrongfully removed into German territory."
(Agreement on Reparation from Germany, January 24, 1946,
Part III, Restitution Of Monetary Gold, Item C. This
agreement is appended as Exhibit D..)

In spite of the fact that in allocating the gold to
Czechoslovakia the commission had EUltlLled its dGures,
the Department oR State continues to maintain that the
Commission has control over whether or not the gold 1S
used by the U. S. Government to pay established U.S. claims
against Uzechoslovakia.

(Note that the Department
embassies to obtain statements
Judicial system. One must ask

of State went to the two
of immunity from the U.S.
why it has iot done as
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Senator Long and others have suggested: ". got those
[United Kingdom and French) governments to waive whatever
claim they had to this gold to this Government in view of
the fact that they owe this to American claimants
(Page 4 of aforementioned Executive Hearings).)

8. On July 14, 1978. Leslie Logan wrote to the
FREEDOIJ OF Secretary of State requesting, under the Freedom of In-
INFORMATION formation Act:
REQUEST (a) "The total amount of gold bullion, coins,

and other assets determined as belonging
(directly or indirectly) to Czechoslovakia
under Part III of the Paris Reparations
Agreement of 1946.

(b) "The amount of this gold bullion, coins,
and other assets returned to the govern-
ment of Czechoslovakia since 1946.

(c) "The total present amount of such gold bil-
lion, coins, and other assets now in the
United States and where specific amounts
are being held and in whose custody (authority,
person, bank, or other entity).

(d) "The total present amount of such gold bul-
lion, coins and other assets now in Great
Britain and France and where specific amounts
are being held and in whose custody (authority,
person, bank, or other entity).

(e) "Details of efforts undertaken by your Depart-
ment in renegotiating compensation for claims
of U. S. citizens, nationals and business
corporations against Czechoslovakia since
passage of the Trade Act of 1974. 1 would
also like to be informed of the present status
of such negotiations and of the Department re-
presentatives involved in such negotiations
since 1974."

Four months later (see November 27, 1978 letter from
FOUR-MNTH Officer In Charge Of Czechoslovak Affairs (Exhibit E)), he
DELAY IN received the fo lowing response.
ANSWER

"The information you requested concerning the
amount and disposition of the gold is considered
classified information of an international organi-
zation under Section 4(C) of Executive Order 11652.

STILL ONLY "The Department has been studying the substance
'STUDYING" and timing of a new proposal to be presented to
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the Czechoslovak Government to obtain Just compensa-
tion for U. S. claimants. We hope to be able to enter
into negotiations before long."

The State Department's claim that the requested in-
formation is "classified" is ridiculous in view of the
fact that the first four items were discussed at length
during the Executive Hearings before the Comnittee on
Finance, U. S. Senate, 93d Congress, 2d Session, Septem-
ber 11 and 26, 1974, and printed by the U. S. Government
Printing Office that same year in the document (42-082) entitled
"Czechoslovakia Claims Settlement."

9. On November 18, 1979, Leslie Logan wrote once
more to the Secretary of State (Exhibit F) requesting,
under the Freedom of Information Act, the following:

(a) '"etails of the new proposal presented
to the Czechoslovak Government and of
any counter proposals.

(b) 'Trogress of such negotiations.

(c) "Present status."

The response (Exhibit G) from Robert D. Johnson,
Officer In Charge Of Czechoslovak Affairs, was dated
February 5, 1980 (almost 3 months after the original re-
quest). Attached thereto were a "Background Information
on the U.S. Proposal for a Claims/Gold Agreement with
Czechoslovakia" and a "Proposal for the Resolution of
Outstanding Economic Issues with Czechoslovakia." The
proposal was prepared, according to r. Johnson's letter,
for presentation to Congress, but was not presented be-
cause of the Czechoslovak Government's trial of six human
rights activists and the severe sentences to five of
them. '"e considered it inappropriate to proceed . . .
on a settlement which would necessarily," the letter states,
"result in the return of a considerable amount of Czer'ho-
slovak gold."

The truth is the factsheet was not "prepared iu con-
nection with that effort (consulting with Congress)" but
some time later as evidenced by the fact that it mentions
the October trial of the six Czechoslovak dissidents and
is. in fact, dated November, 1979.

In its latest proposal, the Department of State is
once more playing a numbers game (see Item 4). The pro-
posal states:

"In settlement of certified claims of $72.6 million
and an estimated $3 million of additional claims, Czecho-

THE 1979
DRAFT
PROPOSAL

ONCE MORE,
THE NUMBERS
GAME
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_ slovakia would pay a total of $50.5 million including
the $8.5 million obtained from' the sale of seized Czecho-
slovak property. The settlement would be made by a
down-payment of $20 million on the date the agreement
entered into force and five subsequent annual payments of
$4.4 million each. This would amount to a 67 percent
settlement of the claims."

The Department of State again proposed that "The
U. S. Government would, on the date the agreement enter-
ed into force, agree to the delivery to the Czechoslovak
Government of the 18.4 metric tons of gold ..

Even the most naive person must question the value
of an installment agreement with a communist country where
one regime does not abide by agreements of a previous one.
As Senator Gravel stated in the aforementioned Executive
Hearings (pages 13 and 14): "A new government could come
in tomorrow and write a new constitution and say philo-
sophically that they do not agree with anything che past
government has done." Why turn the gold (our only leverage)
over to Czechoslovakia at the effective date of the agree-
ment? Why not wait until the end of the 6-year install-
ment payment period?

Again, as it did in 1974, the Department of State,
claimed, citing percentages, that the proposed settlement"compared favorably with our settlements with other East-
ern European countries and China." (How the Departmnt
arrived at its figures is not explained, but one would
hope they were not so deviously arrived at as were those
presented in the Czechoslovak proposals. Also note:
These settlements were made immediately; claimants did not
have to wait almost two decades for non-interest-bearing
installment payments to begin.)

The Report of the Committee on Finance, U. S. Senate,
on H.R. 10710, Trade Reform Act of 1974, addresses these
figures (page 217):

"That representation is simply not true. Far
better settlements were made with Yugoslavia
and Bulgaria, the former, for example, having
paid 100 cents on the dollar of the amount it
owed U.S. citizens for the expropriation of their
properties after World War II. Similarly, far
more advantageous settlements were made of our
citizens' war damage claims against Germany and
Italy ..

In the 1979 backgrounder,referring to the
91% settlements with Bulgaria and Yugoslavia,
ment states: "Bulgarian assets vested in the

claimed 63%
the Depart-
United
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States were substantial, and the Bulgarian cash payment
was only $4 million. Yugoslavaia also had substantial
assets in the United States

Does not the 8.8 metric tons of gold In the Federal
Reserve Bank of Now York represent substantial assets?
Furthermore, as pointed out by Senator Paul J. Fannin
during the Executive ear'ins Before The Committee On
Finance, U. S. Senate, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. (pgs. 9, 10),
comparing the settlement proposal with the settlements
made by some of those countries is not valid:

STATE
DEPARTMENT
COMPARISON
TO COUNTRIES
WITHOUT
LEVERAGE
MISLEADING

Senator Fannin: "As I understand it now . . . we
did not have any securities or any asset
that we could protect ourselves with as
far as Poland and Romania are concerned.
So a comparison of the settlement of
Poland and Romania is not in order
[for] Czechoslovakia, where we can
protect ourselves."

The 1979 Department of State backgrounder states:

NUMBERS "--It [the now proposed agreement] would represent
GAME AGAIN a substantial improvement over the aborted 1974 agree-

ment. That agreement provided for a total settlement of
$29.5 million (41 percent) paid out over 12 years."

In 1974, the Department of State juggled figures
(adding the 8.5 million distributed to U. S. claimants
after sale of the steel mill, discussed in Item 2, to
come up with the $29.5 million settlement figure, and
subtracting interest from the amounts certified as due
U. S. claimants by the U. S. Foreign Claims Settlement
Comission, discussed in Item 1, to come up with 42% re-
payment).

CZECHOSLO-
VAKIA'S IN-
CREASING
HOSTILITY
EXCLUDES
ANY NEW
NEGOTIATIONS

The 1979 proposal is arrived at in essentially the
same way. No consideration is given to paying claimants
interest their 1947 dollars had lost from 1949 to 1979 -
only the-principal amount is considered. The touted 67%
repayment is based on a payment of $42 million by Czecho-
slovakia in settlement of $72.6 million in claims - not
counting interest, not counting the additional $3 million
In claim expected, not counting the trmndous devalua-
tion of the dollar that has occurred since 1949. A true
accounting would result In a much, much smaller percentage
of repayment.

10. In the conference report accompanying the bill
for the Trade Act of 1974, Congress asked for a "speedy
renegotiation" of the proposed agreement with Czechoslovakia
(see Item 5). The communist government of Czechoslovakia
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has made it clear that it doej not intend to enter into
new negotiations. On August 6. 1975. the New York Times
reported from Prague that the Czechoslovak government
took the position that:

". . until they get the told, the credits
and trade benefits [from the United States] there
is not the slightest chance of improving trade or
diplomatic relations and there can be no new ne-
gotiation."

Clearly, Czechoslovakia is not willing to start new
negotiations until it has in its hands the gold and most-
favored nation benefits, especially low interest loans
from the U. S. Export/Import Bank and other financial/
economic benefits.

On June 16, 1977, the Washington Post reported (pg.
A 18) that the CzechoslovakM Ist Farty weekly.
Tribuna, said that President Carter's national security
aMvrsor, Zbigniew Brzezinski, helped prepare the 1968"counterrevolution."

"CZECHS ATTACK BRZEZINSKI

"PRAGUE - The Czechoslovak Comunist Party
weekly Tribuna said that President Carter's
national security advisor Zbilniew Brzezinski
helped prepare the 1968 'counterrevolution' as
the paper described the liberal movement led
by Alexander Dubcek.

"In an article on East European studies at
U. S. universities, Tribuna said they are
'tools of the American government.' Brzezinski
was at Columbia University at the time and the
article said his institute 'hpd the task of pre-
paring the counterrevolution, adding that he
visited Prague in June 1968 'to give the leaders

. . .last-minute instructions'.

Despite this clear evidence of hostility, the Depart-
ment of State took no effective steps to bring about pay-
ment of the 18-year-old claims. In fact, in November,
1978 (see Item 8) it was just getting around to "study-
ing the substance and timing of a new proposal."

After introduction of H.R. 7338 on May 13, 1980,
"(tio provide for the payment, out of the proceeds of
gold belonging to the Government of Czechoslovakia, of
certified awards of nationals of the United States against
tho Government of Czechoslovakia and to provide for the
release of such proceeds to Czechoslovakia after all such

-12-
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P. (e 90 198. towe 10)
awards are paid." the New York Daily Newseorted g atthe Communist Party news-papr CaLLed the 1-l "legalized
the f t" :

"PRAGUE SEEKS TO CZECH U. S. WAR-GOLD BILL

"PRAGUE (AP) - Czechoslovakia has angrily attack-
ed a bill before the United States Congress that
would force settlement of a decades-old fued over
18.4 tons of Czech gold that has been in the con-
trol of the Allies since World War II.

"American, British and French diplomats have been
called in to hear Czech complaints about a bill
introduced by Rep. Lester Wolff (D-N.Y.) urging
the sale of .the gold to create a fund to settle
Czechoslovakia's debts. The Comunuist Party news-
paper Rude Pravo calles it 'legalized theft.'

"The gold, taken from Czechoslovakia by German
forces, came under U. S., British and French con-
trol at the end of the war. About nine tons are
in the U. S. and the rest is in Britain. Most of
it is in bullion, but part of it is in old coins
which may be far more valuable than bullion."

11. The Department of State, 18 years after the
STATE DEPT. claims were adjudicated, is still failing in its duty as
STILL NOT reminded 5 years ago by Senator Harry F. Byrd, Jr., dur-
PROTECTING ing the Executive Hearings Before The Committee On Fin-
U. S. ance, U. S. Senate, 93d Cong., 2d Sees., "Czechoslovakia
INTERESTS Claims Settlement," page 10:

The State Department has its primary
obligation to our fellow citizens where their
property is confiscated."

It is long overdue that the U. S. Congress and the
~CLAIMANTS President oftWeUnited States take the necessary steps

DESERVE to see that the U. S. claimants are immediately paid 1007
IMMIEDIATE of their certified awards, interest from 1949, and an
PAYMENT additional amount because of the tremendous devaluation of

the U. S. dollar since 1947.
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Per Curiam: This appeal is from an order of the
district court granting appellee's ("the Government's")
motion to dismiss the action on the ground that it "con-
stitutes an unconsented suit aganst the United States
and, further, presents only non-justiclable, political ques-
tions."

Appellants brought their class action on behalf of 2,628
United States citizens (and five corporations) whose
property in Czechoslovakia had been nationalized with-
out compensation by the Czechoslovaldan government, fol-
lowing World War II. In 1949, pursuant to Title IV of
the International Claims Settlement Act of 1949, as
amended (22 U.S.C. § 1642 et eeq.), the Foreign Claims
Settlement Commission of the United States issued to
appellants and members of their class certified awards
of specified monetary sums, entitling them to compensa-
tion from Czechoslovalda for property natonalized by
that government. The 2,630 awards granted totaled
$113,645,205. The amount distributed to claimants was
$8,540,768.2

In their complaint, appellants sought a declaratory
judgment establishing their entitlement to certain assets
b% which Czechoslovakia has an interest. Specifically,
they asked the district court to declare that certain
monetary gold held and controlled in the Federal Re-
serve Bank in New York and the Bank of England in
London by the three governments comprising the Tri-
partite Commission for the Restitution of Monetary
Gold (the United States, United Kingdom, and France)
Is the property of the Government of coslovakia.'

aAppellant slie LAn was granted an award of
80,056.10, while Stanley Logan was granted an award of

P38,866.40. To date, Czechoslovakia has paid $2,965.40 and
$8,008.87 on the respective awards.

9The Tripartite Commission was organized in 1946, In
order to implement Part III of the Paris Reparation Agree.
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With rmpect to the portion of the gold physically held in
the United States, appellants further sought a declara-
tion that the proceeds of that gold should be used to
satify the unpaid portions of the awards granted under
the C oalovakian Claims Program. Appellants sought
the same relief with respect to certain other assets in
the United States, in which Czechoslovakia or Czechoslo-
vakian nationals have an interest, and which, since the
early 1950's, have been frozen or blocked pursuant to
the Trading with the Enemy Act, as amended, 60 U.S.C.
App. 1 1 st seq. Appellants also sought to have Czechoslo-
vakia's share of the.gold in England transferred to the
United States and -made available to satisfy, the unpaid
portions of their awards.

The Government has asked for expedition of the ap-
peal, reciting diplomatic reasons. Since we find the is-
sues to be capable of prompt resolution, and not to be
such as to require oral argument, we grant the Govern-
ment's motion, invoke our Rule 11(e) providing for dis-
position without argument, in appropriate cases, and
provide for summary affirmance.

We shall not tarry with the question of whether to
some extent there might be jurisdiction to maintain such
a suit, or at least some part of it, or whether the recent
passage of S. 800, and its emergence into law as P.L.
would warrant a remand for further inquiry into juris-
diction.

We are satisfied that the question presented by ap-
.pellants is clearly one that must be addressed to the

mert entered into by the Western Miles following World War
11. Part III established a plan for the pro rat& distribution
of monetary gold removed by the Germans from the par-
ticipating countries during the war. Pursuant to this plan,
the Tripartite Commission allocated to Czechoslovakia more
than 28 metric tons of gold; less than 10 metric tons of gold
have actually been delivered to that country.
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political branch of the government, and that is where I
relief must be sought. Questions In which foreign gov-
ernments are interested are typically non-justiciable in
domestic 'courts of the United States unless first agree-
ments have been reached or statutes passed, and second,
these are of such a nature as to confer rights on private
persons that are contemplated for judicial enforcement.3

Plaintiff-appellants complain that unless the courts
grant relief they are without remedy. Perhaps we can
do no better than refer to some observations in Nielsen
v. Secretary of Treasury, 137 U.S.App.D.C. 345, 424 F.2d
883 (1970). There we rejected a much stronger claim
for relief, that pressed by Cuban refugees complaining
that blocking regulations had the effect of depriving them
of assets in the United States in which they had bene-
ficial (derivative) rights. The court recognized that
men live in a shorter run than governments, and inter-
national arrangements are often agonizingly protracted.
Yet they are part of the path of the law, and often its
best hope."

Affirmed.

Z. & F. Assets Realization Corp. v. Hull, 72 U.S.App.D.C.
284, 114 F.2d 464, 472 (1940), aff'd $11 U.S. 470 (1941);
Aris Gloves, -Inc. v. United States, 420 F.2d 1886, 1394-95
iCt. Cl. 1970).

*We said, inter aoia (424 F.2d at 84245):
An important, If not the dominant, star for guiding us-
lonal actions and reactions Is the desire to build future

: s of settlement and good will between nations to re-
p see present areas of tension....

i . (The) prospect or at least possibility of interns.
o ld settlement and agreement cannot be dismissed by

the -ourts as a nullity, or declared an inadmissible or un-
ava lable aspect of America's foreign policy program.

We also are aware that men live In a shorter run
thai the government, and that what may be considered
oni) a temporary freeze by a government may be a perma-
nent denial to the Individual whole life comes to, an
end while the government ponders its course.

While international affairs may move n! a p c' of
bewildering rapidity, often negotiation im covltiCe( with
persistence and patience at snail's 1i)Cc. Ncgolintion nuy
bedeferred while relationships uare left to sin.i.r vith-
out stirring, in order to strengthen any x. ibll, threal,,
of International accord or reconciliution.
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Her Britannic Majesty's Embassy present their compliments
to'the State Department and have the honour to refer to the case
of Logan and Logan v.Secretary of State, Secretary of Treasury,
et al., US DO. DC. Civil No 75-1519, and to draw the attention
of the State Department to the fact that the gold involved in
the action is held by the Governments of the United Kingdom,
France and the USA in pursuance of their sovereign governmental
functions and in implementation of an international obligation,
in accounts in the Federal Reserve Bank of New York and the
Bank of England, London, for the purposes of carrying out
Part III of the Paris Reparation Agreement of 14 January 1946,
and is controlled by the three Governments.

Accordingly Her Britannic Majesty's Embassy request the
State Department to initiate such steps as may be necessary to
ensure that the gold shall be granted immunity from the
jurisdiction of the US Courts.

The Ekbassy avail themselves of this opportunity to renew
to the State Department the assurance of their highest
consideration.

NA

BRITISH WdBASSY
WASHINGTON DC

8 December 1975
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The uessy of France presents its coiplimmts to the DelWtMen of

State A has the honor to Call Its AttentLon to the lsuit brmu~it by

IoPan end loan against tho SecretarY of States the Secretary of the

Treasurys, Jointly rsted particle the reference of the lawsuit is

V8 cvlN,7 gold Involved to this lavoult Is held In

tczowts In iS1u ork Fiederal Pervs e aW and the Bank of kgland by the

Government of France, the Goverment of the ULtod 94ngm nd the Govern.

nt of the UnWited States. These three Govenz ents have control and eeroi"e

soverelimn rithta over the pld in execution of an Intartionl obliptimo

POvin Out of te 00mI0nMts of Part ZU of the la4o Agreeast on leparatifon

of Jamary 14, 1946.

Ohe obasp of lrowe would apreclate It If the Depauamr t of State

would tame such stops so it dams weessaxy to ensure tbs Imumity of thi

gold before the .meican orts.

2be mosey of France Aails it self of this occaLon to renew to the

Deparnt of State the assurances of its high considezation.

fzaitw~edJ

Iftussy stamp

teparmant of states

P l cobiaton .C.
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Wash|q n. D.C. IOn

December 11, 1975

Honorable Edward H. Levi
Attorney General
Department of Justice DECO 119?5
Washington, D.C. 20530

Re: Leslie Logan and Dr. Stanley J. =V=
v. Secretary of State, Secretary of
Treasury, et al., U.S. D.C. D.C. Civil
No. 75-1519

Dear Mr. Levi:

Reference is made to the letter of September 30, 1975,
from your Department, enclosing a copy of the complaint in
the above captioned action.

The Department of State has brought this complaint, as
amended, to the attention of the Governments of the United
Kingdom and France since those Governments share responsi-
bility with the U.S. Government for carrying out Part III of
the Paris Reparation Agreement of January 14, 1946, relating
to the "Restitution of monetary gold*.

The Department of State has been informed by the
Enbassies of the United Kingdom and Prance, on behalf of
their Governments: that the gold involved in the action is
held by the Governments of the United Kingdom, France and
the United States in pursuance of their sovereign govern-
mental functions and in implementation of an international
obligation, in accounts in the Federal Reserve bank of New
York and the Bank of England, London, for the purpose of
carrying out Part III of the Paris Reparation Agreement of
January 24, 1946, and is controlled by the three Govern-
ments; and that the Government of the United Kingdom and the
Government of France request that the gold be granted
immunity from the jurisdiction of the U.S. courts.
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The Department of State recognizes and allows the
iumnunity of the gold from the jurisdiction of the U.S.
courts for the purpose of attachment, suit or any
other legal process in the action.

The Department would be grateful to you if you
would cause an appropriate suggestion of immunity to
be filed with the U.S. District Court for the District
of Columbia.

Sincerely yours,

Stephen N. Schvebel
Deputy Legal Adviser

Enclosures

1) Note from the British Embassy,
December 8, 1975

2) Note from the French Zmbassy,
December 8, 1975 (with

translation)
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a1 ftivj XUxwMAZPuA-uM~U mSWA"TO-JAX 14.-" 8157£t b )

Agruuwnl &*.frees IA UWSut oft ~Ampj..ad cIA. '"t~druspedig xA# LU dribulio a o.se.n G&66 zi.u a4U=q.am

1.4..aii red py ffn, OWd a wt dSkk d Ah-wco onaq14, 1946; ke.rd i~o f"r Jeawyr S4,

ACCORD
CONCERNANT

LES RIPARATIONS A
RECEVOlE

DE L'ALLEMACNE,
LDvnITOTIOv D'U53 AGCX MU-

ALUiS DES RiAPLuATIOS 8r L&
a NtUim D9 L'o MoNtYAmu.

LE GOUVERNEMENTS DR
L'ALBANIE, DES "TATS-UNIS
D'A.MtRIQUE, DE LAUSTRA.
LIE, DE LA BEL.IQUE, DU
CAN ADA DU DA"EMARK,
DE L'EGYPTE, DR LA
FRANCE, DU ROYAUME-UNI
DE ORANDE-BRETAONE ET
D'IRLANDE DU NORD, DR
LA GRECE, DE LINDE, DU
LUXEMBOURO, DE LA NOR-
V9OR, DR LA NOUVELLE
MANDE, DES PATS- A, DR

LA TCHtCOSWVAQUIE, DE
L'UNION DE LAFRIQUE DU
BUD ET DE LA YOUGOSIA-
VIE, n use do rdpartr equitable.
meet entire tuZ Is total do bios
qui, .oonfomnmt aux dkpod-
tione du present Aoord st aux
dispositions oonvmnues a Potsda,
I& 1w soot 1945, entire Is ouvw
nomenta des ttat.-Uns d'Am"-
quo, du Royaume-Uni do Grande.
Bretagre ot d'Irande du Nord, et
do l'Union do R~publquee So-

AGREEMENT
ON

REPARATION FROM
GERMANY,

ON T23 15TANLISEINWT or An

WrINU.AUD W Af&MIM Am.
cy ASD ON Tm R3EITrUIOU Of

MOWr3TAR 0M

THE GOVERNMENT OF
ALBANIA, THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA, AUS
TRALL&, BELOIUM, CANADA,
DENIMARK EOYPTFRANCZ,
TEE UNITED KINGDOM OF
GREAT BRITAIN AND
NORTHERN IRELAND,
GREECE, INDIA, LUXEM.
BOURG, NORWAY, NEW-ZFA-
LAND, THE NETLEPr ANDS,
CZECHOSLOVAKIA, THE
UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA
AND YUOOSUAVIA, In order to
obtain an equitable dietnbution
amng themwdv of the total
meao which, in acordance with
the proiislons of thi Ag=remmnt
and the Pro ageed upon at
Fotedarn on 1. August 1945 be.
wee the Ooveramenta of the
United States of Ameica, the
United Kingdom of Oreat Britain
ad Northern Irand sad the

Union of Soviet Socialist Repub.
Ikes, we or may be declared to be
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88 - - - DTKUNATIONAL AOaEZMM-T OTHER THAN MITRTIES ($1 SprA.

l'Agence jouissent 6,"Iment des
pridilfges ot immunitds qui leur
seont ndoessaires pour OZerc en
touts indpendance lours fonctions
a rapport vec l'AgeLnc.

PAITIE ULRew no," R mo .50&

Aavzczz UXIQUL
unp"uL A. Tout Por mondtaire twuvd

en Allemagne par les forces ar-
Wads Al6e et oelui via au pars.

graphe 0 ci-damus (y compris lea
monnas dor, & exceptions de
elle qui ont une valeur numi.-

* matique ou historique, qui sercnt
restitudes immditomnt si lles
sont identifiables) am rdual o,
Une masse commune pour tre
r4pari & titre do restitutions,
mitre lea pays admis & bdnodcier
do cotte mame sit prorsts des
quantity d'orqu'ils t respective.
mont perdues du fait do spoliations
par 'Allemagne ou do trsnferta
illgitime an Allemagne.

B. Sans prdjudios des demands
viant l'or non restitud, prdant4s
au titre des rdparstions, Is quan-
tit4 d'or mouataire renvant &
dbacun de pays adm. & bindicier
do cotte mume m aOeptk par e
dermer en riglement compht et
ddfinitif do toute rdanoe eur
rAllemapne au titre do restitu.
lions d'or mondtairo.

C. Une part proportioundle do
Por ears attribude & chacun des
pays intdresads qui accepted I*
pusent arrangement concernant Is
restitution do Por mondtaire et qui
pout dtablir qu'une quantity dlter-
mind. d'or mcettalre uin appar-
tnant a fait l'Qbjet do spoliation
par l'Allemagno ou, k w date
quelconque sprk 1e 12 mars 1938,
do tranfert i1dgitime on tueritoire
aemand.

the AV shall enjoy rsuh priv.
ileges mad immunities as ane no.-
sary for the independent ezerice
of their functions in connection,
with the Agency.

PART rUM

iesntntim of montary gokLd

Saco= Aamcs.
A. All the monetary gold found

in Germany by the Allied Forces
and that referred to in pangpph
0 below (Weluding gold coins,
except those of numisatic or
historical value, which shall be
restored directly if identifiable)
shall be pooled for distibution s
restitution among the countries
participating in the pool in propor-
tion to their respective. loom of
gold through looting or by wroW-
ful removal to Germsny.

B. Without prejudice to cdl.ms
by way of reparation for un-
restored gold, the portion of mon.-
tary fold thus accruing to each
country participating in the pool
shall be accepted by that county
in full satiafhltion of all dAijVu
against Germany for restitution
of monetary gold.

C. A proportional shar of the
gold shall be allocated to och
country concerned which adhere
to this arrangement for the nelti-
tution of monetary gold and which
can establish that a denits amount
of monetary gold belonging to it
wa looked by Oermany or, at any
time after March 12th, 1938. was
wrongfully removed into Oerman
territory.
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WI SrAT.J MMI, "ZY4 Af UMWAB IOAN-JA. 4, 100

" D. La question de Is prticips-
tion dventuelie do pays non repr6-
sentis & Ia Confdrence (autres quo
l'Allemagne, mais y compris IAu-
triche et lItalie) & Is ripartition
susmentionnde oat rdserve St
I'dquivaleat do ce qul constituerait
Is totaltd des quotas-parts do am
Ztsh, s'ib voaient & re admis L
eotte ripartition, m mID m
reserve pour qu'il - mit disposE
vltriourommt melon e qui sor
dicidd par Is Gouvernament
allies intdreosds.

E. Los divers pays admits b
bindficier do cotts mama fourni-
ront aux ouvernemente desEtats-
Unis d'Amdrique, do Is France at
du Royaume-Uni, an tant quo
Puissances oocupantes intireodos,
des reseignemots ddtaillis St
vri.6ablos sur lee pertes d'or quids
ont subies du fait quo l'Allemagno
lee a spolids de et or ou quo cot or
a dtd transportd our son territoire,

F. Los Gouvernements des
Etat-Unis d'Amdrique, do Is
France at du Royaume-Uni pron-
dront toutes mosures utiles dam
las zones qu'ils occupant respec-
tivement ean Allemague pour l'ox-
oution d'une rdpaitition conforms
a&= dispositions qui pr4cident.

0. Tout or mondtairo qui pourm
fre r6cup&4 d'un pays tiers dens
lequel il a 6t4 transfird par
l'Alemsne rs rinarti confor-
miment au prdsent arrangement
concernmnt Is restitution do lor
mondtaire.

PAXR=E Iv.

Entr& em viguour et sgnatwe.

D. The question of the eventual
paricipation of countries not rep.
resented at the Conferouce (other
than Germany but including Au.-
tri and Italy) in the above
mentioned distribution shall be
reserved, and the equivalent of
the total shares which thoes coun-
tries would receive, if they were
eventually admitted to partici-
pate, shall bet W side to be dis-
posed of at a later date in such
manner a may be decided by the
Allied movements conned.

R. The various countries pr-
ticipating in the pool shall supply
to the Governments of the United
states of America, France and the
United Kingdom, an the occupying
Powers concerned, detailed and
verifiable data regarding the gold
looses suffered through looting by,
or removal to, Germany.

F. The Governments of the
United States of America, France
and the United Kingdom shall
take appropriate steps within the
Zones of Germany occupied by
them respectively to implement
distribution in acordance with
the foregoing provisions.

0. Any monetary gold which
m'-y be recovered from a third
country, to which it was tmn.-
forred from Gumay shall be dis-
tributed in acmdance with this
arrangement for the restitution of
monetary gold.

P AT IV.

Entry into fore and sipatmv.

Asmacx P33mca.

D"r onI 9uu.

Amc3 1.

£hfry iaro for..
Le present Accord pourra Wtre This Agreement shall be open

uigni par tout Gouvernement for signature on behalf of any

818t

Des ,~ibumM
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- THE DEPARTMENT OF;fSTATE
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stntewcnt by the
Policy . •

Piesident on II. S. Foreign
:e 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0

One Hundred Years of Liberia's Independence
jy Ab.A.%7tC 3TIARW .TOR .

German Documents: Conferences Wit~i
% Japaneso Representatives ...

Trilortite Commission for
Monefory Gold . •

the Restitution of
0 a 0 6 6 0 pre US
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Tripartite Commission for the
Restitution of Monetary Gold

1. In onler to inpleneit, Pao III of the
Agrewneet on 11.1mi-tion. signed in Paris on
January 141h, 1040,' time Guvnmnwit of the
United States of Americn, His Maje4y's Cov.
enliKnt of the United Kinlgdom amd Nollhem
Ireland, ai (lite Oureniment of Fiance have
e.Ibli'hed, on &-ptum"er rth, ING, a Coon.
mission known as the Tripartite Comnnimion
for the Restitution of Monetary God.

. Each of the three Governments will ap-
point as from September n7th, 2108, a Com. -
missioner as its representative on the Corn-
mission.

& The Tripartite Commission for the Resti-
tution of Monetary Gold shall normally sit in
Bousels, but shall be independent of the Inter-
Allied Reparstioii Agency already located
there. The Cominiptiun Is nevertheless em-
powered to cooniunicate, on behalf of the three
Governments concerned, with the Allied Coy-
ernments, Members of the Inteir-Alliod Reparm.
tiou Agency, through the Delegates sceredited
to the Agency by those Goernments, with the
Secretariat of the Agency, and, when neces.
mcr, with other Govenuments, on questions
arising out of Part III of the Paris Agree.
mlt on Reparation.

4. The official lantiages of the Tripartite-
Commission for time fl-titution of Monetary
Gold shall be English lind French.

S. The fuictioum of the Triarartrt Conmnis.
for the Retitution of Moneta-Sqj4

shall be:
(a) To requr.t the submission of aimd to re.

nive from lroverments claiming the right to
pIrticipate in the division of nxiceiury gold
found in Oen.aity or iihch sway be ivLvrrrtl
frem a third country to which it was Iruc6s.
(med fromn Gernmany, elalims for rescituliolc of
gold looted by or wrongfully removed to Ger-
many, sniporled by drinihid and veritmble data
regarding suc'h lupmes.

(b) To svi tcinize Vnimet regiv-l A11d to de-
terliiile lie ilam•e of each claimant Gu ,iet-c'rlcliei
in the ,xwl of ninmettiry gold to be .liitribited
by w.y of remaition in accordance with P'art
IlI of the Paris Agreniint on Repcmicais amid
aity other lei-ticent agrecnemict

(e) li h lme oure to anitott.lcet the t,,tal valiw
of the poti of injOletary gold which %ill bei3oce
available for distribution b) way of rt.litofion.

(d) When all clainms fur ri-4itutioii have Ien
received and adjudicated upon, to ansouie the
share in the pool of nionetary gold available for
restitution to each country entitled to partiripabe
In the pool.

(e) In icich other ways u Ahall be decided by
the three Govvn-ments establLshiiig the Cominis-
sion, to a%-i!4 in tlie diAribution of the ioul i-f
mnoetiry gold available for rttitlution

(1) To per(oriu such administrutivt acs as
niny be iecesbary to carry out the func'iions re-
ferred to in sub-paragrmphs (a) through (e)
above, including, without limiting the generality
of lhe fo-c-going, the opening and maintaining of
bank accounts, and the making of contracts for
the performance of eeuary saervicAs. Es.
pens of the Commission Inident to the carry.
WC out of its functions shall be a first charge
against the fund of monetary gold to be
distributed.
4 Decisions of th Conmnission shall Ie by

unanimous agrecinent of its noembeis.
7. An official publication of die syove text is

being made in the L,,,,,I u:,etf¢, the Sta:.
Departmert ftwlt., and in the Jetfr,.e? Oft4j-
de le Rpubqigue FrepCqixe.

epltns brC7iA, 10.6
' 1" te l the .owsmem. am lin.es. x 01 Jan.

1.6K p 114.
°llnlmee lu nl IL orr. ted Slait de eate

to the Ineii.r-AIIdml feratn Amey rene t ohe
uaied slates o this L Il lqp. IlDr mil mor.
m o tis h oe ,,,irlatlve of t I'tlled ximplo. aced

11l. Jaiqu u 11"m 1 wie-plem Tra',-

so
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Washqinls.C 1130

November 27, 1978

Mr. Leslie Logan
2523 North 23rd Road
Arlington
Virginia 22207

Dear Mr. Logan:

I have been asked to reply to your letter of July 14
to the Secretary requesting certain information concerning
the amount and disposition of gold awarded to Czecho-
slovakia by the Tripartite Couission for the Restitution
of Monetary Gold and the details of efforts undertaken by
the Department to renegotiate compensation to U.S. claimants
for the nationalization or other taking of their properties
by the Czechoslovak Government.

The information you requested concerning the amount
and disposition of the gold is considered classified
information of an international organization under Section
4(C) of Executive Order 11652.

The Department has been studying the substance and
timing of a new proposal to be presented to the Czechoslovak
Government to obtain Just compensation for U.S. claimants.
We hope to be able to enter into negotiations before long.

Sincerely,

James H. Glenn
Officer in Charge of
Czechoslovak Affairs

69-"1 0 - 81 - 11
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* ~ExhufF"

LWe Lop,, .J..
252)- 2Wrd R*W Nort- Vom 2b2W

lovmber 18. 1979

The nomareble Cyrus Vnoe
8eoretaz7 Of State
2201 C Streets N.W.
washingtm, DC. 20520
Deer r. See s

I i sme those who were.nerwd ards by the U.S. Foreign
Claims Settlment ComnideLom for property confiscated by
Cseocholovskie. W claim nmbe Is C&.2,719.

Vader the Prisionm o Public law 93-618 (T" Act of 197,),
your Aepertment we requested to negotiate a new settlement
ageement with CseohoaloaIkda for payment of Us.* olaimmntse

In your letter to m an November 27#- 1978, you stated thefollngs

'The Department has bee studying the substance and taing
at a new proposal to be presented to the Cseohoelovak

-Government to obtain Just compensation for U.S. lelmants.
We hope to be able to enter Into negotiations before ling.'

Under the provisions of the Freedom at Informtion Act# 5. 5.8.0.
552# an requesting the followngI nformtin

1. Details of the new Proposal Presented to the Ceeholovesk
Goverimet and at NW counter Proposal.

2. Propre at such negotiations.

3. piest status.

I would appreciate receiving this Informstion from you within
l0 days as stipulated by we If all or any pert of this
request is denied, please cite the specific ezeption(s) which
you think justifies your refusal.

Logu-,4
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

February 5, 1980

Mr. Leslie Logan
2523 23rd Road North
Arlington, VA 22207

Dear Mr. Logan:

I am writing in connection with your letter to Secre-
tary Vance concerning information on claims settlement
negotiations with Czechoslovakia.

As Mrs. Giamporcaro of our Freedom of Information staff
informed you in her letter of January 30, we have no docu-
ments which are directly responsive to your Freedom of
Information Act request for information on a new claims
settlement proposal presented to the Czechoslovak Govern-
ment. No such proposal has in fact been presented.

In view of your own direct interest in the claims
settlement, however, I wish to inform you of our current
thinking on the timing and substance of a future claims
settlement proposal and to provide you with a copy of a fact
sheet describing a proposal which was being considered last
November. I anticipate that the main elements of this
proposal will be present in any future proposal, although
there may be adjustments in the amount of the settlement and
the period of time for payments.

As was stated in Mr. Glenn's letter of November 27,
1978, the Department of State does intend to enter into
negotiations with the Government of Czechoslovakia on this
issue again as soon as conditions permit. We are very much
aware of the interests and needs of the American claimants
and of the mandate of Section 408 of the Trade Act of 1974.
We do not wish, however, to repeat the experiences of 1964
and 1974 of negotiating an agreement and then being compelled
to repudiate it. Reconciling the views of all of the
C rties concerned into a mutually acceptable package has not

en easy. Additionally, the repressive measures which the
Csechoslovak Government has taken against its dissident
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citizens have hampered our ability to proceed with further
negotiations, particularly In light of the neod for Con-
gressional approval of any agreement.

Last fall we had reached the stage of consulting with
Congress on a proposal to be tabled in Prague. The fact
sheet which Is attached was prepared in connection with that
effort. However, the Csechoslovak Government then conducted
a highly publicized trial of six human rights activists in
Prague and meted out severe sentences to five of them. we
considered it Inappropriate to proceed in the immediate
aftermath of the trial with negotiations on a settlement
which would necessarily result in the return of a considerable
amount of Czechoslovak gold.

We now have the question of the timing of the sub-
mission of a proposal under active review. Unfortunately#
I cannot predict when conditions will permit us to proceed.

Robert D.
Officer in Charge

of Czechoslovak Affairs

Attachment:

As stated.

MDJ/cpw
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background Information on the US Proposal for a Claims/
Gold Agreement with Czechoslovakia

,--In the 1974 Trade Acts Congress state. Licit the cle,-ms
agreementnt with Czechoslovakia "shall be renegotiated." We
plan to carry out that mandate.

-- The several thousand American claimants who will benefit
from the agreement have been waiting for just and adequate
compensation for their nationalized properties for more than
thirty years. Many of them are elderly and of limited
financial means.

--The claimants and their representatives with whom we have
had contact have said that they favor an early settlement
They do not believe we should wait any longer in the hope of
obtaining a significantly higher settlement.

--Reaching a settlement is clearly in the claimants' in-
terest and An our own national interest.

--We believe that this is a uniquely favorable time for
negotiating a settlement more favorable than that reached in
1974. We have indications from the Czechoslovak Government
that it would be prepared to improve on the settlement
negotiated then.

--We are being urged to reach a settlement by the British
Government, whose own claims agreement with Czechoslovakia
is dependent on the return of the gold. -

--An effort to negotiate an improved settlement would not be
a favor to Czechoslovakia but a move in the interest of our
own claims holders. Nevertheless, a successful agreement
would clear away an issue which has long burdened US-Czecho-
slovak relations and enable us to deal more effectively with
the Czechoslovak Government on other matters, including
human rights, which concern us.

--We expect that negotiations would be protracted and the
pace could be adjusted should new repressive measures
against dissidents be taken by the Czechoslovak authorities.

--The fact that repressive Czechoslovak actions would affect
the conduct of the negotiations and the atmosphere in Con-
Iress concerning approval of any settlement reached might
help restrain those within Czechoslovakia who argue for the
continued harsh punishment of dissidents.
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W-We do not plan to present the proposal to the Czechoslovak
Government in the immediate aftermath of the October trial
of six Cz-che-',)vak dissidents, however.

-.- Our pr...s .me ,oo.i amount 4o a 670 settlement of the value
of the claims adjudicated by the Foreign Claims Settlement

"Commission as well as an anticipated further $3 million.

-- It would represent a substantial improvement over the
aborted 1974 agreement. That agreement provided for a total
settlement of $29.S million (41 percent) paid out over 12
years.

--This compares very favorably with our settlements with
other Eastern European countries and China. The comparative
figures are:

Poland 39%
Romania 37%
Hungary 41%
Bulgaria 63%
Yugoslavia 910
China 42%

--In the Yugoslav and Bulgarian settlements special factors
were present. Bulgarian assets vested in the United States
were substantial, and the Bulgarian cash payment was only $4
million. Yugoslavia also had substantial assets in the
United States and was looking for friends at the time of the
settlement in 1948.

--We will not agree to link the claims settlement to DUN for
Czechoslovakia. Our position is that our claims must be
solved before WN can even be considered and that the
granting of PW will depend on the general state of our
bilateral relations, the requirements of US law, and the
willingness of Congress to agree.

Department of State
November 1979
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Proposal for the Resolution of Outstanding
Economic Issues with Czechoslovakia

-1. C1: ms of Am ic,;n Citizens for Property Nationalized
or otherwise Taken by the Czechoslovak Government.

In settlement of certified claims of $72.6 million and an
estimated $3 million of additional claims, Czechoslovakia
would pay a total of $50.5 million including the $8.5
million obtained from the sale of seized Czechoslovak
property. The settlement would be made by a down-payment of
$20 million on the date the agreement entered into force and
five subsequent annual payments of $4.4 million each. This
would amount to a 67 percent settlement of the claims.

2. Return of the Czechoslovak Monetary Gold.

The US Government would, on the date the agreement entered
into force, agree to the delivery to the Czechoslovak
Government of the 18.4 metric tons of gold allocated to
Czechoslovakia by the Tripartite (US, UK, and French)
Couwission for the Restitution of Monetary Gold. The gold
represents Czechoslovakia's share of the gold recovered from
Germany at the close of World War 1X which had been looted
from countries occupied by the Nazis.

3. Surplus Property Debt.

Czechoslovakia would pay in full the approximately $8
million it owes in principal and interest for surplus
property which it purchased in 1946.

4. Blocked US Accounts.

Czechoslovakia would release two blocked US Government bank
accounts in Prague containing approximately 7.2 million
Czechoslovak crowns.

5. Defaulted Czechoslovak Bonds.

Czechoslovakia would agree to begin negotiations with the US
Sondholders Council within six months of the entry into
force of the agreement on settlement of defaulted dollar
bonds issued or guaranteed by the Czechoslovak Government.

6. Blocked Czechoslovak Assets.

The US Government would release its blocking controls over
all Czechoslovak properties in the United States and not
prevent their transfer to Czechoslovakia.

Department of State
November 1979
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1. Internal Revenue Service refuses to allow tax relief for loss of 1
confiscated property.

2. U.S. courts rule that "political branch of the government" has 2
control over disposal of gold,

3. De-ertment c-f State does not follow Congressional mandate for 2
Speedy renegotietion.'

4. Official position of Czecholovakian government is full capitu- 3
lation of the United States.

5. No guarantee that commit Czechoslovakia will respect any 4&5
agreement.

6. De,'ertment of State inores order of Congress to obtain 100-percent 4,6&'
remuneration.

7. Donertment of State manipulates figures on percentages of compen- 78
station.

8. Department of State 'classifiesa information already o the public 8&9
record.

9. feiartment of State *covers up intransigent anti-AmericanLs of 9
Czechoslovakia, a model Soviet satellite.

10. Department of State, unrealistioally waiting until orpresein of 10
human rights in Cseoholovakia oeasea, ignores those of U.S. ovctima
of conism.

11. Section 408(b) of the Trade Act of 1974 and actions of all Coegresses ll&2
and all Presidents for the pest 32 years negate State Department am-
tention that Britain and France must consent to using the gold for
paymant of U.S.-certified claims.

12. Deortment of State solicits oositioe-of embassies. 1213
13. a~dS. to instruct the Soer of Stat. to obtain the 3

allegedly needed consent from Bitin and Franoe within 30 days of
enactment and then within the following 30 days to obtain a eomit-
ment from Czechoslovakia which would$

a. provide full and imediate remuneration for U.S.-certified olsimsbefore return of the gold;

b. allow Czechoslovakia to benefit from most-favored-nation status,
etc.; and

a. result in a critically needed increase in U.S. exports to
Czechoslovakia.
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SUCCMcITTmr ON INTU'.ATIONAL TRADE
¢CLIjTTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

WAS.INGTC2j D.C.

September 9, 1980

HEARIG3 ON S. 2721

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee.

My name is Leslie Logan. I reside at 2523 North 23d Road, Arlinrton,

Vircinia. Although I am one of the certified claimants, I am also a

s-ecialist in the international field.

I h-.vc the Czechoslovek derree of doctor of jurisrudence sciences

•n-' the Univer-ity of Paris master's degree in international law. I have

been an at.nrney and judre in Czechoslovakia.

For over 31 years I was editor-broadcaster, specializing' in United

etite.-C.e-'-oslovak relations, for the Voice of America of the UeS. Infor-

m*'.ion Apency (now called the Internatinmal Commw.ications Agency of .he

1].S.A. . I have been retired on disability from U.S. Governmwrt service

-for 6 y-'-rs.

In 1962, seeking relief that would establish a precedent for all

claimants, I deducted a casualty loss for my confiscated pr r-erty on mv

Federal income tax return. This casualty loss was filed within the 3-year

statutory period of limitation because the loss was not legal established

until 1961 by the U.S. Foriein Claims Settlement Commission. However,

the Incrral Revenue Service did not allow the deduction, claiminL that the

lo'. ,'".cired at an earlier date ani thit the statute had run.
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In 1 75p I was plaintiff with m brother (also a claimant) in a

class suit areinst the Secretary of State# Secretary of the Tresury,

the Chairmen ond Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, and

the Federal Res. rve Bank of New York. The U.S. District Court for the

District of Columbia dismissed the case on the pyrounds that it involved

"only non-Jirtieri be, political questis.' In'Dooimber 1976j the U.S.

Court of A'.ei-s for the District of Columbia affirmed the lower court's

decision, saying:

wae sre satisfied that the question presented by
s'vellants is clearly one that must be addressed
to the noliticel branch of' the government, and
that Is here relief must be sought." E.IBIT A

Th-js it is to you, our Con-re-;s, to whom we must turn. S. 2721 imnle'.ents

th.* decim!on nf the courts.

The Den.ortmen'. of Stote, however, contends that the problem should

not be settle by leri latinon1, ut by "diplomaic negotiations," as stated

h:y the De-.Ay Ai.sistant Sec-A..ry or StLte for European Affairs on

Aur,at 19, 1980, durinr joint heorin "s or H.R. 7338 before the Subcomittee cn Inter-
national- .the Subcomit0e u

A r.':oo-ic J olicy &nM Tr'. snJAEurone and idd. est of the house Co-

nil ce on Foreirn A afirs. The Denrrtment has ignored the exrI1cit mandate,

o 're- 'or speedyy rtne-eotilion of the claims settler.ent." (Con.eren-e

...- -,---nying the 7rode Art of 1974, naps 49) Five ycars l. ter, or.

Fc: u Jr. 5 of this yeor (in re--onre to ny letter of November 18, 1979),

the De-rirtmont admitted (nore 2) that it hod not even submitted another

.,rn--,o.; to the Czechoslovak Government oni could not 'predict when condi-

". wr.- :d nermit" it to do so. &VI I.,"
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The bill under consideration is not telling' the State Derartment to

oease neeotietiong. It is givftg it 60 additional days after eactment.
more than enough time

That should be A for the Department oil itt cmterpert in

Prague to negotiste an agreement-bomse both sides (after 30 years) kno

all the issues,

Ia its August 19 i 1980, testimcey the State Department claimed that

it has "reasonable prosaeets for success. Compare this with its lster statement

in the same testimony that *...our relations with Czechoslovakia at the

Present tine are v*or anA they show no real prosoeet for sirnifieant imnrove-

m.ent in the near future." Is it possible to assume that since the invasion

of ; r.,'n'r. th~t the nlimte for negotiatisn with this Kremlin puget

re-i'.c wi.l be lmnroved for years to come?

Furtiernvore, the c-o-nunist roverrment of Czechoslovakia has made it

clear thnt it doer not intend to enter into new ne otis' -ne without full

s-itt:141on o, the United States.

On A.:rn,t -', 3975, the Ne or Times reported from Prague that the

rove.nent of Czec-o.lovskJs took the position that:

"...until they get the C.old, the credit. and trade
bene'1t- from the Unit,-d States, there is not the
R'i ".te-t change of imnrovLne trade or diplomatic
relsti-no and there can be no new negotiations."

T uhs- '1975. '-n 1977, the Czechoslovak Communist Party weekly,

Tribune, said t int Pre.sident Carter's national security adisor, Zbirnier.

Presenskis ha" helrel nreere the 1968 Ocounterrevoltion.0
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In view of this accusation against the Presilent, how co'-ld the

Denertment of State go to the Office of Wenare-.ent sn 3udret for

su-- ort on its onnosition to H.R. 7338 (as it did according to its

J'.l 25, 1980, letter to Chairman Zablockl or the House Foreign Affairs

Committee)? Even more asto.umdinr is the concluding statement in that

lett-er:

"The O'fice of Manafe-nent and Budret advises that
frn- the stendooint of the Administration's pro.7rom,
there is no objection to the submission of this
re-ort."

The State Denortnent in its proposed agreement is still con-

eilerin- returning the rold to Czehoslovakia before U.S. claimants

receive even a .nonny. The most naive person must question whether

this communist country will abide by any agreemnt. In 1946, even
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before the Triertite Commission allocated the gold, Czechoslovakia

areed to make "adequate and effective compensation" to U.S. nationals

for ronerties "which may have been or may be nationalized.* For 32

years the communist government of Czechoslovakia has ignored this

agreement. (15 De.rtment of State Bulletin 1004, 1005, December 1, 1946)

The State Derertment has frequently contended that it has surveyed

the claimants and that they have reed to its various proposals for

return of the gold to Czechoslovakia followed by installment Dayments

over a number of yeor. for only a portion of their claims.

On December 3, 1974, 1 wrote to Senator S-erkman, calling his

attention to the .ronedninrs of the Deoortment of State. Senator

Snarkmon then contacted the Denartnent. DefendinE itself, the

De-ertment stated "...the overwhelminr majority of claimants who VX-1IT C

have co=ranicoted with the Denart-.ent hcve expressed their satisfaction

with the arree-ent." In the hearinrp on the Trade Act of 1974 (four

months earlier), the Undersecretary or State had said that he doubted

that claimants were told they cold get 100 percent on the dollar.

"Charmn. (Mr. Long, Chairman, Finance Comoittee, U.S.
Senate)- How well were the American claimants advised
that they had a chance of getting 100-oercent recovery
on their claim vrior to the time they said they would
Just be willine to settle for enythinr we could get?

"r- Inrersoll. I doubt if theywere told they could
Vet 1 nerment on the do-lr...."

(Executive Hearirnis, Senate Finance
Committee, Trade Act of 1974, pp. 37-38)

The Denarteent never sent questionnaires to all elaimants asking

for.their opinions. Claimants were never told they could get 100 percent
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Deyment, plus interest, rlus comuensation for the devaluation of the

dollar since 1947-1948 because the Czechoslovakian gold controlled

by the United States amnly covered amounts due them.

It has clearly been the intent of Conpress that the certified

claimants should be paid 100 percent on the dollar. Witness the

following statements made by Senator Long, Chairman, Senate Finance

Committee, and Senator Harry F. Byrd, Jr., member of that committee,

during the previously cited executive hearings on the Trade Act of 1974.

he CRAIRSIAN. To me, the way to handle war claims in a Co .
unit country is that if we are holding something or are in a poi "tion

o ly our bmndt on something which is admit tr&" theirs, and they
ke'sometltin; that admittedly belonler. to our ciubna, we ju-.t take

.hat we are holding ourselves and sell it and t n pay off our
tizens. That is how we did with that sel mill WhY s uld we bot
o the same thin; with the gold?
Mr. ARumTAo,. Mr. Chairman. I think we have done thm1 in places
here we vould. We aimpl" have had no legal way to do that in this
rticular case. -We would be violating a specific legal obligation.
The CHAIRVAN. They are violating a specific kgal obligation a far
we are concerned. That is te property of our citizew,. We have

iolated a specific obligation with rgard t6 that steel mill. That was
their steel mil; it was clearly theirs, they had paid for it. We took it
and sold it ad proc-e to pa our American daimants with it. And
we took every nickel of it; we did not take half of it, we took the whole.ng. And we used that to pay Americans. Wby should we Dot take

0O perch nt of the toldIdo not Newhy not. Page 4)

Senator DT6. Why des yo mt wel Cecbcoj that tlwer mut 1

p.10.nta on the dollar? (Qap. 4)

a 6 6 * a a a * a a e
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Snator)aTn. Whet abou'tht nlterest!
Mr. AIMITAOZ. I have nOt-we have not gotten, we bre Dever

gotten ony interlt on it.
Mr. k wiAt. It has rver been the iuhjecl of negotiations.
f"enator B"x. You have not even tried to get the intent'
Mr. hKwAzx. We have tried to re it.
'Senator Byslt. Andil it lim. been tie subject of a rltnlislion'
Mr. )wIiATz. It he* beet. tie subject of negotiation, but it is not

reflected in the agreement. And I said thert ii no ollowanrt for the
pai ment of interest.

senator B YR. That b what I say, you in efect hare waived the
interest.

C Mr. KWIAYZI Yet. we have waived the Intelrest. (Pace 5)
0

?iote: Kr. ia.tek, Lrsistant I-ega! A~visor for International
Claims Dewrteent of Statel who negotiated the 19,74 proposal
and vas forbidden to conduct further negotLtions. (Conference
Report on the Trade Act of 1974, Page 49)

a a 1 111 a 16 * *

Ihofr7r otlwVallt to make ii, bilt it ,ena' clear to me that if t,. ju-t
want to bargain ough we can have those climi paid. If we dn not I

ant to bargain louth. wh . we can jut give it all away a te een g
1don before. (Pace 46)

) .ow we hate a chance todemonstnte that not oiy dowte thik thii
is a Q deal, we think if we just act like we should have acted to beg.l

t. ut at .uh about tis matter, that thee claims will be pd
ofR, and I would bi willing to take that chance and And out; and if that
Wert my claim, and you wee call on me, I would say, no, no ab.
aeluttly no. And if I woreo me,'awer arising him, I would ,iy
4o not Sake it. (Pape 51)
a • 9 • # a • 9 0 0 a

?:or .or a mome-nt er+nir~er the number?- rome the State De.-ertnent le

t -lay. In 1974pi t si,! tbt its rronosl-o. that time fuoront2ce

42 centi on t,. In]l-r. -"hat dollar? The 1962 'inllr? The 1974 dofl, r.

The 1947 dolnc.? Ir the De-ortm'vnt w38 re.errinrt to the 1962 dollar,

the ar,-t-nt wo.-ld be 19 cents on tho dolar. 3'q d on the 1974 dollar,

te rc'nayont nrorosed wold renreent only 11.5 oento on the dollar. Actually,
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the abolalued 42 cents an the dollar in that Instellment payment

rooosal was based an the amounts adjudicated in 1962 by the Foreign

Claims Settlement Coaissin less Interest and with no consideration

given for the tremendous devaluation of the dollar.

The Doeartent in Its 1979 prooosal claims "a 67-percont settlement

of the claims." Again it Is talking only abwat the principal amount-

no interest, no consideration for the devaluation of the dollar-atte-.ting

to delude us rith its dubious numbers game. The true reneyment figure

wozld be far less than half of the claimed 67 percent.

The State De!*rtmant bs also claimed that its proposals have

coveredd fevora ly with our settlement with other Eastern wonean

co'Anries." The Re>ort of the Co=ittee on Finance, U.S. Senate,

on H.F. 10710, Trsde Reform Act of 197/., addresses this:

'-'hat representationn is musoly not true. Far better
settlements mere made with Yugoslavia and 3ulgaria,
t.he former, for exoalAe, having paid 100 cents on the
dollar of the amount it owed U.S. citizens for the
expropriation of their properties @.ter torld -or 1I.
Similarly, for *ore adventageous settlements were made
of our citizens' war damage claims against Germany and
Italy .... (Pae* 217)

Also note that these settlements were made lmedistely; elimamnts did

not have to wait almost two decodes for non-inteost-besrint instelnenst

to berin.

The Deoertment of tate has always shrouded its activities

regardinp the issue of o coeisoeted property under the cover of

'clssifiedw material.

On November 27, 1978, in response to m7 July U, 1978, letter
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regardinp the amount and location of the gold, the Department re-lieds

*The information you requested concerning the amount
and disposition of the gold Is considered classified
Information of an international organization under
Section 4(0) of Executive Order 11652,"

This claim is ridiculous because the 'amount and disnosition of

the gold" was made a matter of public record in the Executive Hoarines,

Senate Committee on Finance, September 11 and 26, 1974, and published

by the U.S. Government Printing Office that sme year in Document 42-982,

entitled "Czechoslovakia Claims Settlement.

The Deertment of State *ays: 'The recovery of the gold Is not

entirely a financial matter to the Czechoslovaks; good measures of

e.estion and hip.tory are also involved." What emnti can be attached

to indistinguishable pieces of metal? As for history let's flash back

some 40 years. The gold we are tslkin about belonged to the Czechoslovak

denocratic government and the victims of Nazi extermination. It was

looted by the Nazis, but recovered by the allied forces at the and of

.orld War II. After the war. the Czechoslovak peonle turned againat

derocracy and in the only free election in Estern Suroe voted for a

co:t7-.i-t government. They have established a model Soviet mtellite

The State De-crtment Is now anxious to givo this gold recovered

fr-A a Nazi anti-American rerime to a Coomunist anti-American refime.

It is, at be'ts laee of factual knowledre, or, at worst, lack of good

intent tha.t ceue- the Deertment to make deals with communist Czecho-

slovoVio at the expense of its U.S. victims.

69-091 0 - ft - 12
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In its February 5, 1980, letter to = the Denertment of State

expressed its concern about deprivation of humn rights in Czechoslovakia

ea a reason for further delaying a aettlesent pronosal. MIDIi5IT B

What about the human rights of U.S. citizens? Over 2.600 of ua

have been derived of our human rights for over 30 Years with the helD

of the Derartent of State. Should not our rights be the first concern

of our State Dertment? As Senator Harry F. Byrdp Jr., saidi

"The State Deportment has its primary obligation to
their fellow citfzens where their property is con-
fiscated."

Executive Hearings, Trade Act of 1974,
September 11 and 26, 1974, P. 10.

W~e have been kicked around while the Denertment has urvued its gools

with totallyinhuian concern for us.

For three decades we have been the pewns in the Deoerteent'a

manouvering in the dinlomatic arena. As Senator Mike Gravel

reminded Undersecretary of State 1neersoll and other high officials

of the Denertments

"...It is wrong, for the Government to make-there
are 2,630 claimnts-to make the. carry the burden
of our foreign policy."

Executive Hearings, Trade Act of 1974,
September 11 and 26, 1974p p.52;
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Parsgro'h 6 of the executive egreesent establishini the Trioertite

Coaission states that odeciuime of the CoAimisslon all be b7

unaninoul agreemet of Its ambers.-United tatest Great Britain, and

France.* The De-ertment of State has misconstrued this statement to

mean that the United States must obtain the consent of Great Britain

and Frence before selling the gold end con;xesting claimants from the

proceeds. T dLqtfar g unnimo e'a1111t extended_ an ta, an

the oRrijnal e eninatip of awarda by the ?rartit Clt n and

I'M" TO EVT SMSE'EUNT ACTION SAC. CP ITS M13ERS 17WD TAXE IN THE

ZEE 0r- 'iE EC'.lI' OF THE AMMM,?1

Coon.reso, in eucting Sectn4Wop4(b) of the Trade Act of 1974

mode it clear that xt believed that after allocating the gold to

Csechslovoae .#he Trinertite CocmissZon had fulfflled its functions.

In syng, "The United States shall not release anv old..," the

Congress shoved it had full control over the golds

NSec. 1.08. PAY1WT BT CZWZCSWYAKIA OF 9AOTS MW
WTED STATES CIZDKS AND NaDWALS

*(a) The arrengemet Saitialed a July 5, 1974, vlh
resoect to the settlement of the is.m of
citizens and nationals of the United States
aelekst the Government of Ceehoslovakil shall be
renegoti td and sbell be ubmLitted to the Congre"
as poert of any agreement entered into under this
title wth Csechoelovekis.

I(b) The United States shall not release sa gold belong-
ing to Csoechoolovakis and controlled dfreetly or
Wdrectly by the United States oursuant to the
provisions of the Peris Reparations Areement of

Jsnmary 24. 1946, or othearie, wtil such agreent
has been approved b7 Congre s.'

Thus CoaEres. In yassbig the bill, and the Presidentl In signbtg
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it into law. made it clear that the United States has the riht to take

unilateral action (without consulting Britain and France) rearding

disposition of the told.

For the Pest 32 years, the actions of all Presidents end all Corresses

have demonstrated that the Tricrtite Comisaion completed its tosk

in 1947-1948 when it allocatd the gold to Csechoslovakia. It is

unbelievable that the State Deertuent continues to take a contrary

position and uses as its main reason for opnoiltion to S. 2721 the

alleration that we mast have consent of Britain and France before using

the pold for remuneration of our claimants.

In its recent testimony on H.R. 7338, the Department stated that

Britoin and France stronglyy onose" our disnosinr of the gold to pay

U.S.-certified claims. What role did the Denertment play in obtaininr

these exrresions of opposition? Did the Devertment ec to the t12

enba~sies and ask them for statenonts of opposition? That's the tactic

it used in 1975 when faced with a class suit which, if successful# would

have allowed the courts to adjudicate the problem.

In 1974, durine executive hearings on the Trade Act of 1971

("Czecholovakia Claims Settlement, Sentember 11 and 26, 1974, pp. 4, 7,

8, and 37), Conpress reprimanded the State Denertment for not going to

Britain and France and insisting umon their release of the gold if it so

firmly believed such consent was necessary, Instead, a few months

later, the Deanrtment went to the British and French embassles and solicited

statements of onnosition from them. The Department of State then

forwarded theso two lmogt idegntical. unsiffed notes bearLnr the se

'ate to the Department of Justice with the request that the be used

to nrove that thn United States could not diarose of the rold without
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the consent of Britain and Franc. ZEBITS E,

Observe that (1) the De-ortmnt anprochd the embassies T. AND G

only because of the court action by olaiaants, (2) the approach we

to obtain statements of oprosition, not oeant, and (3) ibmaw
in not the rooer level at which to obtain such consent.

But suopoeing though not admitting that such consent is required,

an the State Deertuent contends, then I resoectfully request that you

consider amending S. 2721 to instruct the lecretary of Stat. to obtein

that consent from his counteroerts in Britain and France within 30 days

after enactment of the Let and to provide that 30 days after obtaining

such consent the Department be allowed 30 days to obtain a commitment

from Czechoslovakia for immediate full emoansation for princJpol,

interest, and devaluation of the dollar. Chly after Czechoslovakia has

fulfilled such coeimitaent should the gold be released.

Given this situation, Czechoslovakia will in its own best interests

satisfy without further delay the U.S. claims if the Deaertment of State

will eunhasize that Czechoslovakia will not only obtain the gold (already

-for more valuable than the total U.S. elaime) but also reap invaluable

benefits from soet-favored-nation status under U.S. tariff laws and

elivibility for favorable U.S. Government loans, grants and credits.

.; for the United States, the imoosse of three decades will be over

end the United States can increase exports to Czechoslovakia and thereby

iarove our critical balance of payments situation.

I hope, for the benefit of all concerned, that you, Xr. Chairman

and the members of this subcomittee will adopt this aqwoech in your

final consideration of S. 2721.
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1 DEPARTMENT OF STATE

W.ne.0 C MM~1

on t',hle John Spazkan
V0.1 , - -ai o Senate
Washington, D. C. 30510

Dear Senator Sparkman i

I have received Your ommunLoation of December 9,
transmittting the viem of )r. Leslie Logan and
Dr. Stanley J. Logan, regarding the ad referendum

..claims agreement of July s, 1974, beW*e*-n r5ern-
ments of the United States and Czechoslovakia and an
amendment to the Trade Reform Act (H.R. 10710) relat-
ing to the agreement.

Representatives of the Governments of the United
States and the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic held
negotiations in Prague during the period September
1973 to July 1974 regarding the settlement of
certain outstanding claims and financial issues betwcfn
the two Governmentse. As.a result, the chairmen of t.M
delegations of the two Governments on July 5, 1074,
initialed an ad referendum agreement. This agreement
is subject to"'e formal approval of the two Govern-
ments.

In general, the agreement provides for (1) the payment
by the Governmnt of Cxeohoslov&kia to the Government
of the United States of a lump-sum mount, in install-
ments, in settlement of all logally-valid claims of
nationals of the United States against the Government
of Caechoslov&kia for the nationalization or other
taking of property between January 1, 1945, and the
date the agreement enters Into force', and (2) the
withdrawal by the Goverdent of the United States of
its objection to the release of 18,400 kilograms of
gold to the Government of Cseohoslovakia which s
being held in the custody of the Tripartite C.emission
for the Restitution of Monetary Gold.

However, the Senate Finance Comittee on September 11
adopted an amnnont to the Trade Reform At of 1974v

.R. 10710. The amendment provides in a tat
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Czechoslovakia shall not receive most-favoted-MAtiOn
treatment or United States credits on investmet
guarantees, and that the overmnt of the VaLted
States should not consent to the release of sertain
notary gold unless the Government of Cseahoelovakis

paid all principal aomunts of awards made by the
Porgign Claims Settlement Comission of the United
states.

The Department testified in opposition to the aand-
ment of the Senate Finance Ccomittee. Until the
Congress has acted on the Trade Reform Act, the
Departmerit.will not take further action oan the formal
approval of the agreement.

The Department believes the ad referendum ageement
represents the most favorablr-Ettluedt which could
have been negotiated in the circm stancos and is in
the best interests of apprmimately 3#000 claimanfs
w 1o will share in the Imp m. The agreement pro-
video-for~payment of a total of $29.5 million by the
Government of Csechoslovakia, which amounts to approxi-
mtely 42 cents on each dollar of the prLneLal amout
of claims settled therpunder. The settlmnt fs
favorably with other claims agreanents concluded with
other eastern 3uropean countries (Poland 39 coentas
kmania 37 cents). It is also significantly higher
than settlements reached by other Western countries
with CseoheslovakLa. Zn addition, the installment
payment provisions are significantly better than
those of earlier settlement agreements.

I o y be interested ie knowlg that the overwhlmin 
1

I majority of claimants who have communicated with the
Department have expressed their satisfaction with the
agreement.

The gold which Ls involved in the agre int is the
monetary gold looted from the o ied countries by
Masi forces during World War 12. After the war the
tripartite gold O:iLeslon (Franoe, United KLngom
and United states) ws established to take custody of
the gold and to determins the portions allable to --
each of the countries from whLah gold bad bee Ised
by the asis. UnAer Part 111 of the Paris NO&tion
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Agqreemnt of Janwary 24, 1946 (TZAS 1665), the balance
of the mount of gold allocated to Csechoslovakia Is
18.4 metric tons, which at the tim had a value of
about $22 million at the rate of $35 an owmce. At the
Current market rate the value of the gold would be In
=e&s of $100 million. "m- gold is kept Sa eobounts
in banks in the ames of the t Govermnta. Tae
three Goverimnts must at unanimously Ln the control
and dispostion of the go1. Under the Lnternational
agreement, the only disposition that ean be made of the
gold is to release it to the oontry to which it iL
allocated. The 4verint of the UnLted States has no
legal claim to such gold, and to vest title therein to
pay outstanding awards of the Foreign Claims Settlment
Ccuussion of the united States for olalm of United
States nationals against Czechoslovakia would be son-
trary to the international oblgatLonms of the GOr ru-
ment of the United States under the agreement.

. sinoerely hope that you can support the agreement
and'oppose the merdint of the Senate Finmune
Cini~ttee wben the occasion arLes.

2f I may be of further assistance,, please do not hest-
tats to call on me.

Cordially,

Lwd Mlta
Asstant oem.tary
for Coaresiomal AselatiLe

9..

UMnclosureI
Oorrespondefoo leturned
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE
...... ~ ,,,..

November 27, 1978

Mr. Leslie Logan
2523 North 23rd Road
Arlington
Virginia 22207

Dear Mr. Logan:

I have been asked to reply to your letter of July 14
to the Secretary requesting certain information concerning
the amount and disposition of gold awarded to Czecho-
slovakia by the Tripartite Commission for the Restitution
of Monetary Gold and the details of efforts undertaken by
the Department to renegotiate compensation to U.S. claimants
for-thenationalizationor other taking of their properties
by the Czechoslovak Government.L The information you requested concerning the amount
and disposition of the gold is considered classified
information of an international organization under SectionJ
4(C) of ExeCutive Order 11652. J

The Department has been studying the substance and
-timing of a new proposal to be presented to the Czechoslovak
Government to obtain just compensation for U.S. claimants.
We hope to be able to enter into negotiations before long.

Sincerely,

James H. Glenn
Officer in Charge of
Czechoslovak Affairs
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rx h i6f .

Her Britannic Majesty's Embassy present their complimonts
to the State Department and have the honour to refer to the case
of Logan and Logan v. Secretary of State, Secretary of Treasury,
et al., US DC. DC. Civil No 75-1519, and to draw the attention
of the State Department to the fact that the gold involved in
the action is held by the Governments of the United Kingdom,

France and the USA in pursuance of their sovereign governmental
functions and in implementation of an international obligation,
in accounts in the Federal Reserve Bank of New York and the
Bank of England, London, for the purposes of carrying out
Part III of the Paris Reparation Agreement of 14 January 1946,
and is controlled by the three Governments.

Accordingly Her Britanai6 Majesty's Embassy request the
State Department to initiate such steps as may be necessary to

-ensure that the gold shall be granted immunity from the

jurisdiction of the US Courts.

The Embassy avail themselves of this opportunity to renew
to the State Department the assurance of their highest

consideration.

BRITISH E BASSY
WASHINGTON DO

8 December 1975
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mC T. Nwr'f. August 29 1910.
*4U LA JOLL.A BLVD.

LA JOLLA. CA_ 020S7

HONORAPLT IBRAHA R1ID!1
Senate Subcommittee on'International Trade,
SenAte Pinance Committee
o/o D A V I D F 0 S T r R
2227 Dirkeen Sennte Gffice Building,
WPSHINGTON D C 20510.

Gentlemen,

I testified on August 19.1980 before the
HOUSE FOREIGN PPAIPS COM'ITTF1 with reference to
Congressman Leister Wolff's bill H.R. 7338,
as one of the claimants , representing a number of
other viottms of the unbelievable history of
thdse claims, dating back to 1948.

I wish to reemphasize our complaints by
enclosing herewith photocopies of the following
documents

My dwn testimony, oortaining a short resume of the
salient facts, together with a supplement , cont-ining
other argaments and view points , in order to illustrate
the need for qxick action and decision, before practi-
cally all claimants are dead.

Copy of page four of the NFWSLFTTFR. Vol XI No 3
July 1980, of the INT'RNATIONAL COU UIL OF J
FROM CZXCHOSLOVAKIA, 12/13 Henrietta Street, LONDON
WC 23 8 LN, written by Mr John Kloudil of New York(?)
.dealing with the proposed legislation by Mr Lester Wolff.

My letter to my friends ewho are -laimants like myself,)
reporting my candid opinion of the case.

A letter from the Washington Embassy-of FRANCE
written to Mrs Stearns of 8kkieIllinois, in
reply to the latter'-d request for information.

Mrs Stearns' letter to me showing the misery and
despair of one of the old claimants, who has still
to work, because her hopes in justice and compensation
were deceived.

I hevelnothing to add to these facts and
reports, and hope that your CommittOes will take a
favorable Pnd urgent decision and have it presented to
Congress, before it adjurne.

Thanking you for your attention,
Yours aver s ly
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mr & m.i Enc Ne
6/54 La "is &vd
La Joian CA C o7

(714) 464- 74

DRAFT FOR AN INTRODUCTORY DECLARATION BY WITNESS SUPPORTING ADOPTION
OF BILL H.R. 7338 before the House Subcommittee For Economic Policy
and Trade on August 19, 1980.

I was born in Czechoslovakia in 1901, lived in Paris, France
between the two World Wars, emigrated to the USA in 1939 became a
citizen in 1945, and am now living in California, retired.

As sole heir of my father's estate, I registered with the U.S.
Foreign Claims Settlements Commission my claim for expropriated
real estate in Czechoslovakia.

Only a very minor part of the-assets lost in or after 1948
became registrable, in my case only a large residential building
and land adjoining it. (Enclosed photographs of prewar and very
recent aspects of the house and landscape). Everything else, such
as bank accounts, furniture, business property etc. was not
registered, due to the strict rules of the Registration Law and
procedures. My wife's parents, who had no real estate, lost all
their property, such as a valuable life insurance policy and many
other values they could not register or substantiate.

A great number of other victims of Czechoslovakian expropriation
who became U.S. citizens only after 1947 w-re not permitted to
register their lost assets at all, and therefore the total gain for
Czechoslovakia was a large multiple of the modest amount of claims
registered in the early 1950's. Of course, the FCSC awarded only
a fraction of the claims originally registered.

My own case was typical for many hundreds of claimants, only
a few of whom could employ experienced lawyers to help them. My
father's house (see enclosed recent photograph with the Soviet Star
on top) was seriously under valued by the Commission at only
$15,000 in 1952.

My total claim of $21,630 (including interest up to 1958) has
brought me so far only a payment of $1,000, i.e., 5 percent, in
1960. At that time the Commission disposed of funds derived from
the sale of a steel mill that the U.S. had seized in order to begin
the compensations.

Since then nothing has been done for the claimants, and the 18.6
tons of gold are still held as guarantee, as intended for our
protection.

As a result, there are many hundreds of small and medium
sized claims who are still unpaid at this late date, except for
the 5 percent derived from the steel mill sale in 1960. The most
unfortunate part for all is of course the fact that these claims
were registered in U.S. dollars and not based on the gold standard
which was of course in prewar times the accepted measure for all
long-term money transactions. I need not remind you how the value
of the U.S. dollar Ihagfallen since then. I could elaborate on
this theme alone to put. into real perspective the loss and dissappoint-
ments that resulted from this situation.
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Of course, nobody could foresee that the settlement would
drag out over half a lifetime so far and nobody could understand that
the State Department would be acting with so much restraint, to
put this lightly, when dealing with the Czechoslovaks.

Rereading the proceedings of the 1974 hearings about this
matter when the Senate committee under the Chairmanship of Senator
Long debated this matter in depth, this extraordinary depreciation
of the dollar during the many years had not sufficiently been
taken into account. Since then the loss has doubled and may double
again before any.anunts will be available to the claimants or
their heirs. It is also useless to remind you that a large percentage
of the original claimants are dead and their heirs may not even be
found whenever the Commission will get around to finding them.

There is another case worth mentioning since it is relevant.
It concerns expropriation after 1948, by the Red Chinese government
of a former soviet citizen. This Mr. Shvetz had settled during
World War I in Shanghai and acquired large real estate assets. He
subsequently became a U.S. citizen, and his claim was registered
with the FCSC. When Mr. Shvetz liquidated his New York corporation
he claimed a large tax loss. This was g ested by the IRS but
in 1979 he won his tax case and he thus compensated for his Chinese
property. The U.S. Treasury was the loser to the extent of
$450,000.00, for tax deductions made in 1969.

In 1974 the Senate committee debated at length the situation
that arose for the claimants against Czechoslovakia who were British
or French citizens. These more fortunate claimants had settled
and received their due at the time when the dollar was a multiple
of the present value. Do not forget that earlier this year an
ounce of gold cost over $900 and now is $630 and rising. In 1974 it
was $150 and relatively steady not to speak about the time before
1971 when the dollar was quite stable and gold at $35 an ounce.

Also do not forget that the Czechoslovakian National Bank lost
its gold to the Germans following the Munich agreement of 1938.
The gold was discovered in Germany and seized from the Germans by
the victorious Allied troups. It was brought to England and to U.S.A.
and has remained there for 35 years and increased to 20 fold in
value which means purchasing value. In this li 7it seems preposterous
that the three short and long ago discussions with the Czechs should
not have had a stronger and better result if it were only for the
12 year period for repayment to which the negotiators had consented.
(See proceedings by the Commission in 1974).

Also in this onnection the question of the "Most Favored
Nation* clause was amply debated so that I do not have to raise this
argument which would have given the negotiators a firmer stand had
they understood the suffering and pain that they occasioned to many
poor and destitute people in the ULL,a,.A. The great majority of them
are very old most of them widows awwidowers living on social
security alone and it is for them that ,I wish to apply for your help.
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The failure of CongresIs to act vigorously and effectively will
be interpreted by the Prague government as a sign of weakness and
of lack of interest. It will never voluntarily settle its expropriation
debt fairly and in a manner acceptable to Congress.

According to legal opinion (by knowledgeable attorneys) that
there is no bar to the enactment of this legislation at this time.
Congress has the power to act, and it should act without further
delay. I am supporting this legislation wholeheartedly and with
the conviction that the general interest of the U.S.A. will be
served by enhancing our prestige on both sides of the Iron Curtain.
,The money to be received by the claimants is a very minor detail
'in this connection but the matter should be terminated once and for
all and not take too much of your effort and time as it has in the
past. Thank you respectfully.
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fr6Ljiz S-frdI
O'S L' M EjC;::

La Jog&CA , SM,

Mr, Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen:

When I van advised a week ago that I yas allowed to testify before your

Committee, I was told to prepare a written statement as a resua of my

experience, opinions and my feelingso When I arrived in Washington only

.yesterday froma California, I found that l)the time allowed to witnesses

was only 5 minutes. I I@Jglaa therefore, that my prepared statement

gives an approximate, although condensed idea of my point of view, and

2) 1 was given to read (hoveger hastily) the 8" pages of legal opinion

prepared tor these Btar~nge by a Vashington law fir. I was greatly

Impressed with the thoroughness and knowledge reflected in this report.

It is in my opinion a moot comprehensive and factual and logical discussion

with vhioh I wholeheartedly agree in almost all points.

My written statement therefore becomes quite negligeable, compared with

the 36 pages. I shall therefore limit myself here to two (2) or 3 simple

human interest remarks, derived from my lifelong experience as international

trader in commodities.

1) Toe documents that I have recently studied, namely the 19/*4 Committee

Hearings Report mention only casually and superficially the Gold Standard,

tbat instrument of Interantional Trade (and therefore of the actual, REAL

finvancial world) that dominated ail long term transactions in the entire

XXth Century. In these Bearings and Domuete tne intrinsic value of

Gold Is hardly mentioned, and neither is its role an a Reserve Currency

throughout ouf-period and times. The tine-elemnit in the value of this

Standard and its relationship to what you ca Currency Is practically

overlooked throughout these proceedings, eventhough it is Gold that plays

a major role in these discussions.

This omission or neglect Is not uncommon to diplomats and legal minds who

deal in their ovn terminology iastbad of with real time and money. Their

talk is still of Dollars and Pounds, whotherg they mean Prewar Currency

l9^ o values.
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Can you imagine a businessaan making contracts over a period of halt a

lifetime, in a variable currency and not consider the Gold Standard or
other forms of protection against devaluation?

2) Csechoslovakia was lucky in 19"b when it was considered by the victorious

Powers as a trios., ;, OIn, as a victim of Goerma aggression. It can be

argued thai he oCsech lost the Uold simply as a consequence of the hnieh

Agreement of 1938@ Agreed, the British had a bad conscience about this,

but it was an International Agreement, and subsequently the Germans ordered

the seeha, legally In their opinion, to turn over the Gold for safekeeping

or wnatever you cll it. You might also argue that when the Allies seized

this Gold as viotors, they ight have used it to compensate U.S. or British

citiseas for what Germany had stolen from them. They could have converted

the Gold at $35. an ounce and compensated a great member of victims of

expropriation up to that time.

The Csochs, fortunately for themselves, did mot have to fight against the

Germans in World War I. They stayed on the sidelines and followed a decree

issued in Derlia to hand over the funds, legally, as it wore.

Bad the 6schoslovak turned Communist already in 2946, instead of 6 d2

years later, I doubt that the Allies would have wioed to return the Gold

to Prague, or to make their 5Pi-Partite Agreement. *he "-called "TREFT"

by the Germans of the Csech Gold tooke place shortly after 1938. The "THEFf"

from uso, the claisants, has taken 35 years, and the State Department has been

incapable of repairing it.

3) In my written statement (this is my last point), 9 Ia talkfts about a

coupoasation received by a former Soviet citison when he used a large tax

deduction in payment for his expropriation by the Chinese omsunists after

1948. A favorable decision by the UoS. tax Ourt Osmm.was obtained last

year, but the $450,000. had already been deducted from his table income in
7 o#.4

69-091 0 - 81 - 13
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,t A . xw"tTw? rz"IcOwT. oouwou.~r Oi JwtS ,

L2 f dzs n VOL. xI/9o.3 (60) - 1 "o0 n"M OWCHOLOVaKfl, 12/13 'enr1 -t
Marginalla: O O DN Stweet, quite 88

3, ISM~ U M (ne Tark) to h0E8

Praue haso ece again seded the hurgla alar m over Amricam mWee to aell part Or all
of the gold looted by the Maic In Cseoelevakiao4va held in truest by the Voetera Allies
almce 1943@ The Csoche now put the value of it at 300 million 0S dollars and claim that
part of the treasure cosists of "geld colie of considerable historical werth'. Lesote
WA"L. somber of the UoSoleuse of Raproeemt tivewo1weestly proposed that the goldC-
b-aoldpose of the proceeds used to soot the elaine of U8 eltleoms again st Casehetlevahk
and the rest returmod to Prague. Thirty-f v years aftet the cenclusies of the war0 this
does met sound uareasesableespecially sae neither the pereasial survival of elaiaats
is the Usited States mor that of their heirs ea be assumed. It a blusterlng Otude Pravel
feature complains that Cseehoalovakia 'has bees waiting for the reibalaing 16.4 tosses of
gold more than thirty years (siz of the 24o5 setric toses having alroeod bees returned),
there is some measure of logic i the asrgmt that the same leg wait amst have befallen
the claimants In the United States and wast have bees sore difficult for thsasu Lsdlvi
deals, to bearenVy the American moe should be sosidered to be uprovocative" In Prague
and 'a consequoace of the atnsphero geeratd by the UoS.adwiistratiosu (Nhick adia -
istratioeoe is bound to ask by the vaygdoes net crot* oatmesphorse frm tine to time
- are Comunist adainistratieas net masters In Suek exercims following up their ates -
phonie practices with tanks and gn whore it mults tha? ) Is ot quite cloarohe Seat- '
ore move in hastily branded an 'illegal at' even before it hasyieloed a y reslts-M
re rt Sovosnt of Prigue would appear to be too certain of the short memories of the
oct which has a fairly clear recolletion of such acts against the property of hor osw

cltisma having been omitted galore at the time of-the country's takeover by the Ceuns-
mist Party in 1948a It In alo a meet point (to put it mildly) whether the gold hold by
the Vestors Allies camumi faotgotill be considered e national property of Cschesleva -
kis A good part of It derived from Masi victims w h perished in the Nolocausti an an
equally good part of it could easily be claimed to belosegby civil auoll as by morel
right the tons of thousands of refugees fro Caechoslovakls, a fair percentage of
gentiles among thomwho left their country of origin lines 1948 because they wore uasble
to stand the trsasfornatlo of a *suad domorasy in Central Swape into a totalitarian re-
Stim with a sear-to hereditary single party rgLooe. If ever the Vest was to look seriouely
into the debit and credit aide of theOgold probli'reery little sight be left of the Masi
heard to go back to Csoecholovakiso

eve
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ERIC T fTTEL VASUINGTON DC August 21 1980
b455 La Jolla Bid,
LA JOLLA Cal 92037.

Dear friend,
Before returning hose I wish to mail you the enolosures,

that will give you an opportunity to Judge the small contribution I
hve made to a mostly lost cause.

Still I as glad to have been here to read my little paper
to the full room and to the Congressmen and journalists tat have
watched the proceedings for 4 hours on August 19. My prepared

14 dtatement had been revived, reduced in leo and in content, to suit
4 the requirements of the Committee. There was not enough time to put~4~ A

0 14 04 sore into the record, as I had thought to do, and to Justify my
- oB " long efforts and my long trip.

4' , Ancording to a number of participants that I have consulted
a e C N since the hearings, most of them in tae Rouse of Representatives,
o 0 0 like Mrs Hardesty, Mr Johnson, Mr John Merriganj and others, my.
P. s,4 1 remarks were vell received and they will be reproduced in the recordo cp e i4 of

0 of the hearings, that ill be printed within a few veeks. I shall
to. receive a copy.

, - , Ta. next stop will be Senate hearings on SEPTSMBE 9,
%4H o c (previously scheduled for Sept 3) *nd then it will be a question

of putting the Bill of Mr Wolff to a vote , if ta-is can be done
a V still during this short session, as we all hope. Mr Koynahan and others

will most probably vote for the Bill, because it is almost a unanimous
o 4 idea that t e hearings on Tuesday wore fully satisfactory to the

Congressmen, incl Congresswoman Mrs Fenqlick of h Jo . who was the
0 o 0 p most vociferous of the panel. Everybody was sharply against the State
1. E , I4 Departmentand the man that. represented it. Also the Treasury Dept.

' was sharply critxsied so that you can expect a favorable tote for the
0. 0 .- Bill in both Houses.
3 P e I guess &hat most of the blame on the Admistration will be

0 0 -A M g written up, in the resume that will come out, but of course all this
a a is little consolation for us all, in view of the terribly inefficient

way thssoywshade Wo ears. Too long to tell you all the
A long drawn exchanges about lost me lost opportunities, wrong

a0 0 0 judgements , wrong people, oxohange rates, price of Gold now and them,
'4 I devaluation, death of so many claimants, etc eto. Too late and too

" ' little that we shall got within a few years now, without having to
4 0 t1 go back to Congre.s any or. It will come slowly and in mall portions

on, and in devaluated Dollars. My proposal (earnest or Jokinlhg ) to
on keep the Gold here , and to pay the Czechs now, in actual Dollar Bills,6 I lat the Gold-price of S 3.- per as, (as it was in 19S6,)was gladly

10 0 listened to, but not accepted , as you might understand.
Still it is all they should get, if anything at all, and

1. 0 3 not Gold, as nobody dares to deny them, even now.
3 3. The attitude of lawyers, even those In our favour, and the Congressmen
V4 Vb t , that the present Bill, legal , buroratic, unrealistic, and
H 0 A 0 practically of very little use, isl still the best that can be

IP3C obtained, due to the failures of the past, beginning in 1946, when
the Czechs were still the poor little lambs needing our oompasioD,

a 40 1 I almost forget to tell you* that there was a Csechsoslovak Journalist
P * and Radiomaa, at the hearinged, with a big Tape Recorder and most

probably a secret agent besides, to listen in for the Cechs, who ,
gscording to the State Department man are still interested to talk,
now , when Gold is so high and our Dollars so bad.

i spare you many other details, but would like you to
let so know, what else you hoard or readand think about the matter.

I shall copy this short report for all my good friRs
and correspondents, to make it easier for myself. COrdially T
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Washington, August 11, goo

Dear Mrs Stearns,

To answer your request and your reinrk's conceraing the
French position Oni the Ctochoslovskgold isue, I would l1ik
to male the following coMments "

1) - France, contrary to what you suggest, is not
"instrumental in obstructing the negociations". In Ca:t,
France, as a cosignatory to an international agreement .

(the Paris Agreement of January 14th, 1946) feels cmittod -.-;P
to abide by its terms and. its spirit. As you may. kqw.. in.

accordance with this agreement, the three powers concerned
(the U.K. the USA and Prance) havo been mandated to collectv-"
and distribute among the States victimized by Nast Gerfmany
the gold which.s either found in Germany or recuperated.
in third countries. Since 1946g the French government hqs
plays, made it clear that, following this agreeinti t ""
gold belonging to Czechoe!ovakia )ad to be delivered to it.

2) - We certminly are very much awareqf the acutenesi)
of the claim issue and fully understand the Viihes of the-
claimants to obtain a just and fair settlement of that
i.S-Czechoslovak dispute. Unfortunately, the gold issue and

there in, legally' and jetticulsrly in'-the . ",4t* .
19.16 agreement, no linc between thon. This is the core 3f

the ?rench position, and this pcsiticn is n)t hase4 nn any "
in.aiation whatsoever of delaying a U.-Cocbjhlovlk settlement
of the claim issue. On t1M contrary, wo would bo very happy
if such a settlement could be reachC..

You oan be assuLed that we fully und.rstatd'your . 4
expectations and your concerns. But I. am also p
you will certainly understand that r a nee hbp in' =_ -

of the 1946 Agreement, its own conwjt~nt 'I th a.t fr
has to abide byie i• "' ' vt - ,textm.
law and practice.

I



Atcust 24,1980

Dear Sric
Your prompt report on your .ashington activity was
greatly appreciawo anu you should be congratulated
for your valiant ef'o.t or. Zohalf ot all oi" us. I wish
I could have been there. I read everything with int-
erest, but must adr.it - the long teLtL.oniy o' *tr.. erti-
gan - Ias Just too heavy reading for "r.e.
vir.. .1 also sent me the account of his testimony, so
I had plenty to reau
Iow only -hat ... .. hearing or. -'opt. ,ell.
Is there anyone or ar-thinv one can do i i.eantL o.
As iou know - , nz .ce,. well at all ".hese nast

on ths and at tme r'.-r t ry hands are extre .ely pain-
ifui. The Doctor L; ..,oro aggyavaaio then nel.:., really.

iy unpleasant J#) -er -",a'e neople are adnc'- .. tresc to
the malady. If (,oz ",he ..oney i would otcp .oriing

I7 i.ediately. c.. *o- i'or.,cJ to thai ra-; - to do
the -.any things I canr' do while away 8 hre. each uay.

,.y son Tom (whon you ca2led at San Diego) was here
but we parted with irrepa:eale ai-imosity. .e is abso-
lutely the :iost ie:nu<ed t1ndividual. 'le hates any
association with me because I av, Jewish. I will go
to -Hell and he to h uEveu - and he doesn't see &.: ything
good for me if i don't accept Josus Christ.

I think all o' .yr pain , :ro. stress such as this.

ar. enclosir-' - a 'letter :ro. the 'rer.ch
A:.bal-3aor. who:.. viw-e written uuouu 4 ri.onth ago, and
-a6 to ask for a 'c-. 4. Is it of any value to us?
Please ,ake a c.-• .-..d 1-t o aul.

Than.< you again " er.t I.W es,

-C7-Cd7 .
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C~AGL A001111f

a. Phooas
IUALONSNO? LANS 8/29/80

04ANNASE9T. New YORK 1100

Pa16Mu 51 &MA 730-94

The Honorable Abraham Ribicoft j
Chairman Senate Finance Committee
o/o Mr David foster
2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Ribicoft , Re Claims against Czechoslovakia 8 2721

The law S 5337 was passed on 8/8/1958 awarding.
U.S.oitizen of Czech origin certain amounts for confiscated
property in Czechoslovakia .I a one of the award holders
I was 53 years old when I have received the award , now
I am past 75.1 am told that many award holders have passed
away and those who still live are of an ripe old ego .

Senator V'oynahan has introduced a bill
8 '217 .A similar bill was introduced by Congressman X.r HR 7338.
You have kindly scheduled hearings on 9/9 on Senator Monahan's
bill and I wish to thank you for scheduling these
hearings *

I have gathered from what I have heard
about the hearings in Congress that the Treasury and State Depta.
are not favoring this legislation for reasons which are not
easily understandable *After all we are now waiting 22 years
for a settlement of this matter

iy friend 3.Nettel mentioned while
he testified on HR 7338 the so called Shvets case eTo the best
of aq recollection . i'. Shvets esm;Urated from Eussia to ihina
where he acquired substantial properties Lr. Shvets came to the
1.8. when the Oom.unIsts took over S Then as a U.S.-citizen he
claimed a tax deduction for his properties in China *This was
disallowed ,but he fought the case in tax court and won
(Alex E.Shvet & Ed Shvett v.Commissioner TCX 1979-298
DT 7167-75 8/7/79 .

1 take the liberty to mention this because
our situation is not dissi:ilar to the Shvett case sIt seems to
me that an additional provision could be added to S 2721 to

the effect that if after 60 days of 3 2721 becoming law no
diplomatic or any other solution could be found ,then the Secretary
Treasury would be directed to take over all claims and allow
a 100% tax credit or cash payment to those who do not need
such a credit .
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CAix Aooemn- ins
UAMMAM
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The Honorable Abraham Ribicoff

This pov2iom would give the Treasury and /or State Dept. ,
the option to sell the gold whenever the time should seem.appropriate to .them eMoreover-a provision of this
nature may help to prevent a presidential veto

Thank you ,dear Senator Ribiooff , for
giving this matter your kind attention

I remain

Yours respect

0.Reini
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JULIET V.V. RUBENSTEIN )31veuRSI6MlVE

September 1, 1980

Honorable Abraham Ribicoff, Chairman
Senate Subcommittee On International Trade
Senate Finance Comittee
c/o Mr. David Foster
2227 Dirkeen Senate Office building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Ribicoff;

I farge you to support S. 2721, Senator Moynihan'* bill on behalf of the citizens
of the United States who hold awards issued bp the Foreln Claim Settlement
Commission of the United States against the government of Czechoslovakia.

My parents are deceased as are many of the original award holders. They
struggled to earn a living in this country and to give me a pvoper education.
Their lives were difficult. Their lives would and should have been more equitable
if the claim had been settled by Czechoslovakia in 1962.

Today, most of the Individual award holders are old people who are in dire
need of the compensation that Is Justly theirs. The heirs, such as myself,
are entitled to compensation for the losses suffered by their parents.

Sincerely,

Ju ll Rubenstein
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JULIET V.V. RUBENSTEIN 73 RVERSIDE DRIVENEW YORK 10O4

September 1, 1980

Dear Senator:

The proper education referred to in the enclosed letter was spent at
Putney with your son, Peter. While writing to you, I recalled with great
nostalgia the many wonderful weekends spent with you, your wife and Peter.
Please say hello to him for me.

I hope that your Subcomittee is able to cut through the red tape that
has enmired the Czech. claim for so many years.

Sincerely,

Juliet Rubenstein (nee: Juliet Van Vlet-Stein)

6
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LEO L. SCHHOLKA
32 Farragut Road

Scarsdale, New York 10583

Statement Regarding S.2721

Leo L. Schmolka, residing at 32 Farragut Road,

Scarsdale, New York 10583, submits the following statement

in support of S.2721.

I am an attorney at law duly admitted to practice

before the highest court of the State of New York. I submit

this statement not only as an attorney, but on behalf of the

Estate of Francis Schmolka, my late father, and Irene Schmolka,

my mother, both of whom are holders of awards against the

Goverment of Czechoslovakia under the International Claim

Settlement Act of 1949, as amended.

Irene Schmolka and Francis Schmolka owned substantial

property of considerable value situated in Czechoslovakia that

was nationalized or otherwise taken by the Government of

Czechoslovakia, without any compensation, almost 30 years

ago. At the time, both Francis and Irene Schmolka were

citizens of the United States. Francis was a citizen of the
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United States at the time of his death on May 8, 1964, and

Irene is a U.S. citizen now.

Francis and Irene Schmolka received awards from

the Foreign Claims Settlement Commission of the United

States in the respective amounts of $171,986.51 and $62,091.82,

a total of $234,078.33. To date, only approximately 57. of

that amount has been paid on account of those awards.

Almost 20 years have elapsed since the Foreign Claims Settlement

Commission issued my parents' awards and, as indicated, essen-

tially no payment has been made by the Government of Czechoslovakia.

In the interim, my father, Francis Schmolka, died, ahd my

mother, Irene Schmolka, has become elderly (she is now 80

years of age). With virtually nothing in the way of tangible

results to date, it seems unconscionable that my mother in

her waning years should entertain the prospect of nothing

but further delays. Similarly, there seems to be no good

reason why my father's heirs (my sister and myself), repre-

senting yet another generation of American citizens, should

grow elderly without the benefit of the compensation that

fairly was awarded my father by a duly constituted authority

of the United States Government.

2
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Certainly, one of the fundamental attributes of

United States citizenship is the right to protection by

our Government against unwarranted invasions of person and

property by other nations. Such an invasion was worked by

the Goverrnent of Czechoslovakia some 30 years ago against

approximately 2600 American citizens in the form of an

uncompensated expropriation or taking of their property.

To date the United States Department of State has been

unable to resolve Czechoslovakia's debt to our citizens,

including my parents, Francis and Irene Scbmolka, in a

manner that is both fair and acceptable to the United States

Congress. ThisAiotwithstanding that some 18 tons of Czecho-

slovakian gold have been held as security for more than 30

years.

Recent years have witnessed an accelerating trend

to violence against and disruption of our diplomatic establish-

ments abroad, to foreign disrespect for the rights and property

of American citizens, and to international terrorism, often

condoned by foreign governments, that, even if not neces-

sarily directed against American citizens, often endangers

their lives or property. Whenever the United States Congress

3
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has it legitimately within its means to do so,.it should

take firm steps to deter outrages of this sort. If our

Congress fails to act vigorously, effectively and promptly

on this legislation, its failure will signal only apathy and

weakness on the part of our Government in respect of the

rights and property of its citizens. The signal will go out

not only to the Czechoslovakian commnunists, who quite clearly

are content to permit the matter to drag on, without resolution,

to eternity, but also and more broadly to the world at large

where the rights and property of American citizens are

violated with increasing regularity.

As noted, several thousand American citizens, including

my parents, have for two decades held lawfully adjudicated

claims against the Government of Czechoslovakia, and the efforts

of the Department of State have produced virtually nothing in

the way of tangible results for the uncompensated seizure of

these citizens' property. The United States Congress has

the authority and the means to settle this matter once and for

all -through.legislation for the benefit of the thousands of

American citizens involved. It is clear that only legislation

will resolve the matter and the legislation should be enacted

4
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at this time, before yet another generation of American

citizens gross old holding nothing but meaningless awards;

before the International Claims Settlement Act of 1949 is

confirmed as a vehicle for nothing more than the dispensation

of hollow satisfaction; and before the work and authority of

the United States Foreign Claims Settlement Commission are at

long last confirmed as an empty exercise in irrelevance.

I, as Executor of the Estate of Francis Sclmolka,

a deceased award holder, on behalf of my mother, Irene Schmolka,

an award holder, and as a United States citizen vigorously

support S.2721 and urge the Senate to pass it before adjourn-

ment of the current term. It is important that the legislation

be passed now, while the Czechoslovakian gold enjoys a high

value and interest rates are also relatively high.

Responsible and knowledgeable legal counsel have

opined that there is no legal impediment to prompt enactment

of S.2721. Some 20 years of good faith diplomatic effort

by the United States Department of State has proved essentially

futile in resolving this matter; one generation of Americau

citizens has grown old in the process and a second faces the

prospect of doing the same. The utter disrespect for the

5
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rights and property of American citizens demonstrated by the

Czechoslovakian Goverrnment in this matter must be brought to

an abrupt end, not only for the legitimate and lawful satis-

faction of the American citizens involved but also as a

broader demonstration that the United States Goverment simply

will not suffer its citizens to be violated in their persons

or property by foreign nations. The United States Congress

has the power to act, and it should act without further delay.

S.2721 should be promptly enacted.

Respectfully submitted,

Leo L. Schmolka
LLS :mls

6
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MRS.C HLLOTM? 3. SCVJnMZBR
630NFort Washington AveNew York NY 1004 September 2 1980

Honorable Abraham Ribicoff, Chairman
Senate Subcommittee on International Trade
Senate Finance Committee
c/o Mr.David Foster
2227 Dirkuen Senate Office Bu&lding
Washington, D.C. 20510

RB. Senate Bill S 2721
introduced by Seantor Moynihin

Dear Samtors

As one third heir to xv Z'.thers estate, I am writing
to you to respectfully request that you support the
above mentioned legislation.

Czeohostovakia should either be forced to make payments
or the stored Gold should be used for this purpose.

Since I had to leavG Czechoslovakia thru Hitler's
persecutions I have been unable to work on account
of high blood pressure and severe stomach ulcers.

I am badly in need of these funds and would greatly
appreciate your support in this matter.

Respectfully yours,

Char elef
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11e. Marls Shilliug
lO5-3 65th RNA
forest ills, E.LllYf3.

And
Xre. Ammo oris
693 Preude Avenue Aust 31o 1980,
Surfaide. Via. 3315.4us 3,190

Honorable Abraham Ribiooff9 Chairman
Senate Suboomittee on Internal Trade
Senate litname Goitto.
o/O Ni. David Poster
2227 Dirksen eshate Office Duilding

ashimgton. D.O.20510.

Dear Biro -
my sister and myself are Amrloan Citizom of Ozehoslovakian descent

living In U.S. sinc oVr flight from Caehoslovakia due to Nast opreson and
the Communist seizure of our ative-souatr7 thereafter.

Our parents Mr. and Mrs. Ottaka Daumna owned a wellknow* cheical
factory in Prague as well as other assets and everything has been seized by the
Ozehoslovakian Government without any recomponsatiom.

Our husbands had to start here from scratch and worked very hard to got
a foothold in the new home country, but thay never asked for nor received aW,
financial assistance from the Government. Our parents who were Amerloan Citizens
as well filed a claim with the Foreln Claims Settlement Comaissmon for their
assets Illegaly and after a thorough examination of their elaine an award has
been adjudicated to our in the meantime widow e mother rs. Bertha Baumann for,
a substantial amount, which however never has been pal to her except for a small
fraction of 5.33% and one thousand dollars.

Since that time both parents pasod away and we the undersigned two
sisters are the only survivors and heirs. We tried continuousl. to obtain the
adjudicated refund but all our ibuiries at the 1080 were fruitless and the
answer has been always the sane .... negotiations are boing conducted with the
Czechoslovakian Government regarding the payment of the justified claims
which went on for decades.

NOw we both are gr&dthers In our seventies and still no progress
has boon made to obtain at least som additional refund hiob Is due to us , We
really cannot understand why our Government whioh is so powerful in the world
cannot achieve compliance of the Ozoohoslbvakian Government to settle their
obligations for the illegaly seized properties the benefits of which thees re
enjoying already for so many decades, although the citizens of other countries
received a reoonpensation long time ago.

Our parents and husbands have weked very hard- In our native country
to aoumulate a Onestegg for the advanced age but lost everything overthere
and It sesms to us that even here in this wunderful country we are left without
any help or even hope for the justified compensation for the properties which

have been robbed without any fault of ours...
Ve re9a in the daiV papeze that some action was initiated to use

some Czechoslovakian gold deposited in this country to sell this or part of this
gold in order to satisfy our claims which anyway are considerably reduced due
to the devaluation of our currency compared to the time when these assets were
seized illegaly. But even if we disregard this argument we still cannot obtain
even the nomin-l amount of the adjudicated claine, due to the opposition of the
administration, to the proposed legislation to this effect.

Another legislation for the settlement has been introduced by the
Honorable Senator Moynihan of New York and we understand that you yourself
are the Chairman of the Qenate Suboommittee of Internal Trade dealing with his
proposed Companion Senate Bill. We implore you, Sir, to help us In this effort.
ye are citizens who always worked faithfully for our new home country having
faith that It will protect us inevery respect and are quite disappointed being
abandoned now in our last efforts and our hope that justice will prevailt

Thanking you in advance for your kind attent '.n to thip matte-,
we remain, in the meantime,

Sincerely yours,

Mrs. Par " .. ' ..

Xrs. Ann* iMorris.,

69-091 0 - 81 - 14



MBS.TERBZIB SINGER
525 Audubon Ave Apt.712
Isabella House September I 1980
New York NY 10040

Honorable Abraham Riblooffe Chairman
Senate Subcommittee on International Trade
Senate Pinanoo Comittee
o/o Mr.David 4 Fester
222? Dirkeen 'Senate dtfioe Building
Washinton, D.C. 2051.0 Re. Senate bill S 2721

Dear Senator Ribiwoff, introduced by
Senator Moynihan

I an one of the Senior Citizens who has waited-
for over 30 years to receive payment of sW claim
against Czeohoslovakia.

Now that I am 8? years old, living on Social Security
in a Senior Citizens Hor, I am using up sW small
savings to even exist.

May I respectfully urge you to support the legislation
so that finally either Cseohoslovakia will make pwyments
or the Gold can be used to satisfy s and all other
peoples claims.

Respectfully yours,

Teresie Singer
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STATEMENT Of A Born American-citizen

I, the undersigned Mrs. Helen A. Stach, residing at 25-53,
34th Str. Long Island City, New York, N.Y. 11103,-herewith wish to
respectfully present this statement and synopsis of my case against
Czechoslovakia, as testimony, pertaining to my Claim No. CZ-3,030,
tendered before the Foreign Claims Settlement Commission of the
United States in Washington, D.C. in the year 1960,-to which claim,
the said F.C.S.C. granted me an Award in the amount of $277,193.45.

I lived in my private residence in Prague, Czechoslovakia
with my parents (both American citizens). After my parents' death,
I having survived Nazi occupation (World War II) and Russian take-
over, of Czechoslovakia, I was called to the Communist Czechoslovak
Police for questioning. After 4 hrs. of actual grilling by Russian
agent police-I was given the choice-to either relinquish my
American citizenship, this enabling me to remain in Czechoslovakia-
or banishment from that country,-"as an undesirable foreigner"*.:

I chose the latter course, refusing to relinquish my prided
birthright-namely, my U.S.A. citizenship-and freedoms!

My husban Charles V. Stach, had died in N.Y.C.-20yrs. earlier,
in a civic diplomatic service of the then free Czechoslovak republic
under Dr. Pres. Benes.

(I was forced to see my chauffeur arrested and sent for
punishment as an employee of a "capitalist" family-to 6 months
slavery in coal mines!) I was given 1 month to leave Prague.

Before leaving Czechoslovakia, that ruthless government flung
a tax on me-although that regulation was not even as yet proclaimed
"as law* at fthat mome~ntotalling 350,000 Crowns-I mortgaged my
large apartment building (built by my father) so as to "clear" my
way to freedom!

I was given only 3000 Crowns cash - (about $100) for my
journey to the USA!-otherwise-p4nniless-I came to the U.S.-finding
first refuge with an uncle in Pittsburgh, PA.-Dr. Charles J. Styler.
After much trial-I procured employment in the Union Dime Savings
Bank in N.Y.C. where I worked for 17 years in the New Accounts,
Mail and Foreign departments.

Since 1968, I am living on my hard-earned bank pension of
$49.58 monthly, and my social security benefit, now raised to the
amount of $315.00 monthly.

My expulsion in January 1950, by the Czechoslovak government
on the grounds, Oundesirable foreigner* was illegal. I had never
been a "Nazi sympathizer*, nor had my fortune ever contributed
to enemy advantages.

11-
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My apartment building in Prague was "taken-over" by the
Czechoslovak government in 1951 as--abandoned property. This trick
was also illegal, because none of my properties were "abandoned."
I had my representative-Manager-controlling and managing the
properties and their-proceeds in good order, which he continued to
do even after my departure for the USA.-until he was subsequently
ousted by the Czechoslovak authorities.

In 1958, I was forced to sign a Rental Contract for the use
of my vila in Prague, (Na Zatorce 19,-Bubene6).-This contract
named me as owner, and the Agency for Service to the diplomatic
corps in Pra-eTSprana sluzeb dipl. shoru v Prage)-as my tenant.
The rental yearly amount to be paid automatically to the special
"foreign bank account" in Prague was a very very paltry sum.
These payments were made in order by the Agency up to1960-then
stopped.

To this day, my properties are exploited and no complaints,
reminders, both written and presented personally when I was visiting
Prague,-not even an attempted Court-suit for the arrear rental
payments as "withheld rental proceeds" -were even admitted to the
Court of Justice (so-called,) of Czechoslovakia in Prague.

The Brazilian ambassador to Czechoslovakia occupied my former
home, (even part of it used as a temporary Consulate Office at
one period)-as his private residence for 15 years. Later the vila
was occupied for 10 years by the United States Dept. of Defense
as residence for American officers in Prague.

X received absolutely nothing, either in Crowns or in dollars
-for the sub-rental uses of my property.

The flagrant violation of legal standards,-the ruthless
disregard for any vestige of decency as practised in the cultured
world, the ignoring of contract agreement and all due proceeds or
compensations for the use, abuse and extensive damages to my
properties, all of which were of lt class material qualities and
architectural values-are indeed calling for the most strict measures
of protection and recourse by my Unites States Government.

After 30 over-due years,-it is about time! My former home
is now defiled by Russian tenants-as mentioned,-all proceeds going
to the communist Czechoslovak government for illegally usurped
American properties.

I have survived World War II- under Nazism-Russian domination,
Communist-threats and persecution. I am living for the past 20
years in a very small, modest apartment, counting my daily expenses
on a meagre scale according to my budget,-while for 30 years, the
Czechoslovak government is taking hundreds of thousands of dollars
and Crowns of my former American fortune.
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---- .Not only because I have been .any -years truly in dire needi-
not only because the cruel, unjust machinations of a cunning and
dangerously persistent red regime has beggared me, ruined my
life-but because I had chosen, in face of staggering, fantastic
odds, my honest lifes' path according to my Christian and cultural
heritage,- do I deeply feel justified in demanding my American
rights. I feel entitled to the full payment due me now these 30
yearst-the full payment of the Awa-rd granted tome by the FCSC
in Washington, D.C. in 1960-62.

All my properties are intact (accept for damages)-(see photos)
-luxury buildings of finest materials, the properties situated
in the best and most valuable areas of the city of Prague.

The interest, long pending, from the proceeds of my properties,
as well as from the still pending since 1962-Award amount of

$277,193.45
should indeed be considered and accounted for-and should augment
said final award pending sum,-which amount even so awards3 is a
pittance against the actual value and original claim amount of

$832,123.45 (See Claim proposed decision)
The Award, although I accepted it as granted, I do consider

therefore ,-rather short-changed, withal!

I most urgently request that justice be at long-last done. I -
believe it is not to be my opinion along,-that I am amazed to find
the State Department attempting to frustrate steps aimed at gaining
justice for long cheated and unfortunate American victims of
Czechoslovak aggression and dishonesty.

Being one of the outstanding cases of justified claim against
Czechoslovakia, -

I herewith ask my government of the United States to take
full, strong and undeterred measures to procure for me, my just, legal
and truly much-needed Award payment in full.

Most respectfully,

Helen A. Stybr Stach

Washington, D.C.
August 19, 1980

Attached 2 Claim Decision Photostats, with my Statement of 1962 plus
Photos.
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Frank !esar.
8957 L8.Oarpenter Street,
Ohicago, Illinois. 60620.

Sept. 2 ndo 1980.

My mortgage was secured by the foundry, machine shop
the wire rope factory with suppligsand equipment and

the living building for the owners.

My brother's brick yard was a large continual kiln to
bake the the brick, machinery to make the brick and
homes for the employees and surrounding farm land.

The two story solid brick apartment building in Kladnet
was owned by my dcceise sister Mary Gregort, and all
the properties were confiscate& M years ago.

The properties hare considerable value and the valua.-
tion. can be detirminated by the Americn Ambasader in
Prag, Czechoslovakia. Ky mortgage is interest bound.

The confiscated properties were acknowledgedL by_ the
U. S. Department of State in Washington, May 25, 1955.
refer to MUS 249.1141 Tesar Prank, 5-555.

The brick yard Is also located in Kladno.

Addreeses:
Adolph Tesar, 1628 Austin Blvd,
Cicero, Illin6s, 60650. Tel$ 656- 5906.

Jaroslav Tesat, Podgbradova ulice 527.
Kladno, Czechoslovakia 27200.
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COPY - August 29, 1980

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Washington

In reply refer to
S( )S 249.1141Tesar,
Frank/5-555

May 25, 1955

Dear Mr. Tesar:

The receipt Is acknowledged of your letter of May 5, 1955, concerning

family property interests in Czeckoslovakia, said to have been seized by the

Czechoslovak authorities.

The principal property, a futindry, is said to have been transferred in 1948

by your mother to your brother, Jaroslav Tesar, who remained in Czechoslovakia

to take care of it.

A hrickyard property Is mentioned as having been transferred to your brother

Adolph in 1942. Ile is said to have been expelled amid to have rehrned to the

United States in 19 52.

An apartment building constructed in 1931 is said to have been transferred

in 19 39 to your sister, Mrs. Mary Gregar nee Tesar, now a widow, still living

in Czechoslovakia.

Your mother's interest appears to have been reduced to a mortgage claim of

100,000 crowns and yours to a mortgage claim of 500,000 crowns, both secured

by the foundry property.

The foundry, the brickyard property and the apartment building are understood

all to have been confiscated.

It is presumed that , by way of proof of their losses, the respective owners
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COPY - page 2.

(Jaroslav for the foundry, Adolph for the brickyard, and Mary for the apartment house)

already have in their possession or would be able to obtain, precise citation to any

Czechoslovak law, decree or court actions upon which confiscation of their respective

properties may bave been based. The standing of any claim each of them might have

as a deprived owner under established principles of international law and practice

would depend, among other things, upon the nationality status of each of them as of

the time when seizure of his or her holdings took place.

Basically your Czechoslovak crown claim and that of your mother would be

against Jaroslav Tesar, the the mortgage debtor. This Department would be unable to

advise you of any altered status the debtor's obligation expressed in crowns could now

be expected to have under Czechoslovak law, in the light of monetary measures imposed

in 1953 by the Comimuaist Government of Czechoslovakia. Possibly you could develop

information on this point by means of direct correspondence with Jaroslav Tesar in that

country.

Your letter and its enclosures will be retained in'the Department's files. It

would not be practical for the Department to promise to send individual notification of

possible future events to you or any other interested party or potential claimant. You

may anticipate, however, that due general publicity will be accorded for the information

and guidance of all concerned, if and when procedures are developed for the adjudication

and settlement of property claims of American citizens against Czechoslovakia.

Sincerely yours,

For the Secretary of State:

.: (signed)

Francis E. Flaherty
Assistant Director

Office of Special Consular Services
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WEIL, GOTSHAL & MANGES
A PA CTOUW Me w 04 A Poeftesol60I 9*P0*"i"TN

TOT P 1TH AVEUK * N9w YORK. ... 9M 10153

Calla 78-7000

TaLgoleU : fall) TOg 0971 1101 CONN"S9CIU AVINUE. N. W.
WASINN . a. . 2000

GA01.E W206MA
T9LX "71 44800 018 1666410

TULUX V M A ?VLBCOPEN. 03 06T402

September 4, 1980

Honorable Abraham Ribicoff, Chairman
Senate Subcommittee On International Trade
Senate Finance Committee
c/o Mr. David Foster
2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Re: Estate of Leopold Pilzer, deceased
Estate of Laura Pilzer, deceased
Estate of Monique Weill-Caulier, deceased
-Estate of Bruno R. Weill-Caulier, deceased
Stephanie Weill
Alice Sedlak

Dear Senator Ribicoff:

We are attorneys for the Executors, Trustees and
beneficiaries of the Estates of Leopold Pilzer, deceased,
and Laura Pilzer, deceased. The beneficiaries of said Es-
tates are Alice Sedlak, and Stephanie Weill, and the Executors
and Trustees of the Estate of Bruno R. Weill-Caulier, deceased,
and the Executors and Trustees of the Estate of Monique Weill-
Caulier, deceased.

Bruno R. Weill-Caulier dieda resident and citizen
of the United States on February 18, M 62. Under the terms
of his Will a Trust was created pursuant to which his entire
residuary estate is payable to .College of Physicians & Surgeons
of Columbia.University, New York Foundling Hospital, New York
Heart Association, Inc. and New York Cancer Research Institute,
Inc. .Any recovery received by the Estate of Bruno R. Weill-
Caulier with respect to the Czechoslovakian claims will be
distributable to the above-named charitable organizations.

Monique Weill-Caulier died a resident and citizen
of.the United States on April 8, 1979. Under the terms of her
Will a Trust was created-under which the undersigned and
Robert Todd Lang are Trustees, providing for distribution of
all assets of the Trust to New York University School of Medi-
cine,. Cornell University Medical College and Albert Einstein
College of Medicine for medical scholarships and to a group
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of eight medical schools in the City of New York for medical
research grants. Any recovery received by the Estate of
Honiue Weill-Caulir will be distributable to the above-
nund charitable organizations.

Alice Sedlak and Stephanie Weill are of advanced
age and are citizens and residents of the United States.

After World War 11 the Governuent of Czechoslovakia
nationalized or expropriated properties of Leopold and Laura
Pilzer located in Czechoslovakia without provision for compen-
sation. Awards were rendered by the Forein Claims Settlement
Commission in the amount of $1,007,893 in favor of Leopold
Pilzer and in the amount of $813,152 in favor of Laura Pilzer
in recognition of the properties lost to the Czechoslovakian
Government.

Hore than 30 years have elapsed since the awards
were rendered. During that period Czechoslovakia has failed
to make provision for their payment.

Undoubtedly there are other American citizens whose
assets were seized by Czechoslovakia and to whom awards have
been granted and who, as elderly citizens, are patiently await-
ing reasonable liquidation of such awards.

The United States Department of State has exhibited
no ability to settle the Czechoslovakian debt in any manner
acceptable to Congress, although the Department of State has
allegedly held 18 tons of Czechoslovakian gold as security for
a period of more than 30 years.

It is respectfully urged that Congress enact HR 7338
as promptly as possible to provide for payment of Czechoslovakian
claims estimated to aggregate $105,000,000 and to provide for
payment of interest to the claimants at 6% per annum from the
date the claims were approved.

Action of this nature could not only provide equitable
settlement of the award-holders' claims, but would bolster and
enhance the international position of the United States Govern-
ment as an active, vigorous and effective force in international
relations.

The award-holders have not been advised of any legal
bar to enactment of the proposed legislation and understand
that Congress has power to act. If so, Congress should
act without further delay.

Respectfully yours,

JML: &to John M. Lewis
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STATME3T SUBITTED TO
THE SENT FINANCE COMMITTEE

Honorable Gentlemen of the Senate Committee on Finance.
It name is Geraldine P. Yarroll. I was married to the late
Francis I.. FP3bergh in 1943. Francis was an American Citisen
Award Holder.

Our marriage lasted twenty years. After his death in Dec. 1964,
I was appointed Aminittratrix of-his estate.

In 1950, about 30 years ago, it was.established without a doubt
that Francis PFbergh was the owner of valuable property located
in Caechoslavakia, and the property was lost to him through
Czeohoslavakia's expropriation procedures.

In 1962 the Progein .Settlement Commission made an award to Mr.
PFybergh in the sum of $63,915.00, and to date only approxim-
ately 5% of this award was received. from.0Cechoslavakia payable
to him or his family. Almost twenty years have now passed
since the award was issued, but no further compensation has
been realized from Coechoslavakla, or the Foreign Claims Com-
mission.

It is now common and public knowledge that our Government
holds, as securityfor over thirty years, 9 tons of Csech
gold, and yet our State Department allows these awards to
ley in, a state of limbo- for approximately twenty years.

American Award Holders are now quite elderly, and as in mr
case many of the Award Holders have passed away, never to
benefit from the award that rightfully belonged to them. It
is therefore time for the Senate to pass S2721. We as
indivIduls cannot go to Czechoslavakia to fight for our
claim. We depend 'on our Government, particularly our State
Department to negotiate for usand bring this settlement to

a fair and just conclusion. This is not only a moral issue,
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principles are also involved. Our State Dupeartment nt
advise the Cssohoslavakian Gove=nt that It is strongly in
favor of settling the expropriation debt now. American Nation-
ale have a right to what is owed them. Gold enjoys an all
time high value. fth time is right

We cannot allow the Oseohoslavekian Cooiniet's to think we
are a weak people, willing to shelve any problem that is not
earth shattering. To the Ameorican Award Holder, this is an
enormous problem that they fye waited for to be settled for al-
most three generations, (qW mother and father-in-Lawboth
Amercoan itizens, also passed away) if we continue to wait,
it will be our children, and then our grandchildren, pleading
with our Senators to pass the law. Ut have definate legal
opinion (from knowledgeable attorneys)that there is no legal
bar to enactment of this legislation at this time.

I strenuously support Senator Moynihan's Bill S2721,. and urge
the Senate to pass it, before it adjourns in October '80.

Gentlemen of the Committee I want to sincerely thank you for
gining Bill $2721 your serious considerations, and for giving
me the opportunity to submit a personal statement. Im hopeful
and confident that you will continue to press for a fair and
Just conclusion to this problem. The elderly Award Holders
and the heirs of the deceased will be eternally grateful.
Thank you.

Submitted by
Geraldine P. Yarroll
34 Cedar Street
North HerriokN.Y. 11566

Dated
Sept.5,1980


